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FOREWORD 

It may well be asked: What purpose is served by the writing 
of a book on such a subject as cannibalism? Indeed^ this was 
my own reaction when my publisher invited me to undertake 
the task. 

There is* however^ a quite simple answer to the question: 
No book covering the subject generally exists in the English 
language. Inquiries 1mm the Royal Anthropological Institute 
of Great Britain and Ireland elicited the reply: We know of 
no comprehensive work on cannibalism. The material on 
the subject is unfortunately scattered through tnany books and 
periodicals.' 

Subsequent inquiries at the British Museum met with the 
same result: on the 8o miles of shelves in that iacomparable 
library of 8^000^000 books, there is no single work in the Engtbh 
language that covers the immense field of cannibaUsm and 
human sacrifice. The Germans would appear to be the only 
people who have made any attempt to deal comprehensively 
with the subject on a large scale, and the work in question has 
not been translated into English. 

To collect* check, classify* compare and contrast the enor¬ 
mous amount of material that is^ as the Librarian of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute said, scattered through books and 
periodicals involved more time and energy than was at first 
anticipated. Material was rortiicoming in the uniikeliest 
places—much of it in the form of diaries and letters written by 
missionaries in ink that would often seem to have been home 
made and on flimsy paper stained by dampj by sea-wati^* by 
rough handling from messengers on Land and crews on the 
packet-tx3ats that brought such missives back to England a 
hundred or a hundred-and-fifty years ago. Many of these 
were deeply moving: to read l^tween the lines written 
those spidery pens was a sobering expcricnccp More than one of 
the writers had just seen their wives and children brutally 
massacred and wors^ and well knew that a like fate probably 
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awaited them too—perhaps before their letters were deliveFcd 
at the London headquarters of their missions. 

I take pleasure in here acknowledging a great deal of co¬ 
oper ation* all of it most willingly given. 

First and foremost* that of Mr B. J. Kirkpatrick* Librarian 
of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and 
Ireland, to whom 1 applied in the first instance for advice* and 
who responded with a list of potentially fruitful tides among 
the books in his and other libraries. 

Secondly* that of the staff of the Brldsh Museum* who wTre 
relentiess in their search for dtles that might prove rewarding, 
and who bore pariendy with my niggling persistence and 
demands for clarification on matters of detail* as always* no 
trouble was too great for them to take* 

Thirdly, the librarians and archi\ds t3 of the many Missionary 
Societies and similar bodies who placed desks and shelves at 
my disposal* spent many hours looking up possible material 
and making inquiries on my behalf from kindred organisations, 
and in some cases allowed me to take home with me irreplace¬ 
able volumes that, striedy, should not have passed outside the 
safety of their premises^ 

Of these* I would particularly like to thank by name the 
foUowing:—Monsignor Shaw and Miss Margaret Walsh* of 
the Associadon for the Propagadou of the Faith; the Rev* 
A, S* Qement* of the Bapdst hlissionary Society; Miss Joan 
Fenicr, of the Church Mi^onary Society; Mr C. D+ Ch-'erton, 
Deputy Librarian of the Colonial Office Library; Miss Ruth 
Jones* Librarian at the International African Institute; Miss 
Irene Fletcher* of the London Missionary Society; Nfiss Mollie 
Allen, of the Melanesian Mission; Miss Joan Anderson* 
Archivist of the Methodist Missionary Society; Mr G* L. 
K-ceble* Librarian at New Zealand House; Mr J- Skidmore* 
of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge; Mrs 
Margaret dc Satg^, Archivist of the Society for the Propagadon 
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts; Miss Aphra Ward* Librarian 
of the South American Missionary Society. 

With these names should be coupled all those members of 
their staffs who* unknown to me* did so much $pade-work in 
searching the remote shelves of libraries and other repositories 
of records on my behalf. 
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I sliDutd like?, finally^ to emphasise that wherever a theory is 
propounded or a conclusion drawn in the pages that follow, 
unless it is attributed to some spedde atithorily it is my own. 
Not one of the individuals or otganisadons listed among these 
acknowledgements should be held in any way responsible for 
anything of Che kind; the responsibility for any errors of 
statement or conclusion is mine alone^ 

Groombridgtt Sussix. 

G. H. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fvnd AMENT ALLY, MAN IS a caituvorotis animal; he eats 
flesh. By insdnct, tradition and indeed choice, the over¬ 
whelming majority of the world’s population of 3,500,000,000 
are flesh eaters. In a way this is surprising; for the supply of 
flesh at any one time is vastly exceeded by the total amount of 
vegetable foodstuffs—vegetables, roots, herbage, and so on— 
available to him. And what is more, few vegetables have the 
power to resist capture and consumption that most animals 
possess. 

There arc very few typ« of living creature on the face of the 
earth that Man has not sampled. He cats beefsteak, mutton 
chops, lamb cutlets, calves’ brains, os tongue, bacon and ham, 
besides coundcss cuts from animals less familiar; kangaroo, 
wallaby, monkey and bear. Like Rudyard Kipling’s * Noble 
and Generous Cetacean’, he eats ‘the starfish and the garfish, 
and the crab and the dab, and the plaice and the dace, and the 
skate and his mate, and the mackerecl and the really truly twirly- 
whirly cel’. During and immediately after the Second World 
War, indeed, he became r econciled to the sight, if not the tas te, 
of the whale itself And of couise in various ladtudes and 
longitudes he has eaten octopus and squid and, perhaps without 
even knowing it, the 30o,ooo,ooo-ycar-old coelacanth itself. 

There are few species of bird that he has not snared or shot 
and then cooked and devoured, from the ostrich and emu to the 
skylark and the humming-bird. Indeed, such is Man’s greed 
for flesh that he has explored the possibilities of smaller creatures 
than these—and found himself in a territory whose inhabitants, 
in variety alone, pass the resource of man to compute. 

Everyone knot's that John the Baptist survived in the desert 
on a menu of locusts and wild honey. He ^vas, however, only 
one man out of untold millions who, dovim the ages, have 
looked upon the locust as food. By some it has been regarded 
as a spicialitif de la meison. Seventy years ago. Queen Ranava- 
Iona of Madagascar employed a band of servants whose sole 
duty it was to search the fields so that she and her guests at her 
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Tananarive palace might glut themselves on locusts. Three 
thousand years earlier^ in his palace at Nineveh, King Astir- 
banipal bad locusts served on sticks so that his guests could eat 
them much as we eat chipolata sausages and other titbits at our 

own parties today* 
For the great majority of people fortunate (if that is the word) 

enough to live in countries where the locust occurs, this insect is 
a staple of their diet still. In Tanganyika^ locusts have their 
wings and legs removed and arc then roasted or fried in butter; 
alternatively^ they arc dried and used for flavouring porridge. 
More sophisdeat^ connoisseurs^ in North Africa, season locusts 
with nutmeg, pepper and salt, and boil them as soup; altema- 
dvely, they are allowed to go cold, then pounded with fried 
breadcrumbs or rice and put in a saucepan to thicken 
into a broth. The taste of cooked locust has been compared 
with that of shrimps* boiled egg-yolk* hazd-nuts, crayfish- 

bisque, and even caviare! 
Nor is the locust the most surprising species of food that Man 

has discovered in this vast territory. In the Belgian Congo, 
fried termites are sold in basketfuls. A distinguished British 
traveller recently reported that termites* fried with butter, make 
a delicious meal. An earlier traveller described how the natives 
dry the termites in iron pots in the same way as coffee is roasted. 
They consider them a delectable food* with or without sauce, 
eaten by the handfuls And, as though to emphasise his point, 
he added: “ I have raten them this way severd times and think 
them dehcatc, nourishing and wholesome; they are sweeter 
than, but not so doying as, the maggot of the 
palmamm^ which is served up at all the luxurious tables of West 
India*” 

Ants, too, are widely appreciated; especially the so-called 
* sugar-ant^ found in Central Australia* These ants select 
from among their numbers certain individuaJs whom they 
fordbly feed until their stomachs swell to the size of gooseberries. 
The contents of their stomachs consist of the exudations of cer¬ 
tain plants and the honcy-dew of certain insects. When they 
come across these ants, the Australiam grip them one at a time 
by the head, squeeze the stomach between their front teeth and 
suck it dry, TTicy will tell you that the taste is one of strong 
contrast—and all the better for that: first the ^harp sting of the 
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formic add, aad then, as the taut membrane bursts, the sweet- 
ncH and fragrance of pure honey* 

In Indonesia^ MaJayaj Madagascar, the Belgian Ck>ngo and 
elsewhere, the palm-worm is cosisidered a delicacy. The 
creatme lives in the heart of the pabn-tree, and, says a French 
gourmet, ** may be compared with a lump of fat from a capon, 
wrapped in a very tender, transpareni pellicle ". These palm- 
worms, half an inch thick and perhaps two Inches long, arc 
heated gently over the fire. When they are sufficiently warmed, 
they are sprinkled with breadcruml^, pepper and muscat* 
Alternatively they may be boiled and then served with a 
sprinkling of orange or lemon juice* Some connoisseurs prefer 
to eat them raw; others again prefer them fried alive in oil. 

To locusts, termites, ants and palm-worms may be added 
caterpUlars and spiders, moths and dragonBieSj beetles and 
butterflies; and even then only the fringe of the vast insect 
kingdom's resources have been hinted at. Aphides and wasp 
grubs may be added to the list, and a researcher some seventy 
years ago offered an interesting menu for the host who cared to 
entertain his guests with dishes they might not have sampled 
previously. The menu included woodlouse sauce with the 

fried sole, wirtworm sauce with the mutton, curried cockchafers, 
cauliflower garnished with caterpillars, and ended with moths 
on toast. Sir Hugh Casson, only the other day, reported that 
fried wasp appeared regularly on the lunch menus of sophisti¬ 
cated New York r^taurants! 

One type of dish, however, occupied a categoty distinct from 
all those hitherto mentioned; indeed^ distinct from all those 
others which would have to be listed to make the curious cata^ 
logue of meat-dishes complete: Human flesh. 

There is abundant evidence that from the remotest periods of 
pre-hbtory Man has eaten the Sesh of liis fellows* In in 
the Chinese village of Choukouticn, some forty miles south¬ 
west of Pekin, a single tooth was discovered which enabled the 
anatomist Davidson Black to identify a creature closely related 
10 PUhsamihrapus ere^tus^ the Javan Ape-man already discovered 
by a Dutch anatomist* Later excavations brought to light 
the bones and skulls of some forty contemporaries of Black's 
PiiJu^mtAr&pus P^kinensis, togedier with a number of their 
weapons and implements* Charred remains of bones lying on 
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Lheir htArt^ gave an msight into this primitive man’s cooking 
habits^ and there was clear eiidencc in some curiously broken- 
np skulls that the brains had been extracted, and cooked^ If 
Fckin Man was, as this evidence strongly suggests, an eater of 
human flesh, he was also something of an epicure in this respect. 
And Pekin Man, like Java Man, lived some soo^ocnd yean agol 

Neanderthal Man, li\ing some 230,000 yean ago in Central 
Europe, was almost certainly a cannibal j there is evidence for 
this in the caves and rock shelters of the Dordogne* particularly 
at Ic Mousder, from which comes the term ^Mousterian^ 
culture, and from skeletal rcmajus in a Mousterian settlement 
at Krapina, In Croatia. Cro-Magnon Man, living some 
75,000 years ago and called for the first dme i/omo sapieriSj was 
an eater at times of the flesh ofhis fellows, If one is to judge by 
c\odcncc found in the caves of Aurignac, near Toulouse, from 
which the term ^Aurignacian’ derives. 

Mesolithic and Neolithic Man, between 10*000 and 2,000 
years b,c., maintained die traditions of their ancestors in this 
respect: there ia evidence of this in Switzerland and cbewhere* 
And in the later Bronze Age, when Man first began w^orking 
metal, he was s till on occasion an eater of human flesh. Austria, 
among other European countries, offers evidence of this. 

The Greek historian Hetodotus, writing about 450 B.C.* 

described cannibalistic practices among the Issedones and the 
nomadic Scythian Massagetae, including the deliberate killing 
and devouring of old people of their tribes. It was Herodotus 
who reported also the custom of using dead men's skulls as 
drinking-cups. Strabo, another Greek historian writing in the 
last years before Chnst, declared positively that the eating of 
human flesh was a common practice in Ireland, and St Jerome 
himself, nearly four hundred years later, reported the existence 
of this pracdcc in Scotland, where the Moss-troopers skirmish- 
ing on the Border were also alleged to drink the blood of thdr 
defeated enemies. 

Xt is a knowTi fact that during the fighting between the 
Sp^ards and the Arabs in the ninth century, the w^omcn of 
Elvira cut up and ate the body of Sauwax, an Arab chief 
responsible for the massacre of their menfolk. At the end of 
the thirteenth century young Marco Polo, then only a seven- 
ieen-year-old boy, set off on what was to prove a twenty-four- 
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years’ absence from Venice, during which dme he travelled 
in the Far East, notably Tartar>' and China. He, and other 
travellers after him, confinned that many Chinese and Tibetan 
tribes ate the flesh of their fellows. 

pi the year of Shakespeare’s birth, 1564, the Polish hero 
Wisniowiecki was defeated by the Turks, who then tore out 
his heart and devoured it. In the sixteenth century it was the 
prerogative of the executioners in many European countries to 
retain as their perquisite the blood and certain parts of the body 
of the persons ^ey had executed, to make w-hat use of them they 
would. The Zingaris of Bohemia, according to a 'rajah' of 
their tribe, were in the habit of eating human flesh in the eigh¬ 
teenth century, the most delicate morsels of raw or roasted 
flesh being apparently the ears, the palms of the hands, the 
soles of the feet, the calves and the cheeks. 'Rajahs’ had the 
privilege of cutting off the heads of prisoncis and drinking the 

warm blood escaping from their veins and arteries. In the 
nineteenth century it was not unusual for a Chinese executioner 
to eat the heart or the brains of his victims. 

These examples are of course for the most part gleaned from 
the older historiaiis, from travellers who brought home tales 
from foreign jjarts, from soldiers who had campaigned in dis¬ 
tant lands. To them may be added a great number of cases of 
the eating of human flesh caused by extreme hunger in times of 
siege or famine or shipwreck. Such examples may be multi¬ 
plied indefinitely, and the majority of them can be easily 
authenticated. But it was not until comparatively recent times 
that the anthropologist began to make a study of the subject, to 
correlate and analyse the evidence and formulate theories in 
connection with It. 

In many cases he was a traveller himself. But he relied 
on the information from travellers coming from all over the 
world; from missionaries in widely scattered flcLds; from ex¬ 
plorers in 'Darkest' Africa, the South American jungles, the 
savage islands of Polynesia and Melanesia; from students of 
folk-lore who took the trouble to learn the language amrf then 
record the stories and legends of primitive peoples, like the 
Kwakiuti Indians, for instance, on the North Pacific Coast. 

The amoimt of information that w'as thus collected in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was enormous; and 
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the variety of authenticated detail was perhaps even more 
remarkable. The practice of eating human flesh was noted in 
almost every part of the worlds except Europe^ as a recognised 
ingredient of the accepted social order. 

In the Congo, staves w^re deliberately fattened for sale as 
food in the markets* In Nigeria, viedms* bodies were cut up 
ceremonially and devoured at native shrines. Fijian chids 
used to have a meal of human flesh when they had their hair 
cut. Young mothers of the Chavantes tribe in Uruguay 
habitually ate certain of their infants. Dardistan tribesmen 
drank the blood and ate the hearts of human beings. In West 
Africa a seel called the Leopard Society dressed in leopard- 
skins and hunted human beings in the forests, to devour them 
ceremonially when they had run them down and tom their 
throats out* 

In certain parts of Australia the practice was to smoke-dry 
the bodies of the victims and then devour those portions of the 
bodies that had been reduced to liquor or grease by the hcac 
Elsewhere, the practice w as to allow bodies to rot, and then 
swallow the products of the putrefying processes as they escaped 
from the corpses* Certain South American tribes reduced the 
corpses to ashes, mixed the ashes with liquid, and swallowed 
the mixture. Some African tribes sold the corpses of their dead 
for food among tribes where food was scarce* A South 
American tribe actually bred children by their captive women 
to ensure a regular supply of human flesh when need arose. 
The variations are endless. 

The practice of eating human flesh, in fact, was found to be 
prevalent in greater or less degree over most of the world* 
From the South Seas to Vancouver, from the West Indies to 
the East Indies, in Polynesia, Melanesia, Australia and New 
Zealand^ in North, West, East and Central Africa, in North and 
South America, there was abundant evidence of current 
indulgence lu the practice; or at least there were the state¬ 
ments of men still living who remembered having indulged In 
such practices, or witnessed them, as younger men* 

The older anthropologists used the term * anthropophagy* to 
describe the practice, formiag the word from the Greek 
mthrop^ (man) and phagtin (to eat) . The better^known word, 
of course, is cannibalism. This is a corruption of the word 
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Carib, the name of a West Indian tribe among whom the prac¬ 
tice was first noticed by the Spanish conquistadors^ Under 
that heading} during the past hundred yeans or so* an enormous 
amount has been written by anthropologists, especially 
Americansand it is presiunably due to the wealdi of strongly 
differentiated material that has been laid before them that 
their theories are so elaborate and ofleH} it will be found, so 
conflicting; though always interesting. 

For example, the American anthropologist Dr Spier wrote: 

Primitive pcdjjlc so frequendy aligned men and animals in thdr 
thicLking that it is pofisible that human dc&h was not considered 
significantly different from other foodstuffi. There is pnf&abfy no 

4w™ji to eating it; the horror shown by civilised, and by 
many primidve, peopl« was developed ^ convention, paraJId 
to their aversion to eating other foods considered unorthodox, un¬ 
clean^ or unfit for human consumption, much as the pig and the 
dog are unclean for all Semitic peoples. The abhorrence of such 
foods is an extraordinarily deep emodon, not dictated by 
biological necessity. 

Dr Eric Miller, on the other hand, wridng with no less 
authority, took an almost diametricaily opposite view* 

Whether (he wrote) the custom arose in a particular area thmugfa 
famine conditiona, or through occasional dietetic nece^ty. some 
additional ideological or emodonal stimulus is nesquired to over¬ 
come mfhWzrv Tipugnan££ to cannibalism and to ooufiim it into a 
r^ular practice. 

But Dr Miller had already made the point that, except in 
cases of famine, where camubalism may be said to result from a 
single motive, there are nearly always two, or even three, inter¬ 
woven modves—dietetic, magical, pietisdc—to account for the 

practice. 
Broadly speaking, however, anthropologists are agreed that 

where cannibalism exists as a long-established feature of the 
social life of a community, in whatever part of the w^orld that 
community may be found, it originated in one or other of 
several distinct forms. It may be connected with religious 
ceremonial; it may have magical significance; it may be the 
ultimate result of a temporary and unw'elcomc farinaceous diet 
which led to experimenting with human flesh as food. This 
last would be a catastrophic form of experiment, for it has been 

B 
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widely found tlmt the taste for humaTi flesh is once in- 
dulgcdj such taste quickly develops into a fierce and eventually 
unappeasable lust for flesh which no mere animal flesh can ever 
satisfy; thus the stages of degradation m gluttony succeed one 
another inexorably* 

The first two of these motives for cannibalism are of course 
closely interw'oven; for religion, magic and superstition are 
virtu^y interchangeable tenns among primitives* But the 
link between these and the crudest motive—that of mere lust 
for human fl«h—is close^ too; for once give a religious, or 
magical, or pietisdc excuse for the devouring of fellow human 
beings, and the demand inevitably growls and grows; and 
supply must follow demand* 

It is extraordinarily interesting—once one has succeeded in 
accepting the morbid aspect of the subject—to note the varia¬ 
tions among the motives prompting different peoples to indulge 
in cannibalism. For examplci, certain African and Australian 
tribes devoured their dead kinsfolk in the belief that this was the 
most flattering method of ‘burying* them, A group of tribes 
on the North Pacific seaboard ate human flesh as part of an 
elaborate ceremonial designed to establish good relations with 
their tribal gods. The Ovimbundu tribesmen of South-west 
Africa made a banquet off human flesh as a means of ensuring 
good luck for a caravan about to start out on a long trek. 

The Bagesu of the Uganda Protectorate held cannibal feasts 
in order to honour their recent dead, and at these feasts it was a 
regular practice to eat the corpses of thcir fdlow-tribesmen. 
As an act of revenge^ of course^ the eating of human flesh was 
very widespread indeed. It is easy to see how the mere act of 
eating an enemy produced the maximum degree of sadstactiou 
among the victors. In Afiica, in South America, among the 
Hailenga and the Fan^ of Gaboon, in much of cannibal 
Melanesia, part or all of the body of an enemy would be de¬ 
voured as a final gesture of contempt. In some cases the vic¬ 
tim would be methodically dismembered, an arm or a leg at a 
time, and the limbs would be cooked and eaten in front of him, 
as a supreme gesture of scorn. 

Cannibalism was practised by the Bataks as a sev'ere form of 
punishment^—meted out only to rnen whose crime w'as treason 
or, what was looked upon as much the same thing, adultery 
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with a Batak chiers wife. A curious echo of the phrase ' to rub 
salt into a wound' is seen in this instance; the dose relatives of 
the offender were obliged by tribal law to provide salt and time 
for dressing the vlctim*s body before the feast could begin, and 
must also be present at the feast. This was in all probability a 
subtle means of preventing the development of a feud between 
the family of the \dctim and the family which had feasted off 
his corpse* j\nothcr aspect was that, by devouring the body 
they would have made it Impossible for the victim’s ghost to 
return and inhabit it again and so perhaps exact his own 
revenge. 

More complex, and much more interesting in their very 
complexityj arc the religious, picdsiic or magical motives for 
cannibalism, which have gathered about themselves an extra¬ 
ordinarily detailed and lively body of legend, amounting in 
some cases almost to a mythology. 

Perhaps the most fundamental, as well a$ the most uni versa], 
of these religio-magical beliefe is that a man who eats part of 
another man's body will immediately come to possess some of 
the qualities that belonged to him when he w^as sdll alive. This 
was the transference of the ^soul-stuff’, or ^hfe-prindple' (there 
arc many other words and phrases to describe this essential 
ingredient that could, so primitive man thought,, be transferred 
thus from the dead to the living). For a man to eat the heart of 
a man he had slain in battle meant that he acquired that 
amount of extra courage; it was all the better if he had been 
fortunate enough to slay a doughty warrior. The child of an 
Australian tribesman might be encouraged to eat some part of 
his dead Father’s flesh, so that when he grew up he would 
resemble his father in his courage, or skill as a tracker, or powers 
of leadership. 

There were many variants of this method of transferring the 
"soul-stuff" from the dead man to the living man. Sometimes 
the blood of the dead man would be swallowed, preferably 
wWlc it was yet warm. Less primitive, or more highly 
developed, tribes contented themselves with licking the blood 
off the spear that had killed the eneiny; or even, as an ultimate 
refinement, eating the first meal after the battle without first 
deansing the hands of any blood that had been splashed on to 
them* One habit of the Maori—and one with a very obvious 
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twofold explanation—was to eat the eyes of the men they had 
slain in batde. 

The acquisition of an enemy’s * lifc-piinciple ’ was believed to 
strengthen greatly the procreative powers, and among many 
tribes a pre-requisite of marriage was a successful solo head¬ 
hunting expedition. Indeed, the all-important question of 
fertility, whether in the procreation of children or in the growth 
of crops, was tJcsely associated with blood and this ‘life-prin¬ 
ciple', and it was customary among many tribes to show'er a 
triumphant warrior with gram when he returned from battle or 
a head-hunting expedition, and while he swallowed his victim's 
blood, in order to ensure the fertility of both man and seed. 
On a Iks 'spiritual' basis, it was the practice in many regions to 
eat a certain part of a healthy man’s corpse in order to cure the 
coiresponding part that was diseased in a living man. 

The Jumana and Kobena tribes of the Amazon Basin, lilff 
the Bihor tribes of India, reverently ate the corpses of their own 
more honoured dead kinsmen in the hope that the better quali¬ 
ties they had possessed in life might thus be transmitted to them. 
In Mexico, sacramental rites probably reached a higher degree 
of complexity than anywhere else. Human flesh was con- 
ridcred the only food likely to be acceptable to the principal 
gods who had to be propitiated. Therefore human beings, 
carefully selected, were looked upon as representations of such 
gods as Quetzalcoatl and Tetzcatlipoca and, with most elabor¬ 
ate ceremonial rites, were eventually sacrifleed to those gods 
whom they in fact represented, the onlookers being invited to 
share portions of the flesh m order thus to identify themselves 
with the gods to whom sacrifice had been made. 

Inevitably, when there is such elaboration of ceremonial, the 
texture of tabu becomes increasingly close-knit. Ceremonial 
regulations breed more and yet more regulations tabu prompts 
tabu. Among some tribes, after a successful foray to capture 
victims for tnbal feasts or other purposes, the nearest relatives 
of the rictorious huntere are prohibited firom taking any part in 
the feasting; among other tribes, it is the killer and bis family 
who have absolute priority. Sometimes only the actual killer 
is debarred from the feast; sometimes women and children only 
are debarred; sometimes distinctions are drawti between inter¬ 
married clans and others. Curiously, there are cases where, if a 
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man has been killed as an act of rcvcngCj the family for whom 
the act of revenge has been carried out must absent themselves 
fh>m the feast* Indeed^ there is no limit to the tortuosities of 
the mental processes of the so-called * ample savage \ In the 
pages that foUow, representative examples of these will be 
examined, compared and contrasted* 



CHAPTER OHE 

CANNIBALISM AMONG THE 

FIJI ISLANDERS 

In the heart of the South Pacific Ocean, between the 
Equator and the Tropic of Capricorn, and extending roughly 
the same distance east and west of the International Date line, 
there lie a number of groups of islands^ some containing a mere 
handful, others consisting of several hundred, large and small. 
These islands arc generally referred to as the South Sea Islands 
and, as such, have come to be associated with romance and 
voluptuous ease, Totus^cating' and the simple life beneath a 
hot sun. There are other aspects than th^ to be considered. 

The ethnographer, primarily concerned with the physical 
characteristics and the distribution of the various races of man^ 
kind, has divided the main body of tb^e groups of islands 
according to the dominant physical characteristic of the races 
mhabiting them. The majority of the inhabitants of the islands 
lying to the east, such as the Marquesas, Samoa, Tonga Island, 
the Society Islands, Tahiti, and others less popularly known, 
have light brown skin and gener^ly wavy hair. Ethnographen 
refer to the region they inhabit as Polynesia^—‘Many islands'. 

West of the International Date Line there is another group of 
islands, on the whole larger than those of Polynesia. They 
include the Solomon Islands, the New Hebrides, New Cale¬ 
donia, the Ellice Islands and many others less familiar^ Be¬ 
cause the tnajority of the inhabitants of these islands are 
darker skinned, and have crinkly hair, the islands are known as 
Melanesia—‘Black islands^ 

Lying literally astride of the International Date Line is a 
group of islands numbering in all not far short of three hundred 
and known genericaUy as FijL The ambiguous position of this 
group of islands, in the easternmost fringe of Melanesia and the 
westemmost fringe of Polynesia, has led anthropologists to refer 
to them sometimes as Melanesian, Eometimes as Polynesian, 
The true ethnographer, how^ever^ makes no mistake: he 
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recognises among the vast majority of the islanders the darker 
skm^ the crinkled hair, of the trae Melanerian; and as such he 
describes him. 

It is in Melanesia that cannibaljsin was longst in dying. 
The islands already mentioned, like the vasdy larger island to 
the west of them, New Guinea, just to the north of Austrsdia, 
arc peopled by inhabitants who dung obstjjiatdy to thdr 
ancient tradition of devouring human flesh long after the tradi¬ 
tion had begun to fade, or had even been wholly stamped out, 
dacwhere. Indeed, it is likely that, away irom the coastline, 
in the fastnesses of the mountainSj eamiib^ism is still practised 
at the present day. For this reason, among others, it will be as 
well, perhaps, to osamlne the practice of cannibalism as re¬ 
ported and described by travellers who, within the last genera¬ 
tion or twOj have been familiar with this region of the South 
Pacific either as tradeis or as missionaries or skippers of coasting 
craft, or as travellers with some training in anthropology. 

These are very numerous, and their reports can nearly alwa^-s 
be substantiated or corroborated by comparison with those 
received from other sources which tally in regard to place and 
date. Among the countless reports that accumuiated during 
the nineteenth century, the least suspect, of course, were thesse 
from missionaries in the field. Few missionaries anywhere in 
the world can have had to face greater horrors than those 
workers of the Methodist Missionary Society who established 
their missions in the Fiji Islands rather more than a hundred 
years ago. 

On November 22nd, 1836, a pioneer in this noble organisa¬ 
tion sent back to England— 

AS APPEAL TO THE SYMPATHTT OF THE CKBISTIaN PUBLIC 

ON BEKALP OF THE CANNIBAL FEEOEEANS 

Men and Brethren (it b^an). To your sympathy this_ .Appeal is 
made, and your help b Impl-Dred on behalf of a most interesting 
but deeply depraved people, the mhabitants of the group of 
islands called fleoee, Uttle known to the civilised world except 
for the extreme danger to which vessels touching at them arc 
exposed, from the mu^erous prunensitics of the islanders, and for 
the horrid gannihausm to which they are addicted, in which 
abomination they exceed the New Zealanders thcmsclves. 

In feEUEE^ catmibalism is not an occasional, but a constaDt 
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practice; not indulged In fix>m a spedcs of horrid revenge^ but 
from an absolute pttference for biumn flesh over all other food. 

It Ls DU behalf of this cannibal race that we appeal to you. Let 
all the horrors of a cannibal feast be present to your minds while 
you read. We appeal to you on behalf of feeceean widows, 
strangled when their husbands die, and on behalf of the fee- 
GEEANS enslaved by vic« too horrible for minute description. 
Pity CANNIBAL FEEGEE, and do so quickly. Come, then^ ye 
Chnstians, and teach the poor, idolatrous^ war-loving, man- 
devouHng feeoeeans better things. . . « 

VVe spare you the detaiEs of a cannibal feast (the writer goes on 
to say, rather sujpiisingly in view of the customary reticence of 
these missionaries, when it comes to lurid detail)! the previous 
murdeis, the mode of Hooking human beings, the assembled crowd 
of all radLS, all ageSp both sexes^ Chiefs and people, men, women 
and HhUdr^n, anticipating the feast with homd glee. The actual 
feast. The attendants bringing into the circle baked human 

BEING*—not one, nor two, nor ten, hut twenty, thirty, forty, fifty at 
a single feast I We have heard on credible authority of aoo 
human beings having b^n thus devoured on one of these 
occasions. The writer of this appeal has himsdf conversed with 
persons who have seen forty and fifty eaten at a 
eaten without anything like disgust; eaten indc 
relish! 

To gratify this unnatural propenMty, they make war, assassinate, 
kidnap, and absolutely rob the graves of their inhabitants. T 
have mj-self known feegeeans to be guilty of the latter abomlna- 
don; and such is the indomitable appetite of the feegeeans for 
human fiesh, that individuals have been known to act thus to^ 
wards their own deceased children. . , 

This complete lack of parental affection, of any lovc^ however 
primitive, within the Fijian family^ has been noted by an 
American anthropologistp A* P. Rice, who in a learned paper 
read before an American Anthropologists' Assodation, had this 
to say^ 

Within the Fiji Islands group. Cannibalism ia one of the estab¬ 
lished institutions; it is one of the elements of the Fijians* social 
structure, and is regarded as a refinement which should, and in¬ 
deed must, be cultivated to become a ^gentleman\ Flcsh-eatiiig 
is a definite part of the PijLam’ religion, but they delight in human 
flesh for its own sake. For example, there is a record of a man 
living in Ruwal who actually kill^ his wife, with whom he had 
been living contentedly, and who even before their marriage had 
bMn of his own social standing; and ate her. He agreed that 
his act was the result of his extreme fondness for human flesh* 

single sitting— 
cd ^-ith a high 
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The appeal for support ia the misrionary field in Fiji was 
successful, and the successive volumes of the Methodist Society's 
Missionary Notices reveal the fervour and courage and indomit¬ 
able persistence in the face of app^dling hazard that the Societ/s 
missionaries displayed. Among them were such eminent 
Christtaus as Cross and Cargill and John Hunt^ whose letters 
and reports from thdr missioii stations back to thdr Loudon 
headquarters make vivid and impressive, though all too oftcu 
very urtcomfortable, reading. 

Some of the circumstances connected with the immolation of 
human victims (wrote the Rev. David Cargill in 183B) are most 
revolting and diabolical. The passions of the people during the 
perfoimance of these horrible rites seem inflarned by a fiendish 
ferocity which is not exceeded by anythipg we have ever heard 
of in the annals of human depravity. , 

When about to offer a human sacrifice, the viedm is selected 
from among the inhabitants of a distant Lemtory, or is procured by 
negotiation from a tribe which is not related to the persons about 
to sacrifice. The victim is kept for some tiine, and supplied with 
abundance of food, that he may become fat+ 

When about to be immolated, he is made to sit on the ground 
with bis feet under his thighs and his bands placed before him. 
He is then bound so that he cannot move a limb or a JoinL In 
this posture he is placed on stones heated for the occasion (and 
some of them are red-hotj, and then covered with leaves and 
carthp to be masted alive. When cooked, he b taken out of the 
oven and, his fece and other parts being painted black, that he 
may resemble a hving man ornamented for a f^t or for war, he is 
carried to the lemple of the gods and, being stiU retained in a 
sitting posture, is offered as a propitiatory sacrifice. 

These ceremonies being concluded, the body is carried beyond 
the precincts of the consecrated ground, cut into quarters, and 
distributed amon^ the people; and they who were the cruel 
sacrificers of itg Ufe arc the beastly devourcis of its flesh. ^. 

The unnatural propensity to eat human flesh exists among them 
in its most savage forms. The Feegeeans eat human flcdi^ not 
merely from a principle of revenge, nor from necessity, but horn 
choice. Captives and strangers are frequently killed and eaten. 
The natives of Thakanndrove kidnap meti, women and children 
to glut their appetite for human flesh; it Is said that, as if they 
were human hyenas, they disintCT dc^ bodies, even after they 
have been two or three da>3 beneath the ground; and thai^ hav¬ 
ing washed them in the sea, they roast and devour ihexn. The 
flesh of women is prefaned to that of men, and w hen they have a 
plentiful supply the head is not eaten. In some cases the heart is 
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preserved for months. The bones of those persons whose bodies 
have been eaten are never bniicd^ but arc thrown about as the 
bones of beasts^ and the sniailcr ones are formed into needles. 
RecentlY a boat’s crew from the vessel jlrti'w was attacked by the 
natives in the expeemtion of obtaining their clothing and belong- 
ings. The four unhappy men were cooked and eaten, and ihir 
bones have now been formed into needles for making sails# 

One of the great names among the Methodist Missionary 
Socicty^'s w'Orkers in Fiji is that of the Rev* John Hunt. He had 
established his mission base at Rewa, and reported back at 
some length to hig head office in June of the year following 
Davdd Gargill^s letter: 

Having given you some account of our comfonable—(in the 
conditions prevailing this is surely a quite extraordinary word to 
use!)—circmnstancca., 1 shall now give some account of the diffi¬ 
culties which we meet with in the great work in which wc arc 
cng^cd. As we are come to Fcegee to Christianise;, and thus 
to civilise the people, 1 shall mention a few features m their 
character which appear to me calculated to retard the progress of 
Chnstianity. 

The first which I shall mention their crueify. Cruelty is so 
natural to the Feegeeans that it has lost every part of its own 
hideous form, and appears more lovely than hateful to the minds 
of those who arc truly without natural affection. I know but 
little of their religious cruelty^ It is very uncertain whether the 
numerous murders which are perpetrated at the building of 
canoes^ and gii^-houscs,^ are connected with their religion, or 
with their polities. Whatever may be their motives, their horrid 
acts of barbarity, and cannibalism, on the finishing of canoes and 
gpd-housca, are as shocking to humanity as they are unparaUded 
in history. Rome produced its monsters of miquity^ as Caligula, 
Domidan, Nero and Commodus; Grecian history furnishes 
exampira, in the characters of Olympias and others, and English 
history in the acts of Henry and Mary. But cruelly in Greece, 
and Rome, and England bears its own name, and W'eais its own 
form; it is called a monster, and e%^ery man hates it, and dreads to 
be. underneath the infruence of those who are governed by its 
principles^ 

But in Fecgce, some of these who are most esteemed, are 
esteemed partly on account of their obedience to the dictates of 
this monster j and not only Chiefs but the common people delight 
in treacherously murdering, and feasting on the bodies of thdr 
neighbours, as well as on their enemies. We have heard the most 
shocking things of Namusi Matua, the Chief of Rewa, who has 
lately embraced Chrisdamty. If the whole were told, 1 should 
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think his history iivould be tiDparalldcd m the history of biunan 
depravity* 

It h said that when he built a eanoe^ he used to make a point of 
killing a man for every plank. Sometimes he would do hb work 
by wholesale^ and kill a whole srtllcment for a feast for his canoe 
builders. Bdng an adept at this kind of business^ he was often 
employed by Tanoa, another Chieftaii^ in this iiihiiman M*ork. 
So it would be impossible lo imagine the number of victims that 
this man has killed; not in times of war but merely to satisfy the 
cravings of cannibal appetites. . . . 

John Hunt was not content, as hU colleague in the field, 
David Cargillj w^as, in the letter quoted above, merely to de- 
scribe what happened; he analysed to the best of his ability and 
evolved some sort of a theory. And having speculated, he 
ended his report from the mission field in Fiji on a more hopeful 
note: 

The case would be far different If they were led on to these acts of 
barbarity by religious motives or pemiadoos. But this, I believe, 
Is not the reason for the sacrifices they make. All the answer I 
can get from my inquiries on this subject is: * That is our custom". 
But this custom disappears where the Light of the Gospel shines, 
and where its infiutnee is felt, even in a small degree. We know 
of raJ insioFKi of camubalbrn having happened in Rewa, since the 
G^pel came to Rewa* The Chief has had a new god-house 
builtp and many new canoes, but w^e do not know that a single 
man has been kdied, either fh>m malice or for cannibal purposes. 

The Rev. John Hunt^s letter, ending on such a note of 
optimism, carried the date June 29th, 1839. like many 
missionaries in many fields, he was too sanguine. Having 
effected a conversion, he persuaded himself that the conversion 
was permanent. It is possible, of course, that so far as this one 
individual chief was concerned, the conversion was total, and 
lasting. But it is very clear from a report written by David 
Cargill only four months later that the conversion was by no 
means general. 

The report forms part of a day-to-day record, or diaryj that 
he was able to maintain for a considerable period, in spite of 
the appalling conditions in which he was obliged to live. He 
writes much as journalists had to write when reporting back the 
scenes they witnessed In w^r-tom Europe both during and after 
the war. And the story he tells is a horror story that may well 
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have been matched only by the tales of atrocities of recent 
times: 

OctabtT ThiiTjd&^^ This moming we mtacssed a 
shiKiking spectacle. Twenty (^o) dead bodies of men^ women and 
ciiildren were brought to Rewa as a present from Tanoa. Thc>^ 
were distributed among the people to be cooked and caten^ They 
were dragged alK»ut in the water and on the beach. The children 
amused mcmsclves by Sjporting with and mutilatmg the body of 
a little girl, A crowd of men and womai maltreated the body of 
a gT'^-haircd old man and that of a young woman+ Human 
entrap were floating down the river in front of the mission 
premises* Mutilated Ihnbs, heads and Cnmks of the bodiea of 
human beings have been hoating about, and scenes of disgust and 
horror have been presented to our view Sn every direction* How 
true it Is that the dark places of the earth arc full of the habitatiocLs 
of cruelty* 

ASwfjnftff JS/, Friday , This morning a Otde after break of day I 
was surprised to hear the voices of several persons who were talk¬ 
ing very loudly near the front fence of the mission premises. On 
going out to ascertain the cause of the noise^ I found a human 
head in our garden. This was the head of the old man whose 
body had been abused on the bcadu The arm of the body had 
been broken by a bullet which passed through the bone near die 
shoulder, and the upper part of the skulJ had been knocked off 
with a club. ^ The head had been thrown into our garden during 
the nighty with the intention, no doubt, of annoying us and 
shocking our feelings* 

These poor victims of war were brought from Verata, and were 
killed by the Ban people. 560 human beings were killed and 
brought away by the victors to be roasted and eaten* hfany 
women and children were taken alive to be kept for slaves^ 
About 30 liuifig children were hobted up to the mastheads as flags 
of triumph. The motion of the canoes while sailing soon killed 
the helplc^ creatures and silenced their pierong cries. Other 
children were taken, alive, to Bay that the boys there might learn 
the ait of Feegeean warfare by firing arrows at them and beating 
them with dute. For days they have been tearing and devouring 
like woivte and hyenas. 

This entry in David Cargill’s diary was followed not long 

afterwards by another, briefer but no less horrible in its content: 

February 1840. Immediately after our English Class at the 
Mission we were called to witness one of the most horrid scenes 
that our eyes have yet beheld in this land* Eleven dead bodies 
were dragged to the front of the old king*s house, but a few paces 
from our own door, from the adjoining Maud of Lauthala, having 
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been sJain together with the people of ooe whole village on the 
morning of Sabbath hy order of TiiiilaUa, the yoong king. 
The reason assigned was thw having killed one of the Bau people 
hving in this land^ 

The execution of the bloody massacre was committed to the 
people of a village situated nearer to the bland of Lauthala than 
thb. Th(w fell upon them by break of day, while they were still 
asleep, and spared neither age nor scat. As far as wc can learn, 
about 40 of them w^tre slam, or very near that number, and 
among the rat the principal chief of that ble. Tlie bcHh^ being 
all brought into the presence of the two principal chlds and their 
people, were quickly given out one by one, to be roasted and 
eaten, and were sever^y dragged away on the ground like logs 
of wood by their respective owners. After a while the cLiiels and 
people dispe^ed to tl^ disgusting feast. The offcnsivenejB of 
the bodies evidently diminished not their ^esL Two bixUes were 
dressed at a fire but a few paces from our fence* 

The cold-blooded cruelty of the Fijians heightens the horror 
implicit in their cannibal practices. It k one thing, one might 
say^ in the heat of battle to slay a man and, having returned in 
triumph, to roast and share him with one^s companions in the 
succe^ful foray* It is quite another—if it is permissible to 
look on this as a matter of degrees—to act as the Fijiam seem 
consistently to have done. This is obviously the thought 
dominating the mind of another Methodist missionary, named 
Jaggar, reporting back to London in 1844, and by yet another 
of the courageous and unhappy workers in the field, the Rev. 
John Watsford, a couple of years later. Jaggar wrote: 

One of the servants of the king a few months ago ran away^ She 
was 90on» however, brought back to the kmg's house. There, at 
the request of the queen, her arm was cut off below the d bow and 
cooked for the king, who ate it in her prgsmci:, and then ordered 
that her body be burnt in different parts. The girl, now a 
woman, is still living* 

Two men that were taken aUve in the war at Viwa were rt^ 
moved fix>m thence to Kamba, to be billed* The Ban chief told 
his brother—who had been converted by our Miision—the 
maimer in which he intended them to be lulled. His brother said 
to him: “That vnR be very cruel* If you will allow the men to 
live, I will give you a canoe*” The Bau chief answered: ** Keep 
your canoe. I want to cat men*” His brother then left the 
village that he might not witnes the horrible sight* 

The cruel deed was then perpetrated. The men doomed to 
death were made to dig a hole in the earth for the purpose of 
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making a native ovcn^ and were then required to cut firewood tc 
TMit fheir own bttdm* They were then directed to go and wash* 
and aiierwards to make a cup of a bananadeaf. This, from 
opening a vein in each man* was soon filled with blood. This 
blood was then drunk, m th^ pFism£e q/" th^ suffgrerSf by the Kamba 
people. 

Seni, the Ban chiefs then had their arms and It^ cut off, cooked 
and eaten, some of the flesh being presented to them. He then 
oidered a fish-hook to be put into their tongues, which were then 
drawn out as far as possible before being cut offl These were 
roasted and eaten* to the taunta of We are eating your tongues! ** 
As Life in the victims was still not extinet, an incision was made in 
the side of each man* and his bowels taken out. This soon ter¬ 
minated their sufferings in this worlds 

The father of the present king was one of the greatest cannibals 
ever known^ He used to say* when vegetables were set before him: 
“WTiat IS there to cat with these?^*^ If they answered **Pjg"* he 
would then say: ^*No* that will not do/' Fish, too, he would 
refuse, asking: “Have you not got an This is the 
Feegeeans*^ word for * great fish*, but when used it always means a 
dead hurruin body* 

A variant on this sinister euphemism is reported, not by a 
missionary,, this time* but by a well-known and intrepid tra¬ 
veller* Alfred St Johnston* who sectns to have had a predilection 
for making his temporary home among the fiercest primitive 
tribes he could locate. Ob\iously he survived his experiences* 
for at the end of the mtietcenih century he pubUshed bis 
memoirg under the pleasantly alliterative title* Camping Among 

Caimibah. In this book he wrote: “The expression Mong pig* 
is not a phrase invented by Europeans but is one frequently 
used by the Fijians, who looked upon a corpse as Quinary 
butcher*® meat. They call a human body ptioka ift/epa—long 
pig*—in contradistinction to puaka *real pig*/* 

The missionary, Jaggar* completed his grim report of 
cannibalistic practices among the Bau tribes of his island: 

The Bau Chief used to fed hb victims. If they were fat, he would 
say* “Your fat is good, 1 shall eat you.*' If they weire lean, he 
would send them away to be fattened. He preferred human flesh 
to all else, especially in the morning, and if his sons did not eat 
the flesh with him he would beat tbem. 

Another chief ran away in battle but was captured Ln a tree, 
from which he was brought into the presence of Chief Tanoa, 
who was actually related to him. His hands were tied and he 
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’waa made to jit before Tanoa, who kitsid him whlie* with Ms own 
haiids^ be cut off one of his arms. Having drunk some of the 
blood that had been spilled^ he then threw the arm upon the fire 
to roajtj and afterwards ate it in Ms presence. 

The captured chief said to him: “Do not do this to me* Like 
youj I am a chief,” Tanoa then crut off the other amij and also 

both his legs^ also as much of his touguc as be could* Theu he 
divided up the tnmkj leaving the parts to dry in the sun. 

Two years latetj the Rev. John Watsford wTotc from Ono to 
announce that the war between Bau and Rewa had at last come 
to an end. He does not say what it w’as that brought hostilities 
to a close, and it is unlikely that it was as the result of any 
influence brought to bear upon the combatants by the Mission 
workers^ for all their courage and perseverance. For there is 
continuDus evidence throughout these reports that not only 
fighting but cannibal practices took place on the very threshold 
of the Mission. Thankfully reporting the cessation of these 
hostilities^ ’Watsford wrote on November 6th, 1846: 

We cannot tell you how many have been slain* Hundreds of 
wretched human beings have been sent to their account, with all 
their sins upon their heads. Dead bodies were thro^^n upon the 
beach at Vewa, having drifted from Bau, where they were thrown 
Into the sea, there being at Bau to be eaten. Bay literally 
stauk for many days, human flesh having been cooked in every 
hut and the entraUs having been thrown outside aj food for pigs, 
or left to putrefy in the sun* 

The Somosomo people were fed with human flesh during their 
slay at Bau, they being on a visit at the time+ Some of the chiefe 
of other tribes, when bringing their focKl, carried a cooked human 
being on oue shoulder and a pig on the other; but they always 
preferred the "long pig", as they call a man, when baked* One 
woman who had been dubbed was left upon the beach in front 
of our house at Vewa* The pcjor creature's head was smashed to 
pieces and the body quite n^ed. Whether it was done by the 
heathen io insuit us^ or not, we do not know. 

One Christian man was clubbed at Rewa^ and part of his body 
was eaten by the Vew*a heathen and his bones then thrown near 
Our door* My lad gathered them up and buried them, and after¬ 
wards learned that they were the bones of one of his friends. 
After Rewa. was dcstroyedp heaps of dead bodies lay in all direc- 
tionsj their bones still lie bleaching in the sun* 

We do not* and we cannot, tell you all that we know of Feegcean 
cruel^ and crime. Every fresh act seems to rise above the lasL 

A chief at Rakeraki had a box in which he kept human flesh. 
Legs and arms were salted for him and thus preserved in this box. 
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If he saw anyone, even if of his fritndSi who was fatter than the 
rest, he had himr—or her—Idlied at oni^, and part roasted and 
part preserved. His people declare that he eats hirnian flesh 
every day- 

At Ban, the people preserve hninan flesh and chew it as some 
chew tobacco* They carry it about with them, and use It tn the 
same as tobacco* I heard of an instance of cruelty the other 
day that surpasses everything 1 have before heard of the kind. A 
canoe was wrecked near Natawar^ and many of the occupants 
succeeded in swiinming to shore^ They were taken by the Nata- 
war people and ovens were at once prepared in which to roast 
diem. The poor wretches were bound ready for the ovens and 
their enemies were %vaidng amdonsly to devour them. They did 
not club them, lest any of their blcK>d should be lost. Some, 
however, could not wait vintU the ovens were sufficiently heated, 
but pull^ the ears off the wretched creatures and ate them raw. 

When the ovens were ready, they cut their vicdnis up very 
carefully, placing dishes under every part to catch the blow* If 
a drop fdi, they licked it up off the ground with the greatest 
greedmess. While the poor wretches were being cut in pieces^ 
they pleaded hard for life; but all was of no avail: all were 
devoured. 

It is curious how a smaB detai!, in this case a companson 
between a familiar habit such as chewing tobacco and the 
hideous practice of tearing off a victim*s cars and chewing 
them, can prove more impressive, somehow, than an elaborate 
account of massacre followed by wholesale consumption of 
human flesh. The detail typih^i ^ystalliscs, an attitude. A 
Professor of Botany at Trinity College, Dublin, Dr W- H. 
Harvey, who had been doiog research in the neighbouring 
Tonga^ or Friendly Isles, coDfirmed this practice: ^^^Somedmes 
the Fijians cook a man whole (which they call 4ong pig^), then 
put him in a sitting posture, with a fan in bis hand and orna¬ 
mented as if alive; and thus they carry him in statCj as a grand 
head-dish for the feast The tribesmen chew little bits of raw 
human flesh as sailois chew tobacco, and then put them in their 
children's mouths."* 

Alfred St Johnston, incidentally, confirms this practice of 
ornamenting a victim before consigning him to the oven, and 
stresses, too, this aspect of scorn which the primitive will show 
on these occasions: a man was to be cooked whole, they 
would paint and decorate his face as though he were alive, and 
one of the chief persom of the place would stand by the body, 
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which was placed m a sitting position^ and talk in a mocking 
strain to it for some time, when it would be handed over to the 
cooks^ who prepared it and placed it in the oven.” 

Being a mere traveller* as opposed to being a missionary, St 
Johnston had an entirely different atdiude towards what he 
saw. He was writing many years later than the various 
Methodist missionaries already quoted, and he was writing 
with w'ondcr, rather than with the deep spirilttal horror that 
animated Cargill, Jaggar, Htmt and Watsford and their 
brethren in the mission helds of Fiji. He was observant, quick 
to accumulate cross-references from the skippers of the trading- 
vessels whom he encoun tered, and to collate the varied material 
that thus came his way. He evolved theories, some of which arc 
substantiated by later anthropologists w'orking in the same area. 

The Fijians (he wrote in 1883) loved human flesh for its own sake, 
and did not merely tat a slain enemy out of revenge. Probably 
the absence of any animal they could cat gave rise to the 
custom* -.IP 

This theory b supported by the American anthropologist, 
A. P. Rice* who wrote: “In Fiji there are no indigenous animab 
(the pig was mtioduced only in the eighteenth century) with 
the cjcception of the raL llius cannibalism b more under¬ 
standable—even * excusable —here/' 

The crew' of wery boat that was wrecked upon these shores (St 
Johnston continued) was killed and eaten in some parts. Often 
a man would order to he clubbed some man or woman that be 
considered would be good for cooking* hb plea being that hu 

black tooth was aching^' and only human flesh could cure iL 
Such was the absolute right of a man over hb wife that he could 
kill and eat her, if he wished; which has b«a not rarely done. 

Such inordinate gluttons were some of these chiefs that they 
would reserve the whole ^oio^ as a human body to be eaten was 
called, for their own eating, having the flesh slightly cooked time 
after time to keep it from going putrid^ As a rule a Fijian will 
touch nothing that has become tainted, but sooner than lose any 
part of a human roast, they would eat it when the flesh would 
hardly hang together. 

So great w^as their craving for this strange flesh that when a 
man had been killed in one of ihdr many bruits and quarrels, and 
hb relations had buried his body, the Fijians frequently enacted 
the part of ghouls and, digging the body up from the grave, 
cocked it and feasted thereon^ So customary was tMs that the 

C 
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relations of a buried man who bad iiaj died lh>m natural causes 
watched his grave until the body bad probably become too 
loathsome for even a Fijian's appetite^ 

The flesh was either baked whole in the ovens^ or cut up and 
stewed in the larg^ earthenware pots they use for cooking. Cer¬ 
tain herbs w^cre nearly always cooked with the flesh, cithex to 
prevent indigestion or as a sort of savoury stuffing—I know not 
whiclL The cook^ who preparod it and placed it in the oven 
fifled the inside of the body with hot stones so that it would be well 
cooked all throughp 

After a battle, the victors would cook and cat many of the slain 
at but generally some of the bodies were borne home to the 
victors' villic, where they were dragged by ropt^ tied round 
their necks through the open place to the temple. There they 
were offered to the gods, and afterwards cooked and divided 
among the men, the priests always coming in for a large shares 
By the side of the temples great heaps of human bones lay whiten¬ 
ing in the sun—sign of how many bodies had been thus offered 
to the gcrfls. Women, however^ were not allowed to take part in 
the awhii banquet, yet womcn^s bodies were considered better for 
cooking than men, and the thighs and arms were looked upon as 
the favourite portions^ So delicious was human flesh held to be, 
that the l^hest praise that could be given to other food was to 
say! is as gow as 

Some of the most famous of the great cannibals have eaten an 
enormous number of human beings, many of them in their dme 
having consumed hundreds of bodies^ . , * 

A. P. Rice confirms this with authority. He quotes the case 
of a Fijian chieftain who boasted of having in his lengthy life¬ 
time devoured the tastier and more desirable portions of the 
bodies of over nine hundred human beings. This particular 
chiciUin was said, by those who knew him w^ell, to be by no 
means a naturally bloodthirsty man—and the epithet here 
takes on a somewhat grisly connotation. In fact, he was con¬ 
sidered, generally speaking, a particularly friendly individual 
and noted for his hospitality to strangers visiting his island. 
Possibly the 'hospitality' w^ on the lines of the hospitality 
practised by the legendary Procrustes in Attica. He, it will be 
recalled, offered shelter to travellers passing his way. But he 
had the inhf5spitable habit of cutting off the legs of any of his 
guests who were too long for his beds, or alternatively stretching 
them if they were not long enough to fiU them. Theseus* 
happily, put an end to these malpractice so repreheDsible in a 
hosti 
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Rice also records the ease of Chichia, a Fi|ia]i chieRain who 

captured some men from Bao: 

On the following day he called a great war dance among his 
tribesmen to celebrate the victory and prepare for the feast to 
follow it. The dancers appeared with their faces and bodies 
hideously painted, and carrying dubs and spean^ Their dance, 
which lasted for many hom^^ consisted of a series of poses in war¬ 
like, threatening and boastful amtudes. i\fter the danciog, 
drinhs were served^ and the feaat was announcedp 

And such a feast I It consisted of aoo human bodies, aoo hc^» 
and ^00 baskets of yams. The pTcparadon of the human bodies 
and of the bogs was identical^ and every member of the tribe bad 
of course to partake of the two main dishes—he was not aUowed 
to select one m the other* This was to ensure that the men did 
not glut themsdves on the human bodies to such an eatmt that 
there was insufficient human flesh and others would therefore 
have to content themselves vrith mere hog flesh* 

Some of the men did, in fact, attempt to concentrate their 
attendon on the human flesh done* but they were dbeovened and 
stcrrily forced to practise a less obvious form of greed* In fact, 
there was no evidence of a shortage of cither corumodity, but by the 
time the feast came to an end there was little rcmainiiig but bone. 

The travdler* Alfred St Johns ton, continued hh observations 
of cannibal practices among the Fiji Islanders: 

No important business could be commenced without the slaying 
of one or two human beings as a fitting inauguratiDn. Was a 
canoe to be built, then a man must be ^ain for the laying of 
keel^ if the Tnan for whom the canoe w^ being built was a very 
great chief* then a frt^h man was killed for juw rimAer that wm 
addid. More men were used at its launching—as r^lkrs to aid its 
passage to the sea. Others again were slain to wash its deck in 
blood and to fiinush the feast of human flesh considered so desir¬ 
able on such occarions. After the canoe was afloat still more 
victims were required at the first taking down of the mas^ 

At Bau there used to be a regular display of slaughter* in a sort 
of arena, raund w^hich were raised stone seats for the onlookers. 
In this space was a large ‘bralning-stone\ which was used thus: 
two strong natives seized the victim, each taking hold of an arm 
and leg, and, Hfting him from the ground+ they ran with him head 
foremost—at ffieir utmost speed against the stones—dashing out 
his brains; which was fine sport for the apfsetators* 

Alfred St Johnston, it may have been noticed* seems to have 
taken an unhealthy pleasure in the recording of detail of this 
kind* Most references to cannibalism* made by civilised 
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personSj are touched with more than a hint of horror. You do 
not need to have the imssioiiary*s oomtitudonal and ingrained 
loathing of all that is non-Christian in practice^ to fee! a deep 
sense of horror when confronted by such phenomena: the very 
idea of devouring the flesh and blood of one^s fellow-inen is so 
alien to one's whole conception of what is right and what is 
wrong that one shrinks from even a hint of the subject. There 
ia horror beneath Coieridge^s lineSj when he makes his Ancient 
Mariner say, *'l bit my arm, I sucked the bloodj And cried ^ 
W sail! A sail!* And he, be it noted, is dnnkmg his amt 

blood. 

Vet St Johnston concludes his chapter on the subject of 
cannibalism in Fiji with a paragraph that, as it were, smites one 
between the eyes: 

This subject of cannibalism has a temble sort of fasemadon for 
me. Although the ghastly tales, told to me by a skipper who 
sailed these waters and saw these thirty when they took place, 
made me shudder, / hare eajqygd th^m th&raughfy- I have no wish 
to appear Angular when I say that 1 should have gloried in the 
rush and struggle of old Fijian times—with my hand against 
everybody, and everybody against me; and the fierce madness of 
unchecked passion and rage with which they went to batde, and 
the dubbing of my facs^ And—/ am sure I should hare enjoyed the 
eating ^ them qfierwards. 

The use of the word ^ singular ' in such a context strikes one 
as being a superlative example of under-statemeut I 

Another traveller among the Fijian Islands in the mneteenth 
century, and rather before St Johnston's time, was Felix 
Maynard. He was a French surgeon who attached himself to a 
small whaling fleet operating in the South Pacifle and later pro¬ 
duced a book on the subject, written, curiously enough, in 
coUaboratiou with Alexandre Dumas. He had Ute powers of 
observation and analysis that one would associate with a 
medical man, but was very definitely not as cold-blooded in bis 
descriptive writing as doctors sometimes are; and there is more 
compassion m a single sentence of hi$ than in the whole of St 
Johnston's book. 

Captain Mordl (he writes), the ^erican skipper of whom I have 
spoken, came near to being the victim of an ambush in die 

Fiji IAan<^. He lost fourteen of his companions^ After regain¬ 

ing hb ship, he said, he saw the savages cutting up the members 
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of his poor sailors while they were still alive, and more than one 
of them saw his own arm or leg roasted and devoured before his 
death. 

In Naclcar Bay, in the Fijis, a Captain Dillon came near to 
losing his life. While searching for sandal-wood trees with 
eighteen or twenty of hb men, he found himself separated finm 
the majority of hb parly and surrounded by a large number of 
the natives. It impossible to regain the sea, so he and four 
others took refuge on a steep rock* “We were,^^ said Dillon 
later, “five refugees on a rock, and the ground below was covered 
Trt ith several thousand sa^^es. They lit fires at the foot of the 
roct and heated hearths tipon which to roast the limbs of my un¬ 
fortunate companions. Tne corpses of these,” he continued^ “ as 
wcU as those of two chiefi of a neighbouring bland, were brought 
before the fires in the following manner: two natives from Nadear 
constructed a kind of stretcher with branches of trees, which they 
placed upon their shoulders. The corpses of theiT victims were 
put crosswise upon this structure, so that the head hung down on 
one side and the leg?? on the other. Thus they were carried in 
triumph to the fires, where they were placed on the grass in a 
sitting posidon. 

^^The savages sang and danced around them with demonstra¬ 
tions of the most ferocious joy* They fired several bullets at the 
inanimate bodies, using for thb posthumous execution the guns 
which had fallen into theh- hands. WTicn thb ceremony was 
finbhed, the priests coromcuccd to cut up the corpses before our 
eyes, and the fragments were placed upon the hearths* Mean¬ 
while we ourselves were surrounded upon every side save that 
where a ducket of mangrovts bordered the river.” 

Two of Dillon^s companions (Maynard contidiies], one named 
Savage and the other a Chinese, abandoned their captain, 
foolbhly believing the promises of the barbarians that they would 
come to no harm, **Sav?^Cj” Dillon said, “was soon in iheir 
midsL They surrounded fum^ appearing to congratulate him. 
Suddenly, however, they uttered a great cry, seizing Savage at the 
same time by the legs. Six men held him suspended head down¬ 
wards and plunged him into a hole full of waier* where he was 
speedily suffocated. Meanwhile, a native approached the 
Chinese from behind;, and dashed out his brains writh a blow of 
hb dub. Thereupon the two unfortunate fellows were cut up 
and plated on ihc hearth with their companions,^^ 

Fortunately for Dillon^ Maynard records, a boat*s crew from 
another vessel that beard the outcry made a determined assault 
from the sea and succeeded in rescuing the captain and his two 
remainlog companions in the nick of time. 

Missionaricfl^ tales; travellers* tales: the reports of men who 
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were there, who, frum their own volition or through force of 
clrcuiiistAntes, found themselves often uncomfortably^ alann- 
inglyj dose to a way of life that was ftightcnlng in the attreme. 
They were not* however, anthropologists—though they may 
have imconsdotisly picked up more than a smattering of the 
knowiedge that is ordinarily the perquisite of the researcher in 
anthropology* Except as a chance remark, thrown in as a 
parenthesis, they offer no interpretation or otplanation of what 
they see. 

A* P. Rice, the American anthropologist, in his learned paper 
bracketed together all the South Sea Islands, whether to the 
east or to the west of the Intemaclooal Date Line, ignoring the 
differences of pigment in the skin and the quality of the hair 
which the ethnographer uses to distinguish between Polynesians 
and Melanesians. For him, ail these islanders were to be found 
inhabiting a scattering of islands so numerous as to deserve the 
one name, Polynesia, He writes, thus, in one long paper of the 
Marquesans, the Society Islandei^, the Haw-aiians and Tahi¬ 
tians, the Tongans^ the Papuans, the New Caledonians and 
New Hebrideans, the S amoans, and the Maori of New Zealand* 
And also, as we have already seen, of the Fijians* 

Cannibalism (he writes) is a custom which has not been confined 
exclusively to any particular part of the world. The Greek 
classics refer to it; the Ancient Irish ate their dead; the Saxons 
had a word m thdr language that stood for all that is horrible (he 
docs not pive us that word, however) i la Mexico and Peru, before 
the Spanish Conquest, the lust for human flesh was so great that 
w-ars were declared in order that victims for these feasts might be 
procured^ 

Writing of cannibaliOTi in Fiji—the group of islanders who, 
he says, may well have been the progenitors of this cult of 
cannibalism, and from whom the practice spread by degrees 
into the adjacent islands east and west of the Fiji group—he is 
quick to note the religious aspect. Though, as he has already 
remarked, the Fijians may w^ell have been cannibals because 
until comparatively recent times there was no indigenous 
anim^ on their islands, save the rat, and in this sense their 
cannibalism may be ^excusable*, he goes on to show that the 
Fijians genuindybelieved that their tribal gods demanded human 
fish by way of sacrifice. *^The heads of the victims,he 
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emphasises, *‘are turned over to the tribal priests in order that 
the priests may use them in religious ceremonies.” 

Subsequently* he goes into this aspect of the matter more fiilly: 

When bodies of enemies were procured for the oven, the event was 
always publicised by xhe peculiar beating of the tribal dmim. 
Once heard, it is said by those who have been within earshot, it h 
a sound and a rhythm that can never be mistaken—and never be 
forgotten. The bodies taken in warfare or forays to adjacent 
islands were brought back to the beach in canoes* When the 
canoes had been beached^ the bodies w^cre thrown into the sea for 
cleansing and purification. *.. 

(This belief in the deaming and purifying qualities of sea water 
was widdy hdd* and we shall see other and more elaborate 
rituals m this connection among other cannibalistic tribes.) 

Lest the corpses should drift away on the tides and be lost (Rice 
continues), they were fastened by the left wrisi to vine stems. In 
due course they are brought Mhore, during which time the men 
of the tribe execute an elaborate and protracted war-dance on the 
beach, and at the same time the women of the tribe participaic 
In a very diffcreDt and highly suggesdve variant of the dance. 
The bodies arc then dragged, face downwards, up the beach to the 
village, where they are deposited at the feet of the chief He 
immeciiately miites the tribaJ priests to offer the bodies to their 
God of War, 

In the larger islands of the group, where the villages arc often 
some distance firom the beach* the bodies are not dragged along 
the ground* since over a long journey too much of their valuable 
fiesh would chui be scraped a%vay; instead, they are lashed to 
strong poles and carried like ghastly liners on men’s shoulders. 
The picture inevitably evokes images of the carrying on poles of 
* stuck pig" and other semi-wild prey of the hunter on safari 

After the religious ceremony has ended, the bodi^ arc brought 
hack to the beach again, sdll face downwards, there to be carved 
up by skilled men tvith knives of split bamboo—‘wbiclL carefiHy 
fashioned, can be given a razor-like edge and arc perfectly effec¬ 
tive for this gross suqgcry. The cMcf carver first cuts off the four 
limbs, joint ^ joint* TTicsc are taken by his assistants^ folded in¬ 
dividually in plantain Leaves and placed carefully in the ovens— 
suitably sized holes in the ground, floored and lined with stones. 

Bodies (Rice continues, and here he seems to challenge some 
of the missionaries' and travellers* reporis already quoted) 
were in no case eaten raw. 

The hcartp the thighs and the arms above the dbowi were con¬ 
sidered by epicurea to be the most palatable portions^ VakaM^ga 
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ia a name given to a terrible form of torture to which many vic¬ 
tims were subjected. Their arms and leg3 were cut off while 
they vpere sdil alive—though it may be hoped that the majority 
of them died fairly soon from loss of blood. These limbs were 
then baked over the fires and eaten in the viedma* presence. 
ChiHren and adults were habitualty kidnapp^ for a special 
gesture to a distinguished individual^ and no distinction was made 
in regard either to sea or to age. In Valebpsarus the trunk of the 
body wai always eaten first* for the very practical reason that this 

the portion of a corpse that would not ' keep^ in a tropical 
climate. . , . 

In this connection it is interesting to note ihatj as other 
anthropologists have reported, certain caimiba! tribes in other 
parts of the world used to store the flesh and bones of their 
human victims in north-facing parts of their huts^ or, if they 
were fortunate enough to live near the sea or a lake, in pits 
carcfuUy dug to a point below water level. 

\Micn {Rice concludes) for one reason or another there was a sur¬ 
plus of corpses and the supply of human flesh thus exceeded cur¬ 
rent demand, the torsos were thrown away and only the limbs 
devoured. There is a record of a particularly lavish feast where 
there was an unprecedented surfeit of corpses and everyone could 
afford to ignore the torsos and take his pick of the more succulent 
portions of the thighs and upper arms. 

This anthropologist repeats over and over again his con¬ 
tention that the origin at least of cannibalism in Polynesia— 
and particularly among the Fiji Xslaoders^—was what the 
though dess would call an ‘unnatural' appedte for flesh, but 
what he, more reasonably, calls “a most natural appedte for 
good red meat. Natur^ man,” he emphasise, ‘*is carni¬ 
vorous. Meat is his natural food. The cannibals whom we in 
OUT childhood used to regard with such horror when talcs about 
them were read to us, should m fact—^tnany races of them at 
Icast^—have been represented to us as unfortunate dwellers in 
an unhappily situated, or at any rate inadequately stocked, 
loeahty; and not as mere savages who wilfiilly did their utmost 
to disobey the laws of the so^alled dvihsed nadons.” 

That b the objeedve utterance of the dispassionate observer; 
and as such, if less colourful and spectacular than, say, the 
astonishing last paragraph of Alfred St Johnston, is a fkirer 
assessment of a dtuadon which, as he emphasises, is happily 
today a matter of past history. 



CHAPTER TWO 

HUMAN SACRIFICE AMONG THE 

AZTECS 

There a very great deal more to be said about the 
variadom in practice among tbe other Polynesian and 
Melanesian trib«, but perhaps it will be found more palatable 
if, before examining these, we turn to a very diRcrcnl part of 
the world ; to a race of people among whom the physical detail 
of cannibalism is less prominent and the mythological or 
rdigio-magical element dominates the picture. 

It has been seen that, so far as the Fijians at any rate arc 
concerned, the element of religion enters only very per- 
fxmctorily into their cannibalism^ It is rather as though, with 
a deep-rooted and hardly admitted, or even perhaps recognised, 
awareness that the eating of human flesh was in some way 
tvTungf they sought to protect themselves frOTn the potendal 
consequences of wrong-doing by appeasing their tribal gods. 
But the gesture of appeasement, as we have seen, was slight; 
"the gods were identified with the tribal duels, to wbom the best 
portions of the flesh were automatically rendered—which 
suggests the obvious underlying emotion of fear. And indeed, 
it is difficult if not impossible to separate fear fiom teligio- 
supersdtiou; and this may be seen even today, and without the 
necessity for travelling very far from home. 

Obviously, however, among the Fijians the main thing was 
the consumpdon of the flesh; the gesture to the tribai god, by 
way of the tribal priest, was perfunctory; if the victim became 
available on the field of batde, then was it, they clearly asked 
themselvesj worth whde waiting till their return home before 
indulging io a victors* feast? And, like Pilate in another con¬ 
text, they stayed not for an answer. 

In most, if not aU, primitive tribal customs tbere Is a dose link 
between sacrifice and cannibalLsm, even if in some cases (as in 
the ones already considered) the link is exiguous in the extreme. 
Sacrifice, of course, was a gesture: the supreme gesture, if you 

4* 
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will. There is no part of the world, however remote, in w'hich 
sacrifice in one form or another has not played an essendal part 
in the way of life of the people. The Old Testament is full of 
references to it; history, legend, myth and story, from remotest 
recorded dmes until the day before yesterday, is alive w^ith it. 
Sir James Frazer^s monumental anthropological work, The 

Golden BoijgAj the twelve volumes of which occupied him for a 
quarter of a century and followed half a lifetime of research, is 
an exhaustive (and completely fascinating} survey of the w hole 
field of the beliefs of mankind as revealed in their custonu and 
practices. It began with an examination of the rules of the 
priesthood and ^sacred kinship* of the Grove of Nemi, the 
first rule of which was that the new candidate for the priesthood 
must first slay the existing priest j after which he himseir would 
in due course be slain by his successor. And his w'orldwidc 
studies revealed that sacrifice, and as often as uot human sacri- 
ficc, was an integral part of the priestly rites, and that immola¬ 
tion was very extensively associated with the consuming of 
human flesh. 

Frazer, iu common with other anthropologists, states posi¬ 
tively that the practice of cannibalism, as such, is almost cer¬ 
tainly less of an established institution than human sacrifice, 
or immolation. Nevertheless, except in the case of the Fijians, 
and Certain other Melanesian tribes to whom we ghall revert in 
due course, among whom the sheer lust for hitman flesh seems 
to have predominated over all other considerations, the basic 
ritualistic motive is virtually identicaL Both in the sacrificing 
of human beings, and in the partaking of portions of their flesh 
before or after the sacrifice, there is alwuys the underlying 
principle of the transfer of * soul-substance \ 

The anciem people of Mexico probably afford as interesting 
an example of this aspect of sacrifice-ciim-cajirubalistic practice 
as any whose traditions and customs have been examined by 
anthropologists. Mexico, and the Mexicans, have excited 
interest and speculation for many years past, and it is in teres ting 
to note the number of books that have been published in com¬ 
paratively recent times dealing with Mexico Today and 
Yesterday. 

It is the Mexico of Yesterday that we are concerned with at 
this moment* the Mexico which came under the sway of that 
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Strange people^ the Maya, who flooded into its. fertile valleys by 
way of Oaxaca, and who La their turn w'erc absorbed by the 
ToUecs. The Toltec civilisation probably attained its peak in 
the eleventh century A.D.^at about the same time as 'VViUiam 
the Conqueror brought a Norman civilising Influence across the 
Channel to our own shores. 

But the Toltecs, too, had to give way to a further wave of 
invadets: the Aztecs. It was the Aztecs who dominated 
Southern Mexico longest, under such leaders as Montezuma, 
who was a contemporary of Christopher Columbus. We 
know more about the way of life established and maintamed 
by these Aztecs than about that in any previous period— 
though only enough is known about them to whet our curiosity 
for more. The Spanish Conquistadors came, and saw, and 
mercilessly overthrew the Aztec regime in the early part of the 
sixteenth century, when they were at the height of their power 
and achievement. The picture has been painted in brilliant 
new colouis by Jean Descota in his book, T/tt Conquistadors. 

Human sacrifice was an essential element in the Aztec culture 
and to a large extent explains the almost continuous w'ais that 
the Aztecs waged with neighbouring peoples between the 
Caribbean and the Pacific: a regular and unbroken supply of 
victims was essential to the priests if the sun was to be kept in 
constant and beneficent motion across the Aztec sky, brin^g 
fertility to crops and men alike. 

It is curious to trace the development of their' religion ’. At 
first the Aztecs, who were originsdly a nomadic tribe known as 
the Nahua, were impressed, not only by the settled way of life 
of the Maya into whose territory they had irrupted, and by 
thdr skill as agriculturists, but by the form of wor^p practised 
by the Maya and the Toltecs. In course of time, however, 
though they largely adopted, and improved upon, the agri¬ 
cultural methods of the people they were superseding, they 
preferred to maintain their o\^ii form of worship, and to bend 
to it the priestly rites and rituals they had at first admired. 

With them, the fertility of the land, and the prosperity of the 
people who lived on it and lived only because of it, was wholly 
identified with the life and the virility of their king, or chieltain. 
For the Aztecs, their Warrior-god, Uitzilopochtli, was some¬ 
thing more than a warrior or a god: he came to be virtually 
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identified with the sun itself—a Sun-god as well as a Wamor- 
god} whose viriUty must be maintained at its maximum by a 
perpetual supply of human victims* hearts. 

In addition to the Wamor-god} or Sun-god, there were 
other ddties, both male and female, in the Aztec hierarchy. 
Extremely important among these, and for obvious reasons, w^as 
Teteoinnan, the Earth-Mother, At the time of the harvest 
festival a female victim was hayed and her skin brought cerc- 
moniaUy to the temple, either of Teteoinnan or of Centcod, the 
Goddess of Maize. The skin wras worn by the officiating 
priest, who for the ritual assumed the identity of the goddess 
herself. This is but one of innumerable examples, in many 
parts of the world, in which the domiiiig of a human skin 
enables a human being to identify himself with the god or 
goddess whom he {or she) serves; it is the demental concept of 
the transfer of soul-stuff by close contact with flesh and blood. 

The Aztec rchgious ceremonial became progresrively more 
and more elaborate—as is the case with all regions ancient and 
modem. The Aztec year was divided into eighteen periods of 
twenty days each, and certain of these periods, coinciding as 
they did with the natural seasons of the year, were marked by 
special rituals and ceremonies. 

In February, for example, young children were immolated 
to the gods of rain and water in order that the new ycar*s crops 
might not wither from drought. At another festival, the blot^ 
of childrcti who had been thus sacrificed was collected by the 
priest and kneaded into an image of the god, Uitzilopochtli, 
made of maize doughp The heart of the image >vas ceremoni¬ 
ally Cut out by the priest and given to the reigning Aztec king 
to consume, while the remainder of the image was distributed 
among the notables, a small portion to each. 

Totec, the Moon-god, had to be propitiated in the period 
immediately preceding the first sowing of seed, and thjfl entailed 
human sacrifice. This time it was not children who were 
involved, but a prisoner of war~and the more courageous be 
had proved himself in battle the better the prospects for the new 
crop. The ritual here was to fasten the prisoner to a frame of 
timber, with arms and legs spreadeaglcd. Arrows were then 
shot into him, so that he bled profusely, and his blood 
sacramentally fertilised the soil. 
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There were mteresting and elaborate variants on this funda¬ 
mental religio-inagical practice. SonietjmeS;, when the victim 
had bled profusely but was yet alive* he was removed from his 
wooden framework and sacrificed in the customary fashion* his 
heart being cut fix^m hk living breast by a priest using an 
obsidian knife. His skin would then be flayed from bis body* 
and donned by the priest representing the Earth-Mother^ 
symbolising the donning of a new mantle—that of a new and 
full-eared maize crop. In order to emphasize the symbolism, 
the priests assumed disguises resembling maize ears and maize 
stalks^ and indulged in an elaborate ritual dance before the 
altars and within sight of the fields which bad been recently 
sown. Meanwhile* the flesh of the victim, or of the victims 
where more than one had been sacrificed to the gods and 
goddesses* was distributed among the warriors who had been 
responsible for procuring the prisoners of war for the purpose 
of the ceremony* 

Among the Mtccs* the actual mechanics of sacrifice were 
elaborated constantly, and there was hardly an aspect of the 
ceremony which did not possess some deep and flindamental 
symbolbm. 

The victim w^as firat stripped of any ornaments he might be 
wearing. He was then laid over a curved sacrificial altar* or 
large stone* and his head* his legs and bis arms would be taken 
by five priests* one to each* and held rigid while the High 
Priest, the sacrifidal agent* who might often be identified with 

the gcxi or gpddcss he himself served* cut open the victim's 
breast with his knife of obsidian—a form of volcanic rock which 
was dark like bottle-glass and could be sharpened to a razor 
edge. 

The priest then tore out the victim's heart, often still 
palpitating* and held it up to the sun that each might give 
strength to the other* It was then put into a ceremonial basin 
w^hich had been placed in such a position as to collect the blood 
that flowed from the w'ound. Then* mixed widi the smoke of 
incense* the smell of the blood was w^afted upwards to the god in 
whose honour the ceremony bad just been enacted- 

Bereft of its heart* and much of its blood* the body was of no 
further service to the High Priest, It was therefore thrown 
down the great flight of stone steps that characterised the 
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Aztec temples, iixMn the aitaF at the summit to the people wait¬ 
ing in the courtyard below. There it was seized by other 
priests and given to the warriors responsible for the original 
capture of the victim. The skin was carefully removed, and 
donned by the chief of the warriors concerned, who believed 
that by wearing it he would gain something of the dead man’s 
fertility and soul-stuff. The body itself was then cut up and 
eaten by the warriors and their closest associates; but the feast 
at which this body was devoured was a solemn, a ceremonial 
occasion, very different from the cannibalistic orgies of the less 
'civilised’ Fijians already described. 

The great Aztec feast, known as Toxcatl, was held on April 
a3rd, when the sun was at its zenith. It was regarded as the 
greatest festival of the year, and not unnaturally the elaboration 
of the ceremony here reached its zenith too. It was, in fact, 
virtually a sacriheing of the god himself to the god himself—a 
pervcision of an originally straightforward practice which is 
to be found duplicated in many other parts of the world. 

The ceremony may be said to have commenced a w^hole year 
before its climax, when a carefully selected victim, usually a 
prisoner captured in battle, was set apart from all others and 
prepared—one might almost say 'groomed’—^for the part he 
was eventually to play. He was established in the temple itself; 
he was regarded as something between a king and a god; he 
was waited upon hand and foot by notables of the community, 
under the constant supervision of the ternple priests. On the 
rare occasions when he was permitted to descend the stone steps 
of the temple and walk in the streets below, the people made 
holiday and he was regarded with awe, as a visitor, almost, 
from another planet. 

For the three weeks of April preceding the Feast ofToxcatl he 
was attended day and night by four young and beautiful 
‘brides’. These were known as the Goddess of Flowers, the 
Goddess of the Young CJom, the Goddess of Our Mother- 
among-the-Water, and the Goddess of Salt. They were 
beautiful and ardent and—what is more—dedicated. With 
them, Ibr those blissful weeks, he lived a life of supreme 
voluptuousness. 

On the day of the Feast ofToxcatl the young man was taken 
from the temple where he had lived for the past year and 
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brought to a hilltop near the great lake. There be said larcwcU 
to the four * bride-goddesses". Then he walked ou* alone* to a 
special temple where the priests awaited him, Immediatdy 
his shadow crossed the tempk threshold, the priests seized him 
and the High Priest swiftly sacrificed him in the tradidona] 
ceremonial manner. A ‘ divine king* had been slain in homage 
to the king-god whom he represented; and immediately the 
heart ceased to palpitate^ his successor w^ announced and the 
long ritual process began all over again. It was an ancient and 
a grisly version of %e &oi cst mort: Vive le Roil" 

Women, too, in the Aztec religious frativab, had tbcir part to 
play. When the maize crop—the basic cereal crop of Mexico 
—had come near to full ripeness, a goddess representing the 
maize, Xiloueu, was sacrificed as the climax to a long succession 
of ceremonial dances in which the dancers carried lighted 
symbolical torches. The woman, or girl, was clad in the full 
robes associated with the goddess with whom she was tem¬ 
porarily identified. Her face was painted in yellow and red, 
to represent the ripened grain, and her arms and legs were 
adorned vrith bright red feathers* She was equipped with a 
shield and a brilliant red baton. 

During the night before the fesdval she danced continuously 
outside and inside the temple of Xilonen; on the day of the 
festival she was seized by a priest and brought swiftly into the 
presence of the goddess's High Priest himself* The manner of 
the sacrifice here differed from that which was usual for male 
victims. The priest who had seized her carried her on his 
back, while the High Priest first cut off her head, and then tore 
her heart from her breast. 

The Azitc har\'C5t festival also involved a w^ormn victim. 
A woman was selected with the greatest care to represent 
Teteoinnan, the Earth-Mother, At midnight on August 2ist, 
this woman was decapitated by the priests and flayed* Her 
skin was then donned by a young man, who identified himself 
temporarily with the goddess* But the skin of one of the 
woman's thighs was removed separately from the rest, and was 
taken ceremonially to another temple to be worn as a mask by 

the High Priest serving Centeotl, the Maize Godde^* 
There was still a further elaboration of this complex cere¬ 

mony. The young man who had donned the vice's skin and 
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was HOW impersonating the Earth-Mother^ was taken to the 
altar of her temple and clothed m her symbolic appareL 
TherCj he ntualisdcally sacrificed four selected victims, the 
object being the symbobc impregnation of the goddess—^whose 
own fertility was so vital to the people^s welfare. The last stage 
in this annual ceremony was twofold: the High Priest who had 
been wearing the mask made of a portion of the vicdm*s thigh- 
skin, deposited his mask on some outlying frontier post of the 
Aztec territory; the young man who had been wearing the 
victim's skin save for that portion^ and who had thus been 
identified with the goddess heiself, was banished altogether! 

The climax of the whole Aztec year was in January, when the 
festival of the God of Fire celebrated. Oddly enough, 
though this was the climax of a series of festivals, all of which 
mvolvcd sacrifice, at this one the victims for three years out of 
every four w^ere not human beings but animals. But they had 
to animals captured by chiidren or young persons, who 
brought them to the temples for the priests to sacj^ce. 

Every fourth year* however, the victims w^ere human beings; 
and, what is more, human beings in couples. Young men and 
women, newly married, were selected on these special occasions. 
They were ceremonially attired in the robes associated with the 
Fire God, and instead of being sacrificed in the customary 
manner, by the High Priest with the obsidian knife, they were 
thrown in couples into the flames of the Fire God's altais. 
There they were watched with great attention, and just before 
they gave signs that they were about to expire among the flames, 
they were raked out by the High Priest^s attendants and had 
their hearts torn from their charred flesh* 

It is not easy to see why there should be this curious 
procedure, for on the surface of it nothiag could be more apt 
than that paiis of youngs healthy creatures^ male and female, 
should feed the flames dedicated to a god. It is possible that 
this refinement of cruelty was designed to ensure that the Fire 
God should be fed first with the living bodies ofhis victims, and 
then have their hearts~the vital source of their energy— 
separately offered to him. 

Anthropologists maintain that customs such as di«e which 
hai'e just been described reached their apotheosis among the 
Aztec communities in the fifteenth century. Furthermore, 
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such was the power and influence of the Aztecs that similar 
religious customs were traced among other tribes of Centra] 
and Southern America—notably among the Incas of Peru and 
the i^attered tribes in Ecuador- Even after the Spaniards' 
arriva] and occupation of so much of this territory it seems that 
these practices survived. Maize was the basic foodstuff of these 
peoples; and maize crops needed adequate sun and adequate 
rain if they were to meet the demands of the people. Wi^out 
a constant supply of sacrificial victims, tlae Earth-Mother 
would lose the co-operation of her fellow-gods, and swift and 
certain starvation would ensue. 

It is kcoviTi that these practices, if in modified form, survived 
not merely the arrival of the Spaniards but for some centuries 
thereafter. April 22nd/23rd was an important date also for 
the Pawnee Indians ; among them as recently as 1838 there was 
a case of human sacrifice which has close parallels with the 
elaborate ritual of the Aztecs in their heyday. 

A giii in her earliest teens was selected for sacrifice. For a 
period—not of months, as with the Aztecs, but of days—she w^as 
conducted through the village, from wigwam to wigwam, in 
a procession headed by the chicS and warriors. At each 
stopping-place she received a gift. When the iast one had 
been reached, she was painted red and black—an echo of the 
Aztec painting to represent the colours of the maize crop—and 
then placed over an open fire and slowly roasted to death, 
while tribesmen shot arrows at her body to spill her blood. 

At the appointed moment the chief sacrificcr tore out her 
heart and ate it. The remainder of her body w^as then cere¬ 
monially cut up into small portions^ which w^ere placed in 
baskets and taken out to the mdze fields. The next stage in 
the ceremonial was to take the pieces of flesh, one at a time, 
from the baskets and carefully squeeze drops of the warm blood 
on the newly planted grain. By this process, they believed, the 
seeds would be vitalised. The fragments of flesh, squeezed 
almost dry of blood, were then made into a sort of paste which 
was carefully rubbed over root vegetables such as potatoes to 
bring them safely to maturity. 

It w'ill be seen from this example, horrible as it is, that the 
element of cannibalism is reduced here to an absolute mini¬ 
mum t the ritual dei'ouring of the heart of the child by the 

n 
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sacrificing priesl. The gesture, obviously, U to identify the 
priest, as representative of the god, with the chfid-victim whose 
blood will later vitalise the planted grain. The underlying 
belief is a widespread one, and need not necessarily involve the 
consumption of human flesh, though the flesh is indeed 
devoured symbolically. 

In Bengal, for example, a Dravidian tribe known as the 
Khonds used regularly to sacrifice a victim they referred to as 
Meriah, in ord« to guarantee good crops in their locality. 
The victim in this case was not a girl but a young man, and a 
young who must come from a pious home. He was 
treated with the utmost revercuce during the period preceding 
the sacrifice, and on the day of the sacrifice was brought in 
solemn procession to the sacred grove where the priests 
officiated. 

The Khond priests appear to have been conscious of the 
‘guilt’ attached to such sacrifice, and went to great lengths to 
exonerate themselves before carrying out their sacrificial deed. 
The method of sacrifice did not, in their case, involve fire. 
Usually the victim was strangled, or squeered to death; alter¬ 
natively he was strapped to a wooden image of an elephant, 
which curiously enough represented the Earth Goddess. Thus 
strapped to the elephant, he was cut to pieces while still alive: 
a method of d^patch which echoes the Aztec practice of 
decapitating a woman victim while held on the back of a priest 
of the temple. 

When the victim had eventually died as a result of this piece¬ 
meal carving up by the priest's knife, bis flesh was divided into 
two main portions. One of these was buried in the ground as 
an oblation to the Earth Goddess; the other was distributed in 
carefully proportioned shares among the heads of families. 
These portions were ceremonially wrapped in leaves and then 
interred in the most important and deserving fields, or even 
suspended fiom a pole over a stream whose waters irrigated the 
fields. The head, bones and intestines were burned and the 
ashes then scattered over the other fields, the granaries and 
store-houses; and the surplus, if any, sprinkled over the firat 
com to be gathered In, 

The Aztecs, then, though they practised cannibalism, did so 
only because the consumption of human flesh had come to be 
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an integral part—and a small part at that—of an elaborate 
system ofsacriiidal ccremotuai that was aimed primarily at the 
propitiating of one or other of their gods or goddesses. The 
general impression that one gains, from examining the evidence, 
is that their attitude towards the whole matter was diametrically 
opposed to that of the Fijian Islanders, and of the other 
Melanesian tribes whose practices have still to be considered. 
They were, of course, a far more highly developed race than the 
Fijians ever were, or are ever likely to become; there is thought 
—deep thought—behind their actions: thought amounting 
almost to a philosophy. Amounting certainly to what passes 
for a religion. But, unaccountably, the Aztecs do not appear 
to have evolved a mythology of their own: not, at any rate, a 
mythology comparable with that, say, of the ancient Greeks, of 
the Scandinavians; or even of the North American Indians. 
We turn to them next. 

15693 



CHAPTER THREE 

CUSTOM AND MYTH AMONG THE 

KWAKIUTL INDIANS 

IVCany of us were bmught up on Fctiimone Gooper^s Last of 
t/u Mo/tKons; on stories of Redons and Cowboys, and films 
b^ed on these stories; or on LongfeUow^s Sung HimveUka. 
We used to be* and perhaps still are—if we remain suifidently 
young in heart—addicted to these stories, the^ never-to-be- 
completcd sagas. We may know that the richest stom of aU, 
and the most romantic, is to be found in the long, rambling 
poem that tells ofGitche Manitou the Mighty, of Ishkoodah the 
Comet, of Mud|ekeewis mth his belt of wampum, of Chibiabos 
the Musician, and the Very Strong One, Kwasind, and tells at 
great (but for many of us never too great) length the story of 
Hiawatha and Minnehaha, * Laughing Water*. 

These stori« are the mythology of the Delawares and 
Mohawks, the Choctaws and Camanches, the Shoshonies and 
Blackfeet^ the Hurons and Ojibways, and many other tribes 
whom, for convenience, Longfellow grouped about the 
Wisconsin shore of Lake Superior, the true home of the 
Ojibways, ^‘in the region^", as he says, “between the Pictured 
Rocks and the Grand SableAnd what better situation for 
them could be found than near the * Picture Rocks*, when the 
saga of their lives is one vast, crowded, colourful canvas? 

He did not, however, include among the tribes whose stories 
he told a tribe of North American Indians whose home was 
some two thousand miles to the w^est of Lake Superior, on the 
Amcrican^anadian irontier where it abandons its die-straight, 
arbitrary line and hooks down through Juan de Fuca Strait to 
take in the southern eactremity of Vancouver Island. These 
arc the Kw'akiud Indians. 

The Kwakiutl Indians for the most part occupied a strip of 
territory along the North-east Pacific coastline which includes 
Rivers Inlet and Cape Mudge. They w^ere hunters, of course— 
as all North-American Indians were and remain; bunteis and 
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trappers. But also, because of tbeir situation, fisheiB too. Tlie 
hilk and forests of British Columbia formed their hinterland; 
the cold Pacific their finontier* The mighty wall of the northern 
Rocky Motmtains was the backcloth to their lives: a backcloth 
through which they had no desire to penetrate, for they were a 
self-contained community of many tribeSj, and clans within 
their tribes; a community close knit and with peculiarly dose 
ties with the great gods, good and evil, and the Guardian and 
other Spirits of their tribes. 

Like all communities that are more than ordinarily isolated, 
by ^mc geographical or other feature, they tended to turn in 
upon themselves. Their legends, stories and—so far as the 
word is apt in dus context—history arc more concerned with 
their inter-tribal reladonships, and their relationships with their 
tribal gods and Guardian Spirits, than with other peoples living 
beyond the hinge of their territories. It is therefore not sur¬ 
prising that a tribal mythology has evolved among the Kwaldutl 
Indians that is not easy to paraUcl anywhere cbe in the world- 

They claim their origin variously: the tribc^s mythical 
ancestor was one who either descended into their territory from 
heaven, or arose from the underworld, or emerged from the 
depths of the ocean itself. How long ago this was, they have 
no means of computing; but it is evident from the enormous 
body of legend—^atnounring to a saga that makes Longfellow^s 
Song of Husmaifui look like a shorthand jotting in a small note¬ 
book—that it w'as a long while ago. For every tribe has its own 
tutelary deities; every tribe has its covey of Spirits^ some good, 
some evil, who must be propitiated, flattered or warily guarded 
against. It is this abnormally dose andj as it were, personal 
relationship betw^cen tribes and dans and tribal gods and spirits 
which accounts for the wealth of fascinadng detail, the fantastic 
variety of story and picture, that is the common property of the 
Kwatiutb, and has been over a period of years collected, 
recorded and collated. With them, far more than with the 
AztecSj religion and the life of the tribe, coUcctivcly and 
individually, was a highly personal alfair that called for constant 
watchfulnras and presence of mind, enterprise, courage and 
acceptance* 

One of the complication in their lives the disconcerting 
knowledge that the supernatural powers—the gods and spirits" 
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which were favourably disposed to the tribal ancestors might 
Dot continue generation after generation to be well disposed 
towards their descendants. Fortunately, however, they be¬ 
lieved that there were other spirits which of their own volition 
remained in contact with the Indians and were prepared, for 
a consideration, to endow them with something at any rate of 
their own supernatural powers. The problem was always to 
ascertain who was who, and which was which. A false step 
could prove disastrous. 

The first step which a ICwakiutl Indian takes is, not unnatur¬ 
ally, to obtain the favourable regard, and thence the protection* 
of one of the tribal spirits. His choice is reasonably wide, but 
he will act to a large extent on the advice of the dders of his 
clan, allowing his own inclination to temper their advice within 
moderation. By obtaining the protection of this spirit be will, 
the ICwakiutI believes, become imbued with some at any rate of 
the main characteristics of the spirit, and thus become superior 
in some respects (if still inferior in others) to many of his fellow 
tribesmen. 

He may choose, for example, to seek the sponsorship of 
VVinalagills, a warrior whose home k in the distant north of the 
territory but who is rarely at home because he is a restless spirit 
whose pleasure it is to rove the whole earth waging individual 
wars where he will and when he will, except that it must always 
be against some people whom he can reach without leaving 
his canoe. Sponsorship by Winalagilis will endow the Kwa- 
Idutl youth with any one of three characteristics, each of which 
^ould stand him in good stead throughout his life: he will be 
invulnerable; or he will have the power of command over the 
Disease Spirit, which was thought to be an invisible worm 
constantly gliding through the air and able to deal mortal 
blows at anyone to whom it was directed; or finally he may be 
capable of being wounded without either feeling pain or being 
in fact injured at all* 

Again, could seek the protection of Matcm, a strange bird 
known to miinbit the sununiu of certain mountains^ each in 
turn, and able to transmit to any Kwafclud on whom it looked 
with favour the ability to fly* 

Yet again—and here we have the most elaborate and 
certainly the most Intcresang, if the most horrific, of these 
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notions—the youthful KwakiuU could enlist the protection of 
the fearsome Baxbajtualanuxsiwae. His mouthful of a name 
means ^He-who-is-First-to-eat-Man-at-thc-itiouth-of th e-River\ 
His home was knoum to be on the slopes of the great mountains. 
From the chimney of his house blood-red smoke rose in a 
continuous billowing cloud. He shared his house with his wife, 
Qpminoqaj a tcrrifyitig female who was responsible for procur¬ 
ing his meals. She was assisted by a female slave, Kinqalalala, 
who had the job of rounding up the victims and collecting corpses* 

At the door of this malodorous house perched another slave, a 
raven named QpaxqoaxuaJanuxsiwae, whose specific privilege 
was to eat the eyes horn the bodies discarded by his master 
when his appetite w^as glutted. A companion at the threshold 
to this house was Hoxhok, a fabulous bird of no known species, 
with a formidable beak used for picking out the brains from 
skulb which it had first cracked with one well-aimed blow. 
There was also, as attendant on the owner of the house and his 
motley companions, a griazly bear, HaialiJdlal. 

The Kwakiuti youth who decides to seek the patronage of 
Baxbakualanuxsiwae will, if he is successful, join that corps 
d*iiik in the tribe known as the Hatnatsas* These held a special 
position in the tribe, and a very privileged one: they were at 
liberty to eat human flesh—whether the victim was an enemy 
slain in battle or captured on a foray, or a fellow' member of the 
tribe. The Hamat$a$ were^ in a word, hcenced cannibals, 
whose privilege, and even duty, was to maintain an affinity 
with Baxbakualanuxsiwae by sharing his passion for human 
desh. But, as we shall see, this privilege was wrapped about by 
an extraordinary cocoon of duty and tabu. 

Since this particular tribal spirit was such a fierce and 
voracious character, it is natural that the legends that were 
evolved concerning him were more elaborate* more terrifying 
in their detail, than those which w'erc recounted concerning 
such relatively mild-mannered individuals as, say, VVinalagilLs 
or Matem. There are infinite variations, for example, in the 
legend the Kwakiutls tell of how' their ancestors, 'in the dark 
backward and ab\ism of time*, first made contact with the 
spirit who became such a dangerous acquisition to their tribe* 

Nanw^qawc (one of the legends runs], a Chief of the 
Kwakiutis in their earliest days, had four sons who occupied ail 
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their time in hunting the mountain-goat. In tho^e days 
members of the Kii^'akiutl tribe were constantly disappearing^ 
one after another, in the most mysterious fashion. Soon^ the 
women of the tribe lamcntcdi we shall no more have husbands^ 
brothers or sons^—for it w^as the menfolk who most often 
disappeared. 

At last a day came when the chief knew he must find out what 
was happaaiiig to the men of his tribe. He^ and only he, knew 
of the existence of a spirit in the moun tains poTfverfu] enough to 
catise these men to disappear. And he knew that in allowing 
his four beloved sons to range the mountains for goats he was 
allowing them also to risk their lives. Nevertheless^ as chief of 
his tribe, he knew that it was his duty to solve the mystery^ So, 
the day came when he called his four sons, Tawixamaye, his 
eldest son, Qpaqoasililagilis, his second son, Yaqois, his third 
son, and his youngest son, Nuhlokue, and hade them listen 
carefully to tus words. 

*'Go into the mountaim, my sons/* he said solemnly, “and 
when you come near to a house on the mountainside the smoke 
of which looks red like blood, do not cuter it, or you will never 
return home. It is the house ofBaxbakualanuxsiwac. Do not 
enterj. either, the house on the mountamside the smoke of 
which is ^ey on one side; for that is the house of the grizzly 
bear, HaiahkilaL Harm will befall you, if you enter that 
house. But now go, my very dear sons, and keep wide open 
your eyes as you go^ or you will not return*" 

Early the next morning the four young men left their father’s 
house, and by noon they had come within sight of the house on 
the mountainside from w'hich grey smoke rose into the sky. 
Then the eldest sou said to his brothers * This is the house of 
the grizzly bear that perhaps has eaten our fellows- Let us see 
if our father^s warning is good." 

As they approacbed, the grizzly bear came out, crossing his 
ovm threshold, and blood and flesh dripped front his yellow fangs* 

That, cried the eldest brother, “must be the blood of a 
Kwakiutl! Cbme, let us slay this bear." 

All Ae rest of the day the four brothers fought with the grizzly 
Iwar, Haialikilal, whose great yellow teeth were bared to seize 
theu- flesh. But as darkness fell, the eldest brother struck a 
shrewd blow and broke the bear’s skull, and at last he dropped 
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lifeless at chdr feet. They looked inside the grizzly bear's 
housCj and saw that the beaten Boot strewn with hiimap 
bones and skulls. 

"Come,'* said the eldest brother, “our journey into the 
mountains is not yet completed.” 

Though night had begun to falh they w'alked on and on, until 
at ksl the youngest brother, Nalilokue, dropped exhausted to 
the ground unable to go any furiher^ So they all iay down 
close to him, and slept until daybreaL 

Next morning they walked on, climbing steadily up the 
mountainside, till they saw it^ the distance a great piUar of 
smoke, red like blood, rising into the heavens, and they knew 
they were looking at the house of Baxbakualanuxsiwae. 

" Come, my dear brothers/* said the eldest son, ** kt us go and 
see if our father^s warning is good.” 

They continiied on their way, walking more rapidly now, and 
c^mc at length to the threshold of the house on the mountain¬ 
side from which the great plume of blood-rcd smoke rose to the 
heavens, making the sky murky overhead* The eldest brother 
haminercd upon the closed door; but there was no reply, no 
sound at all from within* He hammered again, and yet again; 
and because there was still no sound from within, at length he 
opened the door and the four of them went into the darkness 
beyond the threshold. 

Thenj from the murky, smoke-filled darkness a woman^s voice 
spoke to them; "Help me! ” it cried. “I am rooted to the floor* 
Help me! Then 1 may help yon—whom I have long awaited.” 

"%Vhat must we do to help you?** asked the eldest brother* 
Exactly what 1 tell you,” ajiswercd the woman's voice, 

corning to them from the smoky darkness through which they 
could as yet see nothing at all. "Do not take any notice of 
anything you may sec when the smoke clears. But dig a deep 
hole in the floor. Then place stones in this fire, and afterwards* 
when they are red-hot, throw' them into the hole that you have 
dug in the floor.” 

When the four brothers had done as she bade them, she said: 
“Now, cover the hole with boards. As soon as Baxbakuak- 
n^iwae returns from hunting—for this is his house—he will put 
hk mask over his face and begin to dance*” 

Hardly bad the woman spoken these words than the four 
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brothers quickly laid boards over the hole into which they had 
thrown the red-hot stones- And hardly had they done this 
than they heard a fierce whistling sound beyond the threshold. 
Then the doorway was darkened and the sunlight blotted out, 
as the great form of Baxbakualanuicsiwae filled it. In he came, 
and stood a moment just inside the doorway and called out his 
terrible cry: “Hap! Hap! Hapl Hap 1”—“Eat! Eat! 
Eat[ Eat!” And as he did so, the Hoxhok, with its great 
beak, as long as a man^s hand and as hard as stone, and 
Qpaj(;qoaicualanu?»iwae, the eyeball-eating ravens began also 
to cry out: ”HapJ Hap! Hap! Hapl" 

Then Baxbakualanuxsilwae lay down on the beaten earth 
floor and the four brothers, the youngest one cowering behind 
the older ones, saw that his whole body was covered all over 
with gaping, blood-stained mouths. The monster then rose 
from the floor and began prowling round in the murky, smoke- 
filled darkness, continuously crying out **Hap! Hapl Hap! 
Hapl” in a voice of increasing excitement. The raven, mean¬ 
while, whose feathers covered him from hb head down to hi$ 
waist, danced wildly in front of him, in front of the fire, from 
which the blood-red smoke ascended to a hole in the roof* 
Then the bird with the great stone beak came in, and it too 
danced in front of the lire, and all three of them cried out con¬ 
tinuously: “Hapl Hap! Hap! Hap!” their cries becom¬ 
ing fiercer and fiercer ^l the time. And as they cried their 
terrible cry, they danced ever more wildly in front of the fire. 

Then, from a room in the back of the house, there came first 
Qprmnoqa, the spirit^s wife, and danced and sang and cried in 
a great voice; "Hoipl" and "Hai! Had! Hai! Hai!” 
And after her came KinqaJaJala, the female slave, and she too 
danced and cried “Hoip!” and “Hail Hai! Hail Hai!" 

At last Baxbakuaianuxsiwae^s great feet came close to the 
edge of the pit which the four brothers had dug in the floor. 
Waiting his opportunity, the eldest brother suddenly snatched 
away the boards they had laid over the pit, and Baxbakuala- 
nuxsiwae, still dandng and crying out “Hapl Hap! Hap! 
Hap!” plunged to the bottom of the pit among the red-hot 
Stones that glowed there in the murky darkness. 

“Now quick! Bury him!” shrieked the woman who had 
bidden them dig the hole in the floor. And, quick as lightning, 
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the four brothers threw into the hole more stones and sods and 
earth till the hole wa^ almost filled. 

And QOw^ Baxbakualanuxslwae was dying. His Resh 
steamed and hissed on the red-hot stones, and the smoke of it 
rose to join the biood-red smoke that poured out through the 
hole in the roof of his house. And then he died. And at the 
moment when he died* hi$ wife and his female slave died too; 
and the two grisly birds vanished. 

“Now take Baxbakualanuxsiwae's ornaments of red cedar 
bark,” said the woman, “and his masks and whistles and his 
totctn-polc, which is the Hamatsa Pole. But before you go, 
you shall learn from me the Song of Baxbakualanuxsiwac.” 

But the eldest son replied: “First we wiU go home and tcD 
our dear father aU that we have seen and heard and done since 
we left him. Then may be we will return* bringmg him with 
us that he may sec for Minsclf.” And with that, they left the 
house and went swiftly back down the mountainside to their 
father^s house by the great river, where they told him all that 
had befallen them- 

“I will come with you and sec this wonder for myself*” said 
the chieftain, who was their father* and at dawn they set out 
once again up the moimtairtside. 

When they had come to the house* from the roof of which a 
little blood-red smoke sdil ascended into the heavens, the 
woman who was rooted to the Boor offered them food and said 
to themr “Now you shall dance* and possess among you the 
cannibal mask—the mask of the Hamatsa—and the mask also 
of the raven and the mask of the Hoichok* and besides that, all 
the red cedar bark. And also the whistles of Baxbakualanuxsi- 
wae* But before that, I wiU teach you the secret songs.” 

When the woman who w^as rooted to the floor had ended her 
songs, the chief asked her: "Now* tell me who you are?” 

And the woman laughed a terrible laugh and replied : “ So 
you do not know who 1 am? I am—your own long-lost 
daughter, whom Bubakualanuxsiwac the Cannib^ wnuld not 
devour but preferred to keep rooted to the floor of his house* so 
that he might scorn me to the end of rime.” 

And her father said: rejoice- And these your four 
brothers rejoice with me that we have found you at last* Now* 
let us all return to our home together and feast there.” 
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But the wDinaii wept, and answered: ‘'Alas, it is impossible 
that I should go with you to your house, dear father, with these 
my four new-found brotheis, for I am rooted to the ground and 
am unable to move from this spot where I stand." 

“ Then we will dig you out," said her lather, and bade the 
four brothers set to work at once. 

This they did with a will| but the further down they dug, the 
thicker became the root, and at last they knew that they could 
never succeed in uprooting her, 

“Ifyou cut the root," said the woman, sorroivfglly, “I must 
surely die. So now you must all return home, without me. 
And as soon as you reach your home on the great river, you 
must give a Winter Dance. Let my eldest brother, Tawixa- 
maye, disappear, and he shall afterwards become Hamatsa, the 
Cannibal. Then, four days later, let QpaqoasUilagilis dis¬ 
appear also; and he shall become Qpminoqa and set about 
finding food for the Hamatsa, And thenceforward let the 
Hamatsa do no work whatsoever, or else he u.iil die early.” 

And so, sorrowfully, the chieftain and his four sons went 
home as they were bidden to do by the woman rooted to the 
floor of the house. And there they made a great feast, accom¬ 
panied by much ceremonial dancing, as the woman had m- 
smicted them. And immediately after the feast Tawixaraaye 
disappeared, and in due course became the tribe’s first Hamatsa, 
exactly as the woman had foretold, and his brother served him 
as he had been bidden he must do. 

Now, these dances were an essentia] part of the life of the 
Kwakiutb. They had a fiindamcntal purpose, for they reveal 
that the dancer is impersonating the spirit, just as Baxbaku- 
alanuxsiwae had danced on the floor of his house before plung- 
ing to his grisly death on the red-hot stones in the pit that the 
brothcis had dug for him, so the protigi of the spirit, the young 
Kwakiutl who has sought his patronage, must dance. He 
wean the fearrotne mask, and carries with him various of the 
spirits’ possessions as further evideoce that he and the spirit 
are one. The dance is a dramatic presentation of that part of the 
myth relating to the transfer of the spirit to the K.w'akiutl youth. 
The dance is the youth’s way—or one of his ways—of proving 
to his fellow tribamen that he has been accepted by the spirit. 

But, as the superstitions of the Kwakiutls dev eloped and 
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became more complex, and at the same dme more gripping, 
the ceremonial dance came to assume another function. The 
youth who had fled—as his ancestor, Tawixamayc had done— 
to live for a while with h!$ patron and imbibe his skill and know¬ 
ledge and ways, must be brought back to the tribe. And, 
having been brought back to the tribe, must have some part of 
the 'deviP in him exorcised, or he would be too dangerous to 
have as a member of the tri^. The ceremonial dances came, 
therefore, to play some part in this purgation. They would 
first attract him, so that he came flying back from ^e deep 
forests into which he had penetrated to find his guardian spirit; 
and having brought him back, would give him an opportunity to 
shed some at any rate of the rage with which he had been filled. 

The would-be Hamatsa, the youth who proposes to identify 
himself with the tribal spirit, Baxbakualanuxsiwae, departs 
into the forest alone, and is expected to remain there, alone 
save for the company of the spirit he has gone to seek, for three 
months or more. Part way through that period, however, 
he returns to the outskirts of his native village, uttering the 
piercing whistling sound, and the drcadfiil cry, “HapI Hap! 
Hap! Hap!” which he has now learned from the spirit in the 
forest. 

Next, he calls loudly for his Kinqalalala, who is always a 
dose female relation, and demands that she procure flesh for 
him. Having made this demand, the youth then charges into 
the viU^c among his fellow tribesmen and savagely bites 
pieces out of their arms and chests. 

As soon as he has started doing this, a group of men known as 
the Heliga run towards him, shaking ceremonial rattle which 
are supposed to pacify the budding Hamatsa. There are 
always six of these * heaieisw'hose office in the tribe is heredi¬ 
tary, and four of them must always accompany the Hamatsa 
when he is in one ofbis * holy rages or ecstasies. Their duty is 
to stay near him and so far as is possible direct his savage attacks 
on his fellows so that he makes no mistakes—at once restraining 
and advising him. TTicir cry is a challenge to his: “Hoip! 
Hoip! Hoip! Hoip!” The rattles they carry are always 
cither skulls, or w^o^ carved in the shape of a skull, which 
commonsense w'Ould suggest is more likely to inflame the 
youth's passions than to calm them! 
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A few days before the newly-created Hamatsa returns finally 
to his village^ at the end of his sojourn in the forest^ the veteran 
Hamatsas of the village are summoned. They leave their 
village and take a track through the tre^^ that leads to the hut 
which the young Hamatsa has built for himself* Whtsx they 
arrivej they find that he is already provided with a supply of 
human fJ«h for immediate consumption^ and his first greeting 
to them is to say: “These are my travelling provisionSj which 
Baxbakualauuxsiwae himself has given to me.'* 

’Where, in fact, has this human flesh come from? The 
answer is evidence of a curious practice peculiar to the Kwa» 
kiutl tribes^ known as 'Tree Burial*. 

Corpses destined for consumption by the Hamatsa were 
frequently put into wooden chests and the chests carried up to 
the upper branches of trees, as high up as w^as practicable. 
There, they were exposed to the breezes as tvell as to the sun, 
and the result was that in many cases they reached a stage of 
natural mummifleation. 

WTien a corjKe was required for ceremonial consumption, it 
was taken down from the tree and first of all carefully soaked in 
salt water. Then one of the Heliga would take some hemlock 
twigs, remove the leaves, and push the twigs with great care 
beneath the skin of the corpse. Eventually he succeeded in 
that way in removing the decayed part of the flesh* The 
corpse was then laid on the roof of the small hut in the forest in 
which the new Hamatsa was spending the last part of his 
voluntary exile from his village. The hands of the corpse were 
made to dangle over the eaves; the belly was slit open and 
spread wide on a framework of sticks, much as a shcep^s carcass 
is spread m a butcher's shop; and the Hamatsa lit a fire beneath 
it in order to smoke the corpse. 

Having first greeted the veteran Hamatsas, he would take 
down the smoked corpse and lay it on a dean mat in front of his 
hut* Bach Hamatsa then, in strict order of tribal seniority, 
was invited to select the portion of the corpse that he would like 
to eat. 

The Kinqal alala then bent down and picked up the corpse and 
proceeded to walk slowly backwards, with the corpse laid across 
her outstretched arms, facing the Hamatsa aU the time. She 
would pass the fire over which the corpse had been smoked, 
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followed closely by the Hamatsa. They entered the hut and 
passed through to the rear of it, where the coqise was laid 
ceremonially across a tribal drum. That was the signal for the 
veteran Hamatsas to come rushing in through the hut in a state 
of frenzy and dance round the corpse on the drum* impatient 
to begin their feast. 

But there was one more piece of ritual before they could 
begin^ The Kinqalalala had first to eat four mouthfuls of the 
corpse herself. Each bite as she took it was carefully observed 
and counted by all present. After that* each veteran Hamatsa 
in rum took his portion^ and every bite was carefully watched 
by the others. It was laid down by tribal law—and the reason 
for this will be seen In due course—that each mouthful must be 
swallowed whole j there must be no chewing of the flesh first. 
And between each mouthful and the next^ the Hamatsa must 
drink salt water. 

When this ceremony was oveTi the Heliga seized a Hamatsa 
each and ran with them swiftly down to the nearest salt water. 
The Hamatsas were made to wade into the water until it 
reached the level of their chests. Then, facing the sunrise, 
each Hamatsa dipped four rimes beneath the water, each time 
repeating the terrible cry of Baxbakualanuxsiwae* ”Hap! 
Hap! Hap! Hap!” The dipping into the salt water was 
believed to dispel the frenzied excitement of the Hamatsas—for 
the time being, at any rale. 

It was then time for the newly-inMated Hamatsa to return to 
his village, having been accepted by the veterans of hU tribe. 
His return was marked by prolonged cercmomal dancing— 
dancing in which every motion, every gesture, every grimace, 
had a symbolic meaning; and it was of course the dancing of 
the Hamatsa which was of greatest importance. 

He danced to begin with in a squatting position, which was 
to indicate that he was in a state of tremendous, hardly con¬ 
trolled, excitement: that of a man looking for human flesh to 
devour. He trembled violently, extending fir^t one arm and 
then the other, while he danced first on one foot and then on 
the other. As he circulated through the dancing-hut, his eyes 
were cast upwards, symbolising the search for a corpse laid on 
the roof above him, and he uttered the terrible cry of the 
Cannibal Spirit: "Hap! Hap! Hapl Hap!*^ 
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Then he changed to an erect posture, dancing in great leaps 
forward and fioni side to side, hurling himself into all parts of 
the dancing-hut, but still trembling violently ail the time. It 
was then that his Kinqalalala Joined in the dance. Repeating 
the ritual of the forest hut, when the veteran Hamatsas had 
come from their share of flesh, she danced backwards, holding 
her arms outstretched towards the young Hamatsa to indicate 
that a coq^e still lay across them, waiting to be devoured. 

As she did that, the Hamatsa became more and more excited, 
lunging out towards her to grasp the invisible corpse she was 
pretending to carry. 

During the dancing, the Hamatsa wore a number of sym¬ 
bolical ornaments, chough for the most part he danced naked 
till, in the final stages, a blanket would be thrown over his 
shoulders. He would wear a head-ring, a neck-ring, a waist- 
ring, wrist- and ankle-rings, and these were often constructed 
from hemlock twigs such as those which had been ceremonially 
used to remove the decaying flesh from the corpse devoured by 
the Hamatsas in the forest hut. His face would be painted, 
nearly always black. But it carried tw'O curved lines painted 
bright r«i, running from the comers of his mouth to each ear. 
There was symbolism even in these red lines: they represented 
the pam of the newly initiated Hamatsa which had been tom 
from him during the period of his sojourn in the forest lair of 
Saxbakualanujcsiwae, And it was a clear-cut pronouncemeut 
that this Harnatsa was proposing to live in future off human 
flesh, as his tribal spirit had alw'ays done, and those of bis own 
anteswho had identified theniselvcs with it+ 

By noWj the Mamatsa had been fully irccogiiised and accepted. 
He had sdll, however, to be fitted into the life and customs of his 
tnbe, or clan, and these appear to have become progressively 
more and ittoie complex ivith every succeeditig generation. 

During the first four days after his return and the ccTemonial 

dandng he was allowed a great deal of latitude. He might run 
amok and bite flesh from anyone he chose. But after this brief 
period of untrammelled activity, the first of the complex tabus 
settled upon him. The Hamatsa and his attendant Kinqalalala 
had to enter in turn four individual huts, and there eat without 
question whatever was laid before them. Each of these meals 
was repeated four times. 
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There were condidons sittached to his devoufing of human 
flesh, whether that of some victim expressly IdUcd for his 
benefit, or that of some corpse taken down from a Burial Tree. 
For example* immediately the last moathM of fle^ had passed 
his lips* he had to djinh a quandty of salt water suflident to 
bring about a violent fit of vomiting. Id his vomiting it was 
essential that die gobbets of flesh he had m^allowcd—it will be 
remembered that he was not allowed to chew, or tear to pieces, 
any morsel of flesh that entered his mouthy-must all be 
brought up. They bad to be carefuUy counted by his attend^ 
ants. If the number of gobbets failed to tally with the number he 
had swallowed, then his esccrement must be carefully examined* 
in order to ensure that the human flesh which had passed his 
lips had been disposed of through one channel or the other. 

The bones of any corpse whose flesh has been eaten by the 
Hamatsa had to carefully collected, and preserved for a 
period of four lunar months. They w^ere kept first for a short 
period in a part of the hut that faced north, away from the sun; 
then for a similar period in a cavity dug beneath rocks over 
which salt water flowed. Every four days their hiding-place 
was changed about, until the end of die fourth lunar month, 
when the bones were finally put Into a canoe* taken out to deep 
water, and ceremonially jetdsoned there. 

It is easy to see* in such ritual detail as this* the lurking sense 
of guilt: the Hamatsa was permitted to do as the tribal spirit 
Baxbakualanuxsiwae had always done, and the Hamatsa^s own 
ancestors remote and near; but he must at the same time 
cleanse himself of the evil he was permitted to practise. One 
of the cleaming agents was salt sea-water. 

There were other, smaller, more trivial-seeming tabus. 
Even the most personal and intimate of the Hamatsa’s daily 
movements and actions must be scrutinised. For example^ 
when he had occasion to defecate* he must always be accom¬ 
panied by several other Hamatsas* veterans. He must leave 
his hut by the rear door. He* and tus companionsj must carry 
a small stick of a certain wood. They must seat themselves 
together, and rise together, ceremonially. When they 
returned to their huts they must cross the threshold with their 
right feet foremost, and never look back over their shoulders 
until they were inside. 

E 
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For the fir^t four months after his Inidation^ the Hamatsa had 
to wear on his person a piece of soiled cedar bark. (It wiH be 
remembered that cedar bark was one of the possessions that 
were taken from the hut on the mountainside in which Bajcba^ 
kualanuxsixs'ac bad lived.) He had to live quite alone* and a 
Hamatsa representing the ^Grizdy Bear* was stationed at the 
door of his hut to ensure that he had no visitors. He had to eat 
front a bowl that had not been touched by any other member 
of his dan* and the spoon he used must not have been touched 
either. At the end of this period of four months both spoon and 
bowl had to be throw^n away where no one else would ever find 
them. 

When he wished to drink, the Hamatsa had to dip his bowl 
three times into the stream* and must not ever swallow more 
than four mouthfuls of water at any one timep He had to 
earry with him the wlng-^bone of an eagle and drink through 
it^ so that there was no risk that lus lips—over which human 
flesh had passed—would touch it. He must carry with him a 
bone with which to scratch his head for lice and nils* instead of 
using his ovm finger-nails. 

For a period of sbtteen da>'3 after eadng human flesh he must 
not partake of any warm food* nor blow on w armed food to cool 
It. During this period* and sometimes for even longer* he was 
not allowed to do any w ork. Nor was he permit ted to have 
intercourse with any woman. He may well have found this 
second tabu more difficult to observe* and much less welcome* 
than the first! With so many reslrictioiis and tribal tabus* 
surely the Hamatsa must often have wondered whether his 
privileges were not heavily outweighed by his prohibitions. 

The Kwakiutl Indians have asserted, when interrogated, 
that the practice of cannibalism only became general about a 
hundred years ago* White men who travelled m their territory 
were able to witness many of their ceremonial dances* and two 
of them* Hunt and Molfat, brought back first-hand information 
about their customs. They say that sometimes slaves were 
killed for the benefit of the Hamatsas* and that at other times 
the Hamatsas contented themselves with snatching mouthfuls 
of flesh from their own tribesmen—usually from the chests and 
upper arms of well-fleshed individuals. 

They vouch for an example of ritual cannibalism which took 
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place near Fort Rupert, A Kwakiutl shot and wounded a 
slave, who ran away and collapsed on the beach at the water*s 
cdgCi He was pursued by the tribesmen^ including a group of 
the *Bear Dancers* and Hamatsas^ The slave’s b^y was cut 
to pieces with knives while the Hamatsas squatted in a circle 
round them crying out their terrible cry; "Hap! Hapl 
HapI Hap!** 

Helpless to intervenej. Moffat and Hunt watched the Bear 
Dancers snatch up the flesh, w^arm and quivering* and, grow^ling 
like the Grizzly they represented ^ offer it to the Hamatsaa in 
order of seniority^ 

The wife of the dead slave was at the dme in Fort Rupert* 
and, like Hunt and Moffat, witnessed the slaughter of her 
husband* helpless to avert iL But she had a weapon that the 
white men did not possess: she could throw a curse over the 
Hamatsas. 

“ I will give you five years to live*” she shrieked at them fixun 
the walls of Fort RuperL “The Spirit of your Dancing is 
strong, but my spirit is stronger still. You have killed my 
husband with knives; I shall kill you with the point of my 
tongue/* 

Within five years of this episode* the w^hite men report, every 
member of the tribe who had taJeen part in the killing of rhk 
slave was dead. In memory of the grim episode, a rock on the 
beach w^here the ritual feast took place was carved into the 
ILkenras of the Baxbakualanuxsiwae mask. 

The tradition died hard. A Hamatsa demanded that 
another slave—this time a female—should dance for him. She 
stood a moment looking at him In terror, and said: wiU 
dance. But do not get hungryp Do not eat me! ** She bad 
hardly finished speaking when her master* a fellow member of 
the tribe, split her skull open vrith an axe, and the Hamatsa 
thereupon began to eat her flesh- This actual Hamatsa was 
sdll alive towards the end of the nineteenth century, and on 
interrogation remarked, among other things* that it is very 
much harder to consume fresh human flesh than the dried flesh 
of corpses that have been left to mummify in the trees and then 
brought down to appease the Hamatsa’s hunger. He also 
said that it was a common practice to swallow hot water after 
a mouthful of flesh taken from a living body* as it was believed 
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that this would cause die mllammadon of the wound made by 
the teeth. All cannibal tribes, of course, file their teeth to 
sharp points in order to deal more eSectively writh their food. 

There was a variant of the practice whereby the returning 
Hamatsa ran riot among the members of his tribe, biting flesh 
from them. Sometimes he brought a corpse with him—that of 
a slave or some victim captured and tilled for the purpose. He 
ate part of this corpse after his ceremonial dance was completed, 
but because this was the first corpse to be devoured by him since 
his initiadon, it was prepared with extra elaborate care. One 
of the most imporLant details was the removal of the skin at the 
wrists and ankles, for the Kwakiutls believed that to cat of 
cither hand or foot would result in almost immediate death. 
This is one of many examples of the divei^encies of custom in 
this respect: to the Kwakiutls, hands and feet were tabu; but 
among the Maugeromas of the Amazon jungles, whose customs 
we shall be examining in due course, the palms of the hand* 
and the soles of the feet, were looked upon as the greatest 
delicacies, and were reserved for those of the tribe who for one 
reason or another demanded priority. 

Most recently, that is to say at the very cud of the nineteenth 
cetttury, it seems that the barbarous practices among the 
Kwakiu^ had become modified to a very great extent: the 
ceremonial was retained, but symbolism played a larger and 
larger part in the ceremonial, replacing the physical act. For 
example, the late-nineteenth-ccntury Hamatsa did not neces¬ 
sarily bite a mouthful of flesh from the chest or the arm. 
Instead, he caught a piece of ski n between his teeth and sucked 
at it hard, to extract the taste of blood. Then, with a sharp 
knife, he would snip off* a piece of the skin and pretend to 
swallow it. However, instead of swallowing it in fact, he put it 
into his hair behind his car, to lie there until the cerentoiual 
dancing was over. Then, it was returned to the owner, who 
was thus assured that a piece of his own akin would not eventu¬ 
ally be used to his harm in some piece of witchcraft. 

It was, as it were, the beginning of the end- From the 
horrors of that house on the mountamside in which Baxbaku- 
alanuxsiwac and his hideous attendants practised their fiendish 
rites, the customs of the Kwakiutls have been refined to a ritual 
dance with gestures hardly more dangerous than mime. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

CANNIBALS IN THE AMAZON BASIN 

Skfqre leaving the vast continent of America, with Its 
caimibal Aztecs in the centre and its cannibal Kwakiutls on its 
north-westemmost frontier, we should turn to see what South 
America has to offer. 

The central regions of South America are so vast^ so inacces¬ 
sible, so ridden with disease and danger firom man and beast and 
insect, that comparadvdy few white men, explorers or traders, 
have got further than the fringe. Whole expeditions—that of 
Colonel Fa wee to name otUy one of the many—have plunged 
into these impenetrable jungles, with their crocodile-hlled 
rivers, never to return. 

The Amazon Basin, an area of nearly three million square 
miles^ drained by a four-thousand-imle-long multiple river 
which itself is fed by tributaries too numerous to count, let 
alone name, is one of these formidable areas. Another is the 
Matto Grosso, another region ofBraail, further to the south, and 
having its own dangers. Yet a third is the Gran Chaco, on the 
Argendne-Paraguay frontier: fifty thousand square miles of 
almost impenetrable jungle^ swamp and interlaced waterway's. 
Regions such as these in South America have defied the efforts 
of geographers to chart them; deSed the inroads of explorers 
seeking to probe their mysteries; swallowed up the great 
majority of the men intrepid enough to attempt to unravel their 
secrets. It may well be that, somewhere beyond those barriers 
of swamp and river and close-set, foetid jungle, there are tribes 
still living almost exaedy as Prehistoric Man lived. Nothing 
—however astonishing or terrifying—should really be un¬ 
expected in Central South America. 

Thus, the inibrmation that has been extracted from these 
dark and terrible regions is more fragmentary than that which 
has emerged from regions as forbidding even as, say, the Congo 
Basin, parts of Nigeria, or the darker corners of East Africa. 
Few mission stations, for instance, have ever been established 
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in these regiom; and of the very few which in trepid missionaTies 
have tried to establish, none have survived. A few naturaJists, 
like H. VV. Bates, succeeded in surveying a small stretch of the 
Amazon and retumiDg to write up notes like Tfu Msturalist 
ih Amazom, Ten years earlier, another and less well-known 
naturalist, Russel Wallace, who has been described as ‘the 
co-discoverer with Charles Darwin of the Principle of Natural 
Selection’', published a small book which he called m 
the Amazon^ This w'as all of a hundred years ago; and though 
there have been more recent surveys m the past hundred years, 
by expeditions better equipped, there remains an aura of 
mystery and cruelty that hangs, like a miasma or an exhalation 
from the swamps and foetid undergrowth itself, over the limit¬ 
less square miles of these regions. 

A. Keane, a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, 
wrote, some fifty years ago, and without mincing his w^ords, of a 
region less impenetrable than those just mendoned, the eastern 
part of Peru, where the River Ucayali follows fairly closdy the 
frontier with Brazil, to flow eventually (as it seems pracdcally 
every northem river must do) into the Amazon s 

The Aiuajuacas of the Ucayali, near the old Peruvian frontier, 
have been over and over , again converted lo Ghrisdanity, each 
time relapsing and murdering the evangelists. The Cashibos* 
also of the Ucayali, cat their agra parents, but perhaps more from 
rehgwus sentiment than Ironi crurity, Bui religion certainly has 
nothing to do with their habit of imitating the cry of game^ to 
decoy and then devour hunters in the forests. 

Before their conversion^ it was the practice of the Cocomas of 
the Hualaga, but now r«novcd to the Ucayali, to cat their dead 
rdLations, and to swallow the ground-up bones in fermented 
drinks, on the pica that it was better to inside a warm friend 
than buried in the cold earth. Worse things arc related of the 
Tupinambas, and of the Tapuyas, and of the Botocudos. 

It is when Keane comes to the southern end of Peru, where it 
touches both Brazil and Bolivia, that hia condemnation of the 
region becomes most forceful: 

Beyond the narrow confines of the ^ Iroquois of the South', as the 
Aucas just south of the Maule fiender on the southern limit of 
Peru were somewhat inaptly called, much of the land was 
wrapped in darknm and desolation: homa homini lupus eraf—Man 
was as a wolf to his fellow-man. Head-hunting, cannibalism in 
exceedingly repulsive forms, brutal treatment of the women and 
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children, prevailed amongst the Amazoniart and the Brazilian 
aborigmes. 

There is a certain Biblical^ or evangelical, quality in his 
writing, and one would think, from his style, that he was writing 
about the same time as those courageous missionaries Hunt and 
Cargill and their fellows were writing home from Fiji. Yet his 
book appeared less than fifty years agOK 

Russel Wallace, wridng over a hundred years ago, wrote as 
an observant naturalist, and emodon is hardly even hinted at in 
this brief account of the customs of some Amazon tribes with 
whom he came in contact: 

The dead are almost always buried in the houses, with their 
bracelets, tobacco-bag and other trinkets upon them^ They are 
buried the same day they die; the parents and relations keeping 
tip a continual mouming and lamentation over the body from the 
time of death to the dme of mterment. A few days afterwards, a 
great quantity of is made, and all friends and rcktions are 
invited to attend, to mourn for the dead and to dance, sing, and 
cry to his memory^ ^me of the larger hou^ have more fhau a 
hundred graves in them, but when the houses are small, and very 
full, the graves are dug outside. 

The Tarianas and the Tucanoa and some other tribes, about a 
month after the funeral, disinter the corpse, which is by then much 
decomposed, and nut it in a great pan over the fire all the 
volatile parts are driven off with a most horrible odour, leaving 
only a black, carbonaceous mass, which is then pounded into a 
fine powder and mixed m several large vats made out of hollowed 
trees, filled with eaxirt* This is then drunk by the assembled 
company till dl is finished. They believe that thus the virtus of 
the deceased will be transmitted to the drinkers. 

The Cobeus, alone among the Vaup^^ are real cannibals^ 
They eat those of other tribes whom they kill in battle, and even 
make war for the express purpose of procuring human fiiesh for 
foodi When they have amassed more than they can consume at 
once, they smoke-dry the flesh over the fire and thus preserve it for 
food for a long time. They burn their own dead, and drink the 
ashes in eaxiri in the same way as the Tarianas and the Tucanos. 

H. W. Bates, who^ TTii J/aturatist &n the Amui&ns (he was one 
of the earliest to recognise that there was more than one main 
River Amazon; in modem maps the great river is named the 
Amazonas, and where it at last debouches into the Atlantic^ 
exactly on the Equator, the map records it as * Mouths of the 
Amazon") was published in writes of the Majerdnas^ 
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whose territory^ he embraces several hundred miles of the 
west bank of the River Jauaii, which is one of the larger 
tributaries of the Amazon near the frontier of Venezuela: 

They are a fierce, indomitable and hostile people* like the Ariras. 
They are also cannibals. Navigation on the Jauari £s rendered 
impossible on account of the ^lajerdnas lying m wait on its banks 
to intercept and murder aU travellers—especially whites. 

Four months before my arrival^ two young halfn^astes (ncafly 
whitej of the village went to trade on the Jauari, the Majerdnas 
having shown signs of abating their hosdJity a year or two pre¬ 
viously, They had not been long gone, w^hen their canoe re¬ 
turned with the news that the two young feUows had been shot 
witli arrows, roastedp and eaten by the savages. 

Josi Patricio, with his usual activity in the cause of law and 
ordcf;, despatched a party of armed men to make inquiries. 
When they reached the settlement of the horde who had eaten 
the two men, it was found evacuated^ with the exception of one 
girl, who had been in the woods when the rest of her people had 
taken fiight. The men brought her back with th€m+ 

It was gathered from her that the young men had brought their 
fate on themselves through improper conduct towards the 
Majerdnas women. The girl was taken care of by Senhor Jos^ 
Patricio, baptised tmder the name of Maria, and taught Portu¬ 
guese^ I saw a good deal of her* for my friend sent her daily to 
my house to fill the water jars, make (he fire, and so forth. I 
gained her goodw^ by extracting the grub of an eesifus fly from 
her back, thus curing her of a painful tumour. 

She was decidedly the best-humoured and, to aU appearances, 
the kindest-hearicd spedraen of her race I had yet seen. Her 
ways were more like those of a careless, laughiag country wench, 
such as might be met with any day among the labouring in 
villages in our own country, than a cannibal. Yet I heard this 
artle^ maiden relate* in the coolest manner possible, how she ate a 
portion of the bodies of the young men whom her tribe had roasted. 

W hat increased greatly the incongruity of the whole busmesa is 
that the young widow of one of the victims, a neighbour of mine* 
happened to be present during the narrative* and showed her in¬ 
terest in it by iaughing at the broken Portuguese in which the girl 
related her horrible story. 

The South American Missionary Society did actually succeed 
m establishing, and maintaining for a short titne, a mission in 
the hardly less hostile region known El Gran Chaco. One 
of the society's missionaries was named W* Barbrooke Grubb, a 
Scottish lay missionaiy who was in fact something of a pioneer 
and explorer in that daunting country. Thirty years or so ago 
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a book TA'as pablisbed in which ^me of his experiences were 
related. There is a fine balance between credulity and 
incredulity in his reports^ and he brings a coitsiderable measure 
of the true sdentisl^s dear-sighlcdness and sense of proportion 
into what he has to say, 

Althou^ cajmibalism is not now practised in the Chaco {he 
wrote, in A Church in iht the people have many stories about 
it—which may be only invented or may be accounts which have 
reached them referring to some distant tribe. But it ia o^uite 
possible that they are the result of a long-forgotten habit, "^cse 
cannibals are supposed to be located in the far West, and in that 
direction, amor^ the people of Guararti descent, such practices 
are evidently stUl in vogue. 

One of their stories is as fellows : Three venturesome Lenguaa, 
curious to know what countries and people Jay to the west of their 
own Jaudi set out upon a long journey of discovery. After some 
months of journeying* they accidentally met two meu, who 
greeted them in a very friendly manner* Although they could 
not understand each othcr*s language, the Lenguas soon dis¬ 
covered that they would be wdeome guests at ihc village of these 
men. In accordance with signs which were made to them, they 
followed them to their vilLage^ 

On nearing it, and before they ooiiid see it, they smelt a pecu- 
Harly siddy odour, which surprised them greatly. On thdr 
arrival they were heartily welcomed by all, and were given food, 
some of which they had never tasted before, but which they say 
they found very palatable. 

Although the people of the village seemed to be so friendly, 
there was something about the place which made them feel un¬ 
comfortable and suspicious. They could not tell what it was* but 
they had a feeUng of Insecurity. Just after dark, all the people— 
men* women and children—left the village: the men to bring in 
the heaps of firewood which they had previously cut, and the 
women and children to fetch water from the river near by. 

The Lengua men had previously noticed several long earthen¬ 
ware pots cooking on the fires. Feeling curious, they took this 
opportunity of being alone to examine their contents. Approach¬ 
ing one pot, to their horror they discovered the hngers of a human 
hand protniding irom a mass of boiling meat, and, stirring the 
contents with the end of their bows* they saw next a foot^ In 
another pot, when turning over a large, round piece of meat, a 
human face was exposed. They were fdlcd with horror, disgust 
and terror, and fied immediately into the woods, making all haste 
to their homes. 

Barbrookc Grubb adds that although he had heard many 
tales coiuiected with cannibalisin, there was every reason to 
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believe that it was not practised by what he calls the Gran 
Chaco peoples pivpcr—an odd word, perhaps, to nsc in such a 
context! He docs assert, however, that cannibalism was 
practised by the Ghiriguano lodiam,^ whese territories bordered 
on the Chaco itself, and who were sufficiently well known to the 
Chaco tribes for them to be able to report accurately about their 
customs and habitSp 

The frontier between Brazil and Northern Peru where it 
reaches its greatest width is exactly rnarked by the Javary River 
[not to be confused with the Jauari River, many hundreds of 
miles to the east and north, about which H* W, Bates has 
already wTitten). This river flows northwards into one of the 
great branches of the Amazon, watering a river basin which has 
been well described by F. S. Dellcnbaugh: 

The region of the Javary River is one of the most formidable and 
least knowm portions of the South American condnent^ It 
a^imds with obstacles to exploration of the most overwhelming 
Lmd. Low, swampy, with a heavy rainfall, it is Inimdated 
aanuallyp like most of the Amazon HasixiL, and at dme of high 
water the rivers know no limits* Lying, as it does, so near the 
Eq^tor, the hea^ is intense and constant, oppressive even to the 
imtive.^ The forest growth—and it is forest whcfevcr it is not 
river—is forced, as in a huge hot-house* and u so dense as to 
render pnogre^ through it extremely difficult. Not only are 
there obstructions in the way of tree trunks, underbrush and 
trailing vines and creepers like ropes, but the footing is nothing 
more than a mat of Interlaced roots. The forest is sombre anS 
gloomy. 

Disease is rampant, especially on the smaller branches of the 
rivers. The incurable ben-^beri and a large assortment of fevers 
claim first place as death-dealers, smiting the traveller with fearful 
facility. Next come a m^Tiad insects and reptiles—alligators, 
huge blrd-eadng spiders, and snakes of many varieties. Snakes, 
twth the ^isonous and the non-poisonous kinds, find here condi¬ 
tions precisely to their liking. The bush-master is met with In the 
more open plam^ and there arc many that arc venomous; but 
the most terrifying, though not a biting reptile, is the water-boa, 
or anaconda, the naranijir* * , . 

It was in this very region that, some fifty years ago, the 
explorer Algot Lange decided to have a look round. He did 
not enter the territory with his eyes closed^ already there had 
been expeditions into the regionj mainly organised by the 
rubber syndicates, for it was here that wild rubber was to be 
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foiind^ and at the turn of the ccnturjf it was still worth the while 
of the big firms to try further exploitation of the rubber in the 
Amazon Basin, though by then seeds from Brazilian rubber- 
trees had been taken to England, reared in the Kew glass¬ 
houses^ and successfully planted in Malaya and Indonesia. 
Reports from membci^ of these expeditions left no doubt in 
Algol Lange's mind a^t to what sort of condidons he wa$ likely 
to experience* Nor, in the event, was he to be disappointed! 

On impulse, Lange decided to join one of these expedidons, 
and he wrote a long account of the expedidon, dudng which 
snake-bite, beri-beri, fever and other enemies had proved fatal 
to so many of hk companions, and so very nearly fatal to him- 
sel£ He was no prose stylist, but he had a toughness and 
resilience and imperviousness to impact, characteristic of the 
finest quality' rubber itself. What follows is the tail-end of his 
experiences^—told by him in an odd mixture of laconic report¬ 
age and melodramatic wiiring. 

1 had now only a few boxes of exposed plates (which I eventually 
aucceeded in carrying all the way back to New York), and fifty- 
aht bullets, the automatic rcvolveri and the machete. Last but 
not least, I had the hypodcamlc needle, and a ftw^ ampoules* 

We had walked scarcely a quarter of a mile, when Jerome col¬ 
lapsed. He was beaten^ and declared that it was no use to fight 
any morej he begged me to pul a bullet through his brain. The 
prospect of anoihcr visitation of Death amused me from my 
stupor. I him to a dry spot, and found some dry leaves and 
brmches with which 1 started a fire. Jerome was beyond recog¬ 
nising^ me* He lay by the fire, drawing long, wheeiing breaths, 
and ms face was hjonibly distorted, like that of a man in a violent 
fit- He babbled incessantly lo tuimclL and occasionally stared at 
me and broke out into a shiilL dreadful laughter that made my 
flesh creep. 

All this overwhelmed me and sapped the little energy I had left* 
I threw myself on the ground some distance from die fircj not 
caring if I ever rose again. How long it v, as before a penetrating, 
wdrd cry aroused me finom this stupor I do not know; but when I 
raised my head 1 saw that the forest w^as growing darker as the 
fire biumcd low. I saw too that Jerome was trying to get on his 
feet, his eyes bulging firom their so^ets, his face erimson in colour* 
He was on one knee, when the thread of life snapped in him and 
he fell headlong into the firc^ I saw this as though through a 
hazy veil, and almost instantly my senses left me again. 

I have no dear knowledge of what happened after this* 
Throughout the rest of the night my madness mercifiilly left me 
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insensible to the full appreciation of the situation and my future 
prospects^ It v^^as night once more before I was able eo muse 
mys^ from my collape. The fire was out, the forest dark and 
still, except for the weird cry of the owl and the uncanny *' Mothcr- 
nf-thc-MoonPoor Jctomc lay quiet among the embers. I 
did not have the courage, even if I had had the strength^ to pull 
the body away, for there could be nothing left of his lacc by nown. 
I looked at him once more, shuddering, and because I could not 
walk^ without any object in mind—just kept moving—just crept 
on^ like a sick^ worthless dog. 

It would seem that the state of stupor^ or at least of hopeless 
confusion^ ovenvhelmed him when he came to record this 
particular moment in print, for he has^ up to this point, made 
no mention of leaving the fatal camp and beginning to walk 
on through the jungle* But shordy afterwards he picks up the 
nairadve in more coherent style: 

There was no shadow of hope for me, and I had long given up be^ 
lieving in miracles. For eight days i had scarcely had a mouth- 
lul to cat, except the broiled uioDkey shot by the young Indtan 
some time before. The fever had me completely in its grasp. I 
was left alone, more than a hundred miles horn other human 
beings, m absolute wildcmesa. 1 measured cynically the 
tenaciousness of Hie, the thread that yet held me among the 
numbers of the living, and I realised now what a fight between 
life and death meant to a man brought to bay^ I ^d not the 
slightest doubt in my mind that this was the last of me. 

All night long I crawled on and on and ever on, through the 
underbrush, with qo sense of direction w^hatever, and still 1 am 
sure that I did not crawl in a circle but that I covered a consider¬ 
able distance. For hours I moved along at the absolute mercy of 
any beast of the fonot that might meet me. But the damp chill 
of the approaching morning usua] in these rcgioris came to me 
with a cooling touch and restored once more to some extent my 
sanit)'* My clothes were almost stripped from my body, my 
hand5 and face were smeared with mud and tom, and my'knees 
were a mass of bruises. 

laange vmtes more in this vein, and then records how, in his 
state of near-mscnsibility, he b^ame vaguely aw^re of the 
sound of dogs barking. He changed the directiop of his 
inter^nablc crawHng progre^ through the undergrowth, 
heading for the unexpected sound. And then: 

I saw m &oat of me a sight which had the same effec t as a rescuing 
steamer on the shipwrecked. To my confused vision it seemed 
that I saw men and women and children, and a large, round 
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bouse; I saw parrots fly acro^ the open spate in briilLant, flashing 
pJumage, and bea^ thdr shrill screamLiiig, 1 cried aloud, and 
icU fork^^ard- A bttle curLy-haircd dog jumped up and com¬ 
menced licking my face* And then—knew no more. 

When I came to, 1 was lying in a comfortable hammock in a 
large, dark room^ I heard die munnur of many voicesj and 
presendy a man came over and looked at me. I ciid not under¬ 
stand where I was, but thought I had flnally gone mad. I fcU 
asle^ again. The next time I woke up I saw an old woman 
leaning over me and holding in her hand a gourd containing 
some thicken broth, which I swallowed slowly^ not feeling the 
craving of hunger, in fact, not really knowing whether I was alive 
or dead. The old woman had a peculiar piece of wood through 
her lip, and looked very unreal to mc^ and I soon fell asleep again. 

On die fifth day, so I learned later, I began to fed my senses re* 
turn, my fever commenced to abate, and I was able to grasp the 
fact that I had crawled into the nmiocat or communal village of the 
Mangeromas. 1 was as weak as a kitten, and indeed it has been a 
marvel to me ever since that I succeeded at all m coming out of 
the Shadow^ 

As soon as I could get out of my hammock, though I could not 
stand or walk without the aid of two women, I was taken over to a 
man whom I found later to be the chief of the tribe. He was well 
fed, and by his elaborate dress Vk^ disdriguished from the rest of 
the men. He had a very pleasant, g<K>d-natured smile^ and 
almost constantly dhplayed a tow of wmte, sharp-JiUd teeth. His 
Hnfle gave me confidence, but 1 very wdl knew now that I was 
living among cannibal Indians—whose repiitadon in this part of 
the Amazon Basin is anything but flattering. 

Lange goes on to say, laconically, that he prepared for 
this new ordeal without any special fear,** adding that doubtless 
by that time his capacity for emotion of any kind must have 
become pretty well exhausted. He had already experienced 
so much terror that any new terror he might encounter was 
denuded in advance of much of its impact. To be able to 
remark that the cannibal chiers smile—revealing as it did the 
sharp, filed teeth which are the universal sign of cannibal 
practices—gave him ^confidence" is surely evidence of a blind 
spot somewhere in Ms make-up I So is his pleasant piece of 
under-statement to the effect that cannibals in this part of the 
Ama2on Basin had a reputation that was ‘anything but 
flattering * \ He records that he was told in sign language that 
he was welcome to stay among these people for as long as he 
wished to do so, and he offers no hint that there might have 
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been in the mutation an ulterior motive^ sudi as that, for 
instance, which had been experienced by the Lengnas of whom 
Barbrooke Grubb recorded their terrifying experience. In 
return, he contrived to explain how it was that he found himself 
in that situadon, and he added diplomatically that he con¬ 
sidered himself “fortunate to have thus found his way to the 
Free Men of the Forest”. His audience came to an end, and 
he was led back to his hammock to sleep and eat and sleep— 
and dream. 

As my faculdes slowly returned to their fonuer aedvity [he con¬ 
tinues), 1 Looked at these tribesmen and found them very strange 
figures indeed. Every man had two feathers inserted in the 
c:artilage of his nose; at some distance it appeared as if they wore 
moustaches . The chief himself had a sort of feather-dress^ reach¬ 
ing down to his knees. The women wore no clothing whateverj 
their only ornamentation being the oval wooden piece in the 
lower lip and fandfuUy arranged designs on face, arms and body. 
The colours which they preferred were scarlet and black, and they 
procured these dyes from two plants. They would squeeze the 
pulp of these fruits and apply the richly-coloured juice with their 
fingers, forming one scarlet ring round each eye and finally two 
scarlet bands reaching &om the temples to the chin. 

1 soon Learned that it was impolite to refuse any dish that was 
put in front of mej no matter how rcpugnaui. One day, the 
Chief ordered me to come over to his family triangle and have 
dinner with him . The meal consisted of some very tender fried 
fish, which were really delicious; then followed three broiled 
parrots, with fried bananas, which were equally good. But then 
came a soup which I could not swaJlow—the first mouthliil almost 
choked me. 

The meat which was one of the ingredients of the soup tasted 
and smell as if it had been kept for weeks, and the herbs which 
were used were so bitter, and gave out such a rank odour, that my 
mouth puckered and the muscles of my throat refused to swallow* 
The Chief looked at me, and frowned—and I lemembered the 
forest from which I had Lately arrived, and the stan^'a.don and 
tcTTon. 1 closed my eyes and swallowred the dish, seeking what 
mental relief 1 could find in the so-called auto-suggesdon. I had 
the greatest respect for the impidrive, unreasoning nature of these 
sons of the forest: easily insulted, as 1 was to find out, they are 
wfell-nigh implacable. The incident showed me oa what a 
slender thread my life hung. 

Lange goes on to describe life among the tribesmen, with 
whom he seems to have achieved an astonkhmg measure of 
understanding and acceptanccp He learned to use their 
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weapons, to track witL them, to recognise the details of spoor 
and fiom and fauna generally which are essential to their way 
of life. But, as he says: 

Within a comparatively short wWle I was to have evidence of 
what I already suspected : that the Mangeromas were cannibals 
still- Two Peruvian cahochst or half-breeds, had been eanghit in 
one of iht many mgenious and fatal traps this tribe is so expert at 
setting in the jungle. The bodies had been discovered by a tribal 
patrol and carried by them to the maloca for a feast that would be 
associated with an obscure religious rite. 

Fustj the hands and feet were cut off both corpse, and then 
audience was had with the Chief He seemed to be well satisfied 
wi^ what had taken place, spoke little, but nodded his head and 
smiled^ Shortly after the audience was over, the communify be¬ 
gan to prepajre for the feasts The tribal fires were rebuilt, the pots 
and jars were cleaned, and a procedure followed which, to me, 
was frightful. Indeed, I could only hasten to my hammock and 
simulate sleep, for I knew well, from that previous experience of 
the soup, that I would have to partake of the meal now m prepara¬ 
tion : a horrible meal of human flesh- It was enough for me to 
see them strip the hesh Irom the palms of the hands and the soles 
of the feet, and clean these delicacies in the lard of the tapir^ 

An awful thought coursed through my brain when I beheld the 
men bending eagerly over the pans to see [f the meat were done: 
how long would it oe, I said to myself, before they would foigct 
themselves and place my own extremities in those same pots and 
pans? 

With a sang-froid almost unbelievable in the circumstances, 
Algol Lange comforts himself with the reflection that when the 
hospitality of the tribe had been extended to him, the Man- 
gcroma Chief had assured him that he should not be eaten— 

lifter Jiriad $f stewed He says that, with that assurance in 
mind, he slept in peace while the preparations were in full 
swing almost at the very entrance to the hut which had been 
put at his disposal! 

Presumably he managed with a reasonably good grace to eat 
his share of the feast, for we next find him engaged with the 
Mangeromas in a punitive expedition against a settlement of 
Peruvian caboctos—their arch-eDemies+ After that, he is 
involved in the defence of the Mangeromas^ own settlement,^ 
when the Peruvian half-breeds pay a retaEatory visit : 

These maraudm came with murder and girl-robbery in their 
black hearts, while the Mangeromas were defending their homes 
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and families. After the battle, the Mangerama Indians cut off 
the hands and feet of their dead or dying enemies and carried 
these home. The women and children received us with great 
demonstradons of joy. Soon the pots and pans were boiling in¬ 
side the great house, and now the warriors, returned from battle, 
prepared to feast u^n the hands and feet of the slain, these por¬ 
tions having been distiibnted among the different fancies. 

He crept into hig hammock and lit his pipe, Lange continues 
in a pleasantly remmiscent vein, and incidentally without 
revealing wbedicr or not he actually took part in the fcasL 
Had he been Allred St Johnston., doubtless he would have 
included some bloodthirsty reference to his delight in being 
permitted to indulge as a Cannibal-White! Then he watched. 

All the men had laid a»de their feadier-drescs and squitrel-taiEs, 
and were now moving about among the many fires on the floor of 
the great hut. Some were sitting in groups discussing the battle, 
while women bent over the pota to examine the ghastly contents. 
Here, a woman was engaged in stripping the flesh from the palm 
of a hand and the sole of a foot; which operadon finished, she 
threw both into a large earthen pot to boil. There, another 
woman was applying a herb-poultioe to her husband's wounds. 
Over it all hung a thick, odonferous smoke, gradually finding its 
way out through the central opening in the thatched roof. , , , 

Lange eventually recovered sufSdently to return home. 
Rather to his surprise, the Mangcroma Chief permitted him to 
do this. A curious aspect of his book. In tkt Amazon Junglt^ is 
that, among the formal acknowledgements he makes to various 
individuals and organisations that had facilitated his expedition 
into this part of the Amazon Basin, he actually includes one to 
the Cannibal Chief; 

The generous high potootate of the tribe ofMangcro ma cannibals 
is the second to whom I wish to express my extreme gratitude, 
although my obligations to hun arc of a slightly diflerent charac¬ 
ter: in the first place, because he did not order me to be killed 
and served up, well or medium done, to suit his fancy (which he 
had a perfect right to do); and in the second pl^c because he 
took a great deal ofintcrest in my perMoal wcUw, and bestowed 
all manner of strange favours upon me. 

The macabre insertion—^‘weU or medium done’—^is charac¬ 
teristic of the man ; the fi>rmal acknowledgement must surely 
be unique, coming as it does from a potential Hwh of meat to a 
potential coasumer of that dish! 



CHAPTER FIVE 

CANNIBALISM AMONG NIGERIAN 

TRIBESMEN 

epithet * Darkest* has for long been automatically 
attributed to the coDtinent of A&ica, It is so sdll, today, in 
spite of the great numbers of highly intelligent and civilised 
individuals who have come to us from the various Protectorates 
and other groupings of tribes. This is no doubt, in pan, 
because of the vastness of this continent, the area of which 
extends to little short of twelve million square miles, roughly 
equally divided north and south of the Equator, its eastern 
coast washed by the Indian Ocean, its western by the Atlantic. 

It is small wonder, considering the continent’s size, and the 
difficulties of communication, that many of its iuhabitants, 
particularly in the remoter districts, have only very recently 
begun to extricate themselves from the superstition and rcligio- 
magical rites that went with the practice of cannibalism ; or 
indeed that there should have existed until comparatively 
recent times tribes whose membcis habitually devoured human 
flesh not because of any religious significance at all, but because 
it was a sadsfactory act of revenge. In fact it is not long since 
tribes could be found whose members ate human fl®h for 
what was to them a good and sufficient reason: they liked it, 
and it was readily available to them. 

Much anthropological work has been done in various regions 
of Africa: by C. K, Meek, P. A. Talbot and George Basden, 
for example, in Nigeria; by John Roscoe among the Bagesu of 
Uganda; by L. S. B. Leakey among the Kenya Mau Mau and 
^kuyu; by E. W. Kapen and James Dennis and many others 
in what is perhaps the most backward region of all, the Congo 
Basin, which lies athwart the Equator and is likely in a very 
short while to equal if not surpass in importance all other parts 
of Africa because it is one of the world’s two chief sources of 
supply of that vital commoflity, uranium. 

North and South Nigeria compose a British Protectorate 
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lying sandwiched between French West Airica and French 
^uatorial Africa^ with the Gulf of Guinea as seaboard and the 
Equator not far to the south. Its area may not be far short of 
four hundred thousand square miles—cveu so^ but a dny 
fraction of the northern half of Africa when seen displayed on 
the map; its population hardly exceeds twenty million Inhabi¬ 
tants. Growing towns like Lagos and Ibadan point to its 
steadily increasing development as an exporting coimtry—tin 
and iron ore^ bauxite, cocoa, palm-kemels and other substance 
in daily demand flo^ving from the quays and wharves at the 
mouths of the Niger. 

But all this is of very recent development. It is but a Sicker 
of time since^ at any rate in the hinterland, among the moun¬ 
tains and mountainous plateaux such as the Mambila Plateau, 
which averages some 5*000 feet above sea level and is sur¬ 
rounded by mountains rising to nearly tvrice that height, with 
remote and isolated setdements on their steep and shaggy 
slopes, cannibal praedees w'ere almost universal. 

This particular plateau has been well described by C. K. 
Meek: 

It is completely covered with sod, outcrops of granite occurring 
only at long intervals. The infertiiity of the sod forces the natives 
to use fcrtilmDg agents in the form of leguminous pigcou-pea 
plants specially cultivated fqr the purpose. But the plateau is 
cininciitiy suitable for grazing cattle, and on thb account, and 
also on account of the alBcnceof noxious flics, is well patronised by 
cattle owners. It is covered with bracken, and there is a great 
variety of flow™, including orchids. There is a complete 
absence of trees except in the gullies, and the dearth of firewood 
entails great hardship on the inhabitants, who have not become 
accustomed yet to the use of clothing. TTie Mambila men wear 
a loin-covering of cloth; the women are completely nude. 

Meek is writing between the tu'o World Wars: his book w'as 
published only in 1931* so that what he reports—and he is a 
man who writes dispassionately* objeedvely—is little more than 
a quarter-century old^ He turns next to an exammation of the 
Mambilas, whom he takes as typical of the Nigerian hinterland 
tribes. 

The Mambila bu^ their dead in graves of the shaft and tunnel 
type- The body is buried naked, all ornaments being removed. 
It b laid on its side in a contracted position, with both hands hold- 
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ing the head. The face IcwScs towards the west, for it is said by 
the Majnbila that a man comes into the world from the east, and 
at death * goes west’. 

AU the Mambila groups were eaxtnibaJ undl recently, and most 
of them would be cannibal still were it not for fear of the Admini- 
strationH They ate the desh of their enemies kUIcd in war, and 
among their enemies might be membra of a neighbouring village 
with whom they had mtermarried when at peace. Thus it m^ht 
happen that a man would kill and eat one of his own relatives. 
Instances have been reported of a man kiUing and eating his wife’s 
brother during an affray between two villages. But it w'as stated 
that if a man kiUed and ate ha/alhtT-ifi-liiWf he would fall ill and 
die. There is evidence, too, that these groups sometimes sold their 
own dead for food. 

Religious ideas were not prominent in the cannibalism of the 
MambUa. Tribesmen who w^ere williiig to answer questions 
stated clearly that the>' ate human flmh purely as meati When 
they killed an enemyi they cut pieces off his body and ate them 
rawj in without any formaliti«. Pieces were taken home and 
given to the old mex^ who ate diem from sheer lust of flesh. In 
such cases the flesh might be eaten raw or cooked. Even the 
intestines w^erc caten^ being ripped up, cleaned and boiled. 

On the other hand^ it was stated that young men were com- 
peUed to cat, in order to become brave; the conception bemg, 
apparendy, that by eating the flesh of a slain wamor they ab¬ 
sorbed his courage. The skulls of enemies were preserved, and 
when the young men first went to war they were made to drink 
beer and a certain medicine from one of the skullip with a \iew to 
making them fearless. Women, how'c%'erj were not permitted to 
eat human flesh, and it was not permissible for married men to eat 
the flesh of women who had been killed during an attack on a 
village* But wifeless old men might eat the flesh of a woman with 
impunity. 

The myths* or folk^Iore^ among these Nigerian tribes cannot 
be said to be as elaborate as that of, say, the KwaJduds and 
indeed many tribes in other parts of the world. Or it may be 
that tribesmen were more rductaot to reveal them than w^as 
the case elsewhere* But it would seem from much of the avail¬ 
able evidence of cannibalism in Nigeria that it was on the 
whole less of a religious ceremonial, and based oii a cruder, 

more practical motive. 
There is, how^ever, one picturesque legend which has been 

used by apologists to account for the prevalence until com¬ 
paratively recently of a practice now recognised as wrong* 

They tell of a hawk that, a long time ago, was seen flying over 
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the hut of a chief. It was grasping m tatoos a piece of 
hum^ fleshy and as it flew over the open place where the 
chiePs meal was bdug prepared, the hawk happened to release 
its grip on the piece of flesh. It fell straight into the soup that 
was just then being prepared for the chief, but 00 one saw it. 

W^cn the chief began to eat his soup^ he was so delighted 
with its taste that he called his cooks to bis presence and asked 
them what they had put into it* and told them that in future all 
his soup was to have that same taste^ 

Naturally the cooks were unable to repeal the taste, as they 
had not seen what fell into it out of the sky. The chid, there¬ 
fore, had his cooks slain, and appointed others in their place. 
But still no single one of them was able to reproduce the 
individual taste that had so pleased thdr chief. One after 
another, they tried portions of every animal known to them, 
from mountain tops and valleys and forests and open plains. 
They caught birds, and tried their flesh. They caught fish, 
and tried their flesh. TTicy caught the greater insects^ and 
tried them, too; but all without avail: not one single dish of 
soup ever repeated the luscious taste that had so captivated the 
chief. 

Finally, in a rage of frustration, the chief picked up his club 
and slew his senior cook. “Gut him to pieces with your 
knives/^ he bade the others who w^re cowering round the pot 
in tCTTOri *^Cut hkn into small pieces, and throw them into 
the soup he cannot make! ” 

Too terrified to disobey, the other cooks drew their knives 
and did as they were told. Piece after piece of their fellow- 
tribesman they threw into the steaming soup. And when it 
was ready, they served it to their chief, watching him in terror 
as he began to eat 

To their enormous relief, a great grin of contentment spread 
over bis face, and they knew that the answer had been found at 
last: it was hiunan flesh that had given that soup the delectable 
taste. 

“Kill me a slave each day/^ their chief bade them, as they 
ceased their trembling and stood before Wm, **and cut him 
into small pieces and throw them into my soup.” 

The legend has a curious twist to it. So gluttonous for 
human flesh did the chief become that in dme he had slain 
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every member of his tribe who had not taken fHght and fled 
from his territory^ At last the chief found himself alone. But 
such was his passion, now, for human flesh that he at once began 
to tear from his body pieces of his ovm flesh. At last little 
remained of him but bone and some of the flesh from those parts 
of his body which he could not reach. And thus he died. 

The legend, at once picturesque and macabre, abo suggests a 
primitive consciousness, so sHgbt as to be hardly recognisable 
among the tribes themselves, that the act of cannibalism was an 
evil thing, and must eventually bring retribution on those who 
practise it. 

Anthropologists have collected much data about cannibal 
practices in various parts of this area of x^frica. The Ganawuri 
tribe, for instance, removed the flesh from the bodies of their 
fallen enemies^ leaving only the intestines and the bones. With 
the flesh spitted on their spear-heads, they rode home to hand 
over their booty to the tribal priests, whose task it was to divide 
it first among the old men. The most ImportaQi of the old 
men of the Ganawuri tribe would receive the flesh taken from 
the head. The hair was first removed, then the flesh cut into 
strips and cooked and eaten at the sacred stone. The other 
old men of the tribe cooked their own portions of the flesh in 
pots and ate it at a distance. As far as was practicable, this 
feasting always took place on the night of the warriors^ return; 
but however courageous the young men of the tribe might 
have shown themselves, they wxrc rigidly debarred from par¬ 
taking In the feast. 

This tribe restricted themselves to the consumption of flesh 
from the bodies of enemies slain in batde. They did not 
deliberately kill women of an enemy tribe, and if they did 
inadvertently kill them, they never ate their flesh. A neigh¬ 
bouring tribe, however, the Ataka, did eat the flesh of enemy 
women, and another tribe, the Tangale, who were essentially 
head-hunters, specialised in the consumption of the flesh of 
enemy womea^s heads^ As among the Ganawuri, human flesh 
was given first to the old men of the tribe, and on rare occasions 
to the old women of the tribe. They had the right, if they 
wished to exercise it, of giving small portions of the flesh to 
young men whom they specially favoured^ but this was a right 
they seldom exercised. 
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The Rukuba cannibals also ate their eDemies^ and captives' 
flesh, but among them, too, it was the older men who were 
allowed to indulge before aU others. The young men were 
occasionally smeared with the greasy soup that was left in the 
bottom and on the sides of the cooking-pots in w^hich the flesh 
had been boiled^ An even more self-sacrificing (if the term 
may be permittefd m such a context!} practice existed among 
the Zumperi. They handed over the captured heads for the 
fathers of their tribe to eat, contenting ihemseives with licking 
off their spear-hcads and clubs the congealed blood of their 
enemies, and sw^allowing it. 

The Kaleri devoured as much as possible of the bodies of 
their victims, and were indeed so bloodthirsty that until very 
recent times they w^ould kill and eat any stranger, black or 
whitCp presumptuous enough to cross the frontiers of their 
territory. The Yergum waited for two days to expire between 
the return of their warriors from battle and the beginning of 
their feasting* The heads were always boiled separately from 
the rest of the body, and no one in their tribe was permitted to 
eat flesh from the head unless he himself had actually kiUed 
an enemy in battle or foray* The remainder of the flesh, how* 

ever, was of less significanccp and might be consumed by any 
member of the tribe w^ho couid get hold of a piece—man, 
woman or even child. Among this tribe even the entrails, 
which were carefully separated from the bodies and discarded 
by such tribes as the Ganawurij were consumed, after first 
bemg cleansed with a mixture of ash and runrung water* 

The Jarawa cannibals used to separate the head from the rest 
of the body, but instead of boiling it in a pot, they coated the 
head with mud, then put the whole into the fire, when the mud 
dried and removed the hair complete, much as gipsies and 
others have cooked hedgehogs from time immemorial. The 
Hill Angas were careful never to eat the flesh either of young 
lads killed or captured, or of old men* They maintained that 
the young lads, if captured alive, were more profitably sold into 
slavery, and the flesh of old men, they thought, was too dried up 
and tough to be really palatable. The Sura cannibals, on the 
other hand, added salt and oil to the flesh of their victims when 
boiling them, and were thus well enough satisBed with a wider 
age-range in the selection of their menu* No women of their 
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tnh^ were permitted even to see the flesh, however, but 
and young men, if by any chance they showed any reluctance 
to cal of it, were forced to do so by their elders in order that 
their courage might be increased thereby- 

With such a wide variety of detail, it is not easy to disdnguish 
among the various motives for cannibalism which prevailed 
until comparatively recently among these various tribes. 
Some of them, obviously—^hke the Sura and the Hill Anga 
tribes—believed that soul-stuff, or hfe-principle, was trans¬ 
ferred from the victim to the man who devoured him, which is 
why pressure was brought to bear on the immature to eat of the 
flesh of the mature. The Hill Angas refrained from eating 
young men and boys because it was thought that they might 
well not have any virtues worth transferring; and old men 
because any fine qualities they might have had in middle age, 
such as couragej skill in tracking and so forth, would have begun 
to deteriorate. 

In cases where tribal law stipulated that only the old men 
might eat the flesh, as among the Ganawuri, the argument was 
probably that the old meu needed an admixture of new blood 
in their veins, whereas the yoxmg men of the tribe did not! 

Certain of these tribes had evolved a fairly elaborate penal 
code in connection with their caunibalistic practices. For 
example, the Hill Angas would eat the flesh of a member of 
their own tribe, if he had been convicted as a criminal and so 
sentenced to death. The Sura would cat the flesh of a woman 
of their own tribe whose crime was that of adultery. The 
Warjawa were prepared to sacrifree any member of their own 
tribe who had violated tribal law, and it is evident that such 
punis hmeni was accompanied by a fairly elaborate ri tuaL The 
victim was not so much killed as sacrifleed; his blood was 
poured out as an oblation; only after this ceremonial was his 
flesh made available for the other members of his or her tribe to 
feast on it 

There was, among certain tribes, an element of something 
less ignoble than mere lust for human flesh. There was the 
superstition that by wholly destroying the victim's spirit—as 
they believed they w^ere doing by dcvouritig his head as well as 
his body and limbs—they were preventing him from seeking 
any form of vengeance, or return from the after-world to harm 
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those who remamed behind. Though it was generally believed 
that the spirit redded in the head^ it was also believed that the 
spirit was capable of transferring its abode at need from one 
part to another; hence the necessity for total destruction of the 
victim. 

There was another belief more picturesque than thb— 
indeed possessed of an almost charming quality. The Hill 
Angas habitually devoured the old men of their ovra tribe that 
they might leave the present world while stiU in possession of 
the greater part of their faculties. A certain squeamishness 
might be noticed in this connection^ for often a family who had 
come to this decision would call upon someone from a different, 
and if possible distant, part of the settlement to carry out the 
deedj even offering payment for the service. Then the old 
man^s flesh would be ceremonially devoured, but his head 
would be carefully preserved m a pot, in front of which 
sacrifices would be made, and some sort of prayer spoken, at 
regular intervals afterwards. 

It was among the Yergum and the Tangale tribes, for the 
most part, that the more prunitive form of cannibalism was 
practised. Lust for flesh, coupled with the only just less bestial 
motive of the ultimate revenge, was paranioiint among these 
particular Nigerian tribes. The Tangalcij even had a ritual 
prayer or rather, an incantation—^which was both an expres- 
sioo of hatred and lust and an incitement to greater displays of 
these primitive emotions: 

Hot is my enemy. He hates me, and 1 hate him. He kills me 
when he meets me. My god has now brought him under my 

enemy s people have thrir strength taken from them* 
Let their ey& become blind. When the warriors of my tribe go 
to enemies ^territorylet all the enemies quickly die at their hands. 
U any of this cnemy^s spirit survives, may he come hack to possess 
tm own father and his own mother and all the members of his 
tamily! 

The sheer viciousness of the incantation is somehow remini¬ 
scent ofthat terrible cry ofBaxbatuaknuxsiwae; “ Hapl Hap 1 

Hap! Hapl^^ Lust for human flesh as food may have been 
uppermost in the hearts of the Tangales, but the veins of revenge 
and scorn wot threaded through it like the lines of gristle in 
the red flesh they so much enjoyed. 
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Another anthropologist, P. A. Talbot, writing at almost 
(^ctly the same time as C. K. Meek, adds fragmentary 
information about other tribes not referred to by his colleague. 
He makes the uncompromising statement that the practice of 
cannibalism, with its almost invariable accompaniment of head¬ 
hunting, seems to have been almost univeisal throughout the 
Nigerian tribes with whom he had had contact, save for the 
Edo, among whom, curiously enough, the eating of human fltah 
was tabu, and the Yoruba, among whom the practice was 
mainly restricted to the custom of the chiefs; that of eating a 
part only of either the head or the heart of their predecessors in 
office. The reason (if not the ejccuse) for this practice is easy 
enough to appreciate. 

Talbot goes on to state that, so far as he could ascertain, the 
practice of cannibalism bore no relation to the state of develop¬ 
ment, or ‘morality*, of the tribes. It was common, he had 
found, even among those tribes which in other lespecbs had the 
most enlightened standards. Tribesmen, when interrogated, 
he says, stated categorically that they ate human flesh because 
of their great longing for meat. 

.All animal and bird flesh (he says) is much liked in those parts, 
Imt in very many of them it can only be regarded as a luxury, 

since—at any rate with the poorer peoples—it is not very often 
that a man can afford to kill even a fowl. Human flesh is prefer¬ 
red above all othw flesh for iis msadenctf and that of the monkey 
is generaily considered to come next. The parts in greatest 
favour are the palms of the bands, the fingers, and toes; and, of 
a woman, the breast. The younger the person, the tenderer 
will be die flesh, . . . 

It is interesting to contrast this attitude with that of the other 
Nigerian tribes, such as the Hill Angas mentioned by C. X. 
Meek, who were unwilling to partake of the flesh young 
people. It tends to confirm the distinction: that these other 
tribes were coucemed with the eating of human flesh for its 
own sake, and without any secondary motive, such as the 
transference of virtue from the dead to ffie living. 

Direcdy an enemy viras slain (Talbot continues), his head—and 
sornedmes his body, if the people were strongly cannibalistic—was 
taken to the village and a great dance given, either at once, or 
after the skull had been cleaned of iis flesh by boiling, or by b^g 
buried for a time in the ground. At the feast, every man-slayer of 
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the viOage danced round, gencraJly with a skult in one hand and 
his machete in the other. Sometimes the body of the enemy was 
brought m whole; somedmes It was cut in pieces in advance to 
lacilltate transport. It was then boiled In nadve pots and shared 
out, occadonalLy among the man-sLayer's family and frienda, but 
sometimes among all the people of the village, until it w-as wholly 
consumed. In some tribes it was forbidden for women and 
children to partake of human Hesh; in others, for example among 
the Xaiabari^ the eldest sister of the hut was forced to taste it* 
however strongly she might protest. 

Among the Abadja, the whole body of anyone stain was ordi¬ 
narily taken back to the village and there consumed, though it was 
tabu to cat women or children. A man only divided his ^kiir 
among his own family* The body was cut up and cooked in 
pots; the fingers, palms of the hands, and toes w^ere considered the 
best eatingp Somedm», if a family had been satisfied^ part of the 
body would be dried and put away for later. 

Wien an Nkanu warrior brought a head back^ everyone whoi 
heard of the deed gave hiTTi a present, and much palm-wine was 
drunk. The trophy was boilcd„ and the flesh cut away* The 
skull was then taken out, accompanied with aU the othm in the 
village, and the flesh was then boiled and eaten. 

Mu^ cruelty was practised among certaici of these tribes* For 
example, the Bafum-Bamaw, who frequently tortured their 
prisoners before putting them to death. Pahn-oil was boiled in a 
big pot, and then by means of a gourd enema it was pumped into 
the bowels and stomachs of the prisoners* This practice was said 
to make the bodies much more succulent than they would other- 
wise have been. The bodies were left until the palm-^oiJ had 
permeated them, and then cut up and devoured. . . . 

This anthropologist concludes his ohservarions by remarking 
succinctly: “There was no idea of inheriting the courage of the 
dead foe by imbibing bravery with his flesh; this was the 
simplest form of cannibalism; Man's flesh is best of all* and 
afterwards follows monkey’s flesh/® 

George Basden wrote in the dtiaJ capacity of amateur anthro 
pologist and missionary. As one would expect, therefore, his 
report, which was vmtten at about the same time as Meek and 
Talbot were doing research in Nigeria, is marked with a more 
personal note than the others. One has the very clear im¬ 
pression from what he wrote that this was somediing he had 
both seen and personally reacted to strongly. He, too, con¬ 
trives to maintain a skilful balance between cold reportage and 
the emotional commenti and his report is the more valuable for 
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that reason* He is particularly conccnicd with the I bo tribe, 
whose territory was bounded by one bank of the great River 
Niger. 

The Ibo country lies within the recognised Negro belt, and the 
people bear the main characteristics of that stock* Cannibalisiii, 
human sacrifices and other savage customs were real facts, and 
flourished within five miles of Onitsha* and no one would dare 
swear that the mhabltan^ of even that town were afl entirely 
innocent. It is wcU within living memory (Basden was writing 
only thirty-odd y^rs agoj that human sacrifices were offered— 
the death and burial of a king or notable chief being the most usual 
occasions. 

At one period 1 was living in a tiny hut set up in the bush some 
five miles eas t of Onitsha^ surrounded by a number of se ttlements^ 
Between two of these there was a feud of long standing. At 
tervals war broke out in eamestp During the last campaign one 
party captured, and afterw-ards ate^ seven of their opponents^ 
whilst the other party secured only four victims. 

One morning I was walking alone, when I came upon a bundle 
of Sticks lying in the path; to this bundle was attached a clean and 
fresh human skull, which I Judged firom the teeth and size to be 
that of a young man. It had been utilised as a fetiche It would 
act as a solemn warning to would-bc thieves^ and such a powerful 
"ju-ju ^ would ensure the owner^s finding hh property mtact how¬ 
ever Jong it was left on the road* 11 was in close prosimity to this 
place tMt, as was well known, a ca.nnibal feast had lately been 
held. ... 

Amongst our lads there was a small boy whose father had been 
a servant to the Niger Company. Whilst caTrying a message to 
Obushi, the father had been murdered, and his body disposed of 
according to time-honoured custom* On one occasion I was 
rearing outside my hut when a man of unprepossessing appearance 
came along and entered into conversation. His eldest son, then a 
small lad, had been placed by hb father in the care of a missionary, 
in order that he might recavc instruedem. In the courae of his 
remarks, he solenmly asserted that it would be of great benefit to 
his son if be were provided with human flesh somerimes as part of 
his dJeL He maintained that if this were done a proper man^s 
spirit would develop in the lad. 

Basden goes on to say that the further south one went, the 
more pronounced were the cannibalistic tendencies among the 
tribes. Though it was generally known that the custom of 
feasting upon captives taken in battle was prevalent throughout 
most of Nigeria, in the southern parts there existed a regular 
traffic in human flesh. Strangers trespassing over frontiers 
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captured with the deliberate mtendoa of killing and 
devouring them; bodies were even pnrebased, or bartered 
with other tribes whose lardeis were better stocked- Human 
flesh was, in fact, a marketable commodity, with a recognised 
market price* it was looked upon, in the southern parts of 
Nigeria particularly, as a staple form of diet. 

It b not long (Basden writes) since a certain Chief nmnaged to get 
possralon of oae of his op^nents against whom he had a grudge 
of long standing. He derived satisfaction fifom first lopping off 
hb cars and nose, and afterwards flaying hun alive. The carcas 
was eaten, and the skin converted into a drmn head. 

There is not a shadow of doubt that, could the history of the 
Ibo3 be clearly traced, a host of such-Kke stories would have to be 
recorded. I have l^omc acquainted with many erstwhile 
caruubalsj and quite good-natuo^ folk many of them are. One 
we^-end I was staying at a place a few miles south^^east of 
Onitsha. My quarters were very circumscribed, the only accom¬ 
modation available bring a tiny thatched lean-to shed against the 
compound wall, usually occupied by the goats and fowls. My 
boys and carriers shared the limitfui accommodation, lying at 
night alongridc foe camp-bed. After foe evening meal, we settled 
down for foe night, long before our customary bedtime; con¬ 
sequently foe mm chatted freely. Presently 1 became intcrated 
m their conversation, and amongst other items of news, I gathered 
that they had all had a share in cannibal feasts. 

At first they rcticcntj but gradually they opened out, and 
announced what they considered to be the choicest titbits. Those 
they affirmed, were the knuckles. They were strapping young 
fellows, whom 1 had got to know sufficiently well to induce them 
to travri round with tne^ Since focnn they have all become 
Christians; one, a much-respected evangelbtl 

Mother missionary. Father Bubendorf of Freiburg, who was 
stationed near Oni^ha at about the same time, had occasion to 
make a journey fiom his missioo into adjolriing territory. He 
reported that he had been a horrified eye-witness of the 
slaughter of a group of captives outside the hut of a Ixibal 
chief: 

Every moment, men, women and even children passed me* One 
would be carrying a human leg on his shoulder, another would be 
^rryi^ foe lungs or the b^rt of some unfortunate Kroo-boy in 
his or her hands. Several times I myself was offered mv choice of 
one of these morsels, dripping with gore. 
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The Rev. E- Deas, of the Uiiited Prabyterian Mission^ con- 
finned the many reports of the existence of cannibal markets in 
many parts of Nigeria, and Bishop Crowthcr wrote: 

Cannibalism is widespread from the ddta of the Niger for a long 
way up its course. Among the Okrila Tribe, a hundred and 
fi^ prisoners were taken from a tribe on the opposite aide of the 
river and divided amongst the chieS. With the exception of 
deven, who feU to the lot of converted chiefs, and were therefore 
spared, the remaining 139. prisoners were divided up among the 
chiefs and the men who had captured them, and killed and 
devoured by them. 

A correspondent of Tfo Saturday Iteuiiw wrote of the unmis¬ 
takable lust for human flesh among the tribesmen of West 
Africa, and Nigeria in particular, and added: “Young boys 
are brought from the dark in tenor, kept in pens, fattened upon 
bananas, and finally killed and baked.” 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE LEOPARD SOCIETIES OF SIERRA 

LEONE 

S o ALL, in comparbon with the vast area of Nigeria, that it 
h almost lost betwecQ French Guinea and the Ivory Coast, 
nearly at the westernmost curve of West Africa, is the Pro¬ 
tectorate of Sierra Leone, Here the tribes are naturally less 
scattered^ there is greater homogeneity; communications are 
less difficult* Today, like Nigeria, it is rapidly caking a more 
and more important place in the list of exporting countries, 
with its resources of iron ore, palm kernels and cocoa; and— 
more valuable if on a smaller scale—diamonds and gold* But 
only yesterday, or the day before, it was the home of the dread¬ 
ful Leopard Societies: one of the very few e:xamples where 
cannib^m has come to be so highly organised, so close-knit 
in its ceremonials and tabus, that it has acquired a name; and 
a name which those who understand its connotations hardly 
hear without a shudder. 

The Leopard Societies of Sierra Leone existed within the 
memory of living man; indeed, there arc those who suspect 
that even now the tradition is not entirely dead- For by very 
long tradition, members of the exclusive Leopard Societies 
were privileged people: like the Hamatsa of the KwakiutI 
Indians, they had rights over their feUow-men that could not 
be called in question^ They were, so to speak, a trade union; 
and a powerful one at that. Furthermore, they had agents, or 
branches, of their trade union tucked unobtrusively into com^ 
munitics and settlements large and small among the mountains, 
on the plains, on the river banks, in the forests and scrub 
throughout the land. There was a sort of freemasonry about 
their organisation that was a very terrible thing* 

Since the meinbers of the Leopard Societies were privileged 
men (no women were included), there was keen competition for 
membership; and since competition was keen, conditions of 
membership, and above all the luitiation-ritcs, were harsh and 

94 
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forbidding, A man had to pay dearly for membersbip^ Wc 
shall see—far away on the other side of this great continent, 
among the closed ranks of the Mau Man—initiation rites that 
have something in common with those of the Leopard Societies, 

Any native of Sierra Leone who desired to become a member 
of the Leopard Society—to become, that is, a ‘Leopard Man’ 
—had first to ascertain who the nearest king, or priest, of the 
cult might be. Having found and identified him—not neces¬ 
sarily an easy matter—he had to approach him, and humbly 
ask him for borjimor, a word best translated by the word 
‘medicine’, but in the sense of the corresponding word 
‘medidne-man’. He would be told that the king, or priest, 
had not the absolute power of decision In thb matter, but that 
there were others to be consulted. 

If the candidate for tncmbeiship were approved, then a 
message would come to him that he was to take a certain road, 
or track through the forest, where he would ‘meet* the borjintor. 
Having set out along the track, he would in due course 
encounter a group of men who would ask him if he was looking 
for the borjirmr. He would naturally answer that he was, 
whereupon he would be asked what he wanted the ‘medidne’ 
for. There was a traditional answer to this formal question— 
an odd reply which has no obvious explanation, “To play 

he had to reply, mentioning a traditional West African 
game that is played with cowrie-shells and roughly resembles 
‘ knuckle-boQcsL 

If his reply was acceptable he was then called upon to swear, 
and after that there was no turning bacL The whole party 
would proceed along the track through the forest or the bush, 
coming (as if by chance) upon a red box, in which the bor/mor 
had already been placed. The candidate for membership was 
then given a 'leopard-knife'. 

The ‘leopard-knife’ varied slightly in detail, but was in 
essence a very terrible weapon. It might be a sort of pronged 
knife, with a double point, or a double knife with two prongs 
each. The prongs, or blades, were double-edged, and in some 
cases were set at an angle to the part that was gripped by 
the user. Whatever their form, they were murderous 
weapons. 

Having received the ‘leopard-knife’, the candidate for 
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membetship held it firmly and tapped on the side of the box 
eontaimtig the borfimor. As he did this, he repeated an oath: 
"I come now to get this medicine from these people. After 
this, if I reveal any secret, or betray any fdlow-metnber, then 
as I walk along a track a snake shall bite me; as I go on the sea 
my canoe shaU overturn and drown me; in the open places 
when I walk, the lightning shall strike me dead.” 

When the oath had been administered, the party broke up 
and separated for a space of three da^’s. Then they met once 
more, to seek a victim. But before setting forth on their quest 
they took a meal together, prepared and served by the men who 
had met the candidate and admitted him to membeiship. 
After the meal was ended, the new member was told that he 
had eaten the flesh of a human being, and that act had set the 
final seal on his membeiship of the Leopard Society, 

Originally, the victim had to be a girl, freeborn (as opposed 
to being the daughter of a slave or capdve) and over fourteen 
ycBTs old. If possible, she should be the eldest child of the 
family providing her. Each initiate of the Leopard Society 
had to produce as a sacrifice one person of his own blood, or, 
faihng ^at, of the blood of his vvife's family. In more recent 
years, the viedm could be a woman or a girl, a man or a boy, 
though still the eldest girl was preferred. 

Before the killing of a victim, the ‘medicine’ could be 
‘started’ by putting into the box pieces of the flesh of a new¬ 
born child who had died at birth, together with certain other 
ingredients; but it was held by the members of the society that 
a medieme made in this way was useful only as a temporary 
measure: it bad no real power as a borjmgr. 

Two established members of the society accompany the 
initiate on his quest for a victim. Their object is to ‘beg’ for 
a victim; but the form which the begging takes admits of no 
argument. The group, consisting usually of five men, meet 
the mother, or guardian, of the intended victim in a lonely 
place, and speak to her of the necessity of the sacrifice for “the 
weU-bemg of the tribe”. Or it may be that it is a father or 
brother who is approached, and asked for a son or brother. 
Traditionally, the man or the woman refuses; but half¬ 
heartedly only: they know that the Leopard Society has 
Singled them out as a ‘tool’, and that to refuse to co-operate 
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\vtJiild mean marc sacrifices, including themselves. By 
coM:>peratiiig, they become agenls of the society* 

When the victim has been agreed upon* aiod ‘offered', the 
Leopard Men disperse into the forest or bushland- There, 
they wander about aU through the succeeding night* imimting 
the roar of the true leopard, and only ceasing to roar when the 
first light of day begins to penetrate tht ^ccs. This roaring has 
to be maintained throughout the whole period leading to the 
actual capture of the viedm, and during the ceremony of killiug, 
or sacrificing, the victim as w^ell. 

The ne^t stage b the selection of a member of the society 
whose strength and animal agility have long been recognised: 
it is he who h to capture the intended victim* He bears a title, 
Yongolado—Man-with-teeth-and-claws. He is equipped with 
a leopard-skin and a pair of leopard-knives. The leopard-skin 
is kept by the chief man of the society, and u never handled by 
anyone except himself* and the Yongolado, except on thb 
special oocasioa. Secrecy surroxmds every detail of the pro¬ 
cedure. The skin* rolled round and containing the knives* b 
handed, under cover of darkness, &om the chief man of the 
society to a trusted lieutenant; from him it passes to another, 
and another, and another, so that no member can say cither 
from whom he received it or to whom he handed it on; until 
at last it comes into the hands of the Yongolado. 

The Yongolado puts on the leopard-skin* and looks about him. 
He may find that other members of the sodetj^ have joined 
him, also wearing some part of the insignia of the leopard. 
Their faces, like liis* will now be covered with the leopard’s 
mask, and they w^ill all be holding leopard-lmivc^ in their 
hands* protruding through the end of the skins like great claws. 

In many parts of the hinterland of Sierra Leone, the forest* or 
at any rate the bush* came, and sometimes sdll comes, to 
wi thin a matter of yards of the outer hu ts of any set dement. 
The Leopard Men approach to the fringe of the undcrgrowlh, 
and make their sinister whistling cry—an echo, here* of the 
whisde of Baxbakualaniixsiwae that preceded his dev'ourmg of 
human fiesb among the KwaJdutl Indians. The Headman of 
the village recognises the whisde* and he and any Leopard Men 
in the village leave their huts and go out to meet the others in 
the darkness. 

G 
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Before leaving their village, they have arranged that the 
victim shall be set on a track that leads into the undergrowth^ 
for tradiUDnally the capture and sacrifice must take place in 
secret and in darkness. 

The Leopard Men lie concealed on each side of the track 
until a favourable moment arrives. The victim—a man^ a 
womanj or^. more probably^ a girl or a boy~approaches. The 
track lies among thick undergrowth, beneath heavy trees. 
Creepers hang down from the trees and intertwine at head- 
height. The scrub to left and right of the track is as impede^ 
trable as a wall. The night is thick, the air heavy with the 
menace of jungle Ufe. 

The victhn is allowed to pass the first of the Leopard Men, 
those who have joined in the expedidon, perhaps &om other 
villages. She—for it Is usually a girl—perhaps $!ows down her 
walk a little^ for the track she is following is crooked and 
tortuous, difficult even for her accustomed feet to follow. But 
in the darkness, even her slightest, hesitant movements can bo 
seen by the men lying in wait till the moment arrives which they 
judge to bo the right ono^ 

At last it is the moment. The silence of the sleeping jungle is 
broken by a deep-throated growL The intended victim pauses 
in her tracks. And at that momeni the Yongolado springs 
from his hiding-place close alongside. Ho leaps on to the back 
of his victim and iu one ft movement tears open her throat. 
This is the signal for the other Leopard Men to close in, and 
between them they carry their victim further into the bush or 
forest. As they do so, one of their number, especially appointed 
for the purpose, and shod with pieces of wood carved to repre¬ 
sent the paw^and-claw-marks of a real leopard, sets to work to 
make as many leopard tracks as possible, and ail forming a 
trail nmmng into the trees in a different direction from that 
taken by the main party. 

When the Yongolado has reached an agreed spot, in a clear¬ 
ing among the trees and bush, he throws the body to the ground. 
The lower part of the belly is cut across with a sharp-biaded 
knife, and the cm is continued up each side of the body as far 
as the collar-bone. The fresh is lifted and the entrails carefully 
exaroined* l^e liver, heart and intesdnes are then removed, 
and the head is hacked off. The body is then divided horizon^ 
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tally at the waists and lengthwise from the neck to the crutch. 
The four quartern thus produced are ftirdier sub-dividcd* and 
the smaller portions systematically distributed. Each portion 
is quickly wrapped in banana leaves. The face is cut away from 
the head so that the victim cannot be identified by anyone who 
has not already become privy to the secret* 

The liver is the most important part of the victim to be 
removed from her body* It is this which enables the Leopard 
Men to know whether their next b&rJimoT^ or medicine^ will be a 
powerful one. If the liver is as It should be^ then the whole of 
the victim is suitable for their purposes^ But the gall-bladderjp 
tooj must be very carefully scnidnised; for they beheve that if 
the victim has^ before her death, been involved in any form of 
witchcraft, this will be rtv^ealed by the condition of her gall¬ 
bladder. 

The ritual of slaughter, and subsequent examination of the 
victim^s corpse, varies among the different sects of Leopard 
Men, In the case of one society, the victim was immediately 
killedj but was forced to sit down on the ground beneath a tree* 
The chief for whom the p^articular sacrifice had been planned^ 
as representative of his people whose wellare needed this addi¬ 
tional stimulus^ then came forward and sal astride the victim's 
shoulders. The others then came forward ^ and as many as 
could do so laid a hand either on the chief or on the victim, 
and those who could not do so laid a hand on each other, so 
that all were making a chain of contact. The Yongoladp then 
prayed that good medidne should come of the sacrifice, and 
then came fonvard and, in the customary manner, tore out the 
victim's throat. 

Next, the belly was opened, in the usual manner, a bowl 
being placed beneath it to catch the spilled blood. An assistant 
thrust his hand deep into the belly and quickly tore out the 
liver and intestines* Another then thrust in his hand and tore 
away some fat. When the blood had ceased to flow, and the 
bow) was full, the intestines, liver, fat and blood w^tre taken 
away to a hut* The victim herseff, who might stilt be partly 
alive in spite of the loss of blood and the agony she had gone 
through, was then carried to a platform oulddc the chiePs hut, 
and left there tethered to a post. 

The following moming the body w'as taken back into a secret 
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part of the forest;, and cut to piec«. The breast was carefully 
cut away, and some of the rite removed. THs was the chief ^s 
portion, and one of his wives would be in attendance to collect 
the portion and take it away, to be cooked for him. The legs 
were then cut off, opened, and the bones extracted. The head 
was cut off, skinned and all its flesh removed. The leg and 
thigh bones and the skull were then buried under a palm-tree. 
The remainder of the body w^as then cut into small portions, 
and in due couesej at the bidding of the chief, the people came 
out to partake of the feasts At his arrival, having had his own 
meal, he would be presented with the hands and the feet of the 
victim, which were his also if he chose to exercise his right. By 
tradition, however, he would hand these special ddicades to 
minor chieftains m Ms tribe, or others to whom he wished to 
show some particular mark of favour. 

There followed a curious piece of ritual which seems to have 
been peculiar to some parts of Sierra Leone. When the feast 
ivas over, and everyone had eaten his portion, banana leaves 
and stalks were cut and an effigy of the late victim was con* 
structed of them. The eflSgy wa^ fastened to a pole and cere^ 
monially despatched to the village by which the victim had 
been provided. A small portion of the victim's body was, by 
a piece of cruel irony, given to the father or mother of the victim, 
who was traditionally present at the ceremony and had of 
course connived at the sacrifice. A piece of the skin of the 
victim's forehead was always preserved to be laid over the 
Aorjfwwr, and a piece of the fat of the kidney w'as set aside to be 
rubbed on it. 

Amid such a w^elter of ritual it is not easy to decide which in 
fact is the true motive for the killing and eating of a victim. 
Those who condemn cannibalism outright as a disgusting and 
inexcusable practice insist that among the tribesmen of Sierra 
Leone such slaughter served one purpose only: that of glutting 
a savage appetite for human flesh. But surely, with a ritual so 
elaborate, even if so fierce and merciless in its detail, there must 
be more behind it than a mere lust for Hesh? 

Questioned, tribesmen have declared emphatically that their 
reason for killing and devouring human teings is to create a 
powerful medicine, the t&rJifnoT which is so jealously guarded, 
so secretly used. Possession of a powerful they 
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claimed, gave them supremacy over other men—particularly 
over the unwanted white man, who had so many powers that 
they themselves did not possess. White men," one member of 
a Leopard Society said when questioned, “have more power 
than black men. But by this eating of human Qesh we ob taLii 
some power which the white man does not possess. Also, it is 
a power that prevents die white man from knowing everything 
that we do.*’ In that statement there is probably more truth 
than the speaker himself appreciated. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

CANNIBALISM IN THE CONGO BASIN 

J usT AS the Amazon Basin drains an enormous area of Central 
South America, on the Equatorj so in Africa the River CongOi 
3,000 miles in length, drains a similar enormous area in the 
heart of Equatorial Africa—an area of something like a million 
square miles. It sweeps in a great half-circle frotn its source 
among the mountains south of the Ekjuator, north-w estwards 
across it, and then south-westwards to the Atlantic. The area 
through which it, and its innumerable tributaries, flow is 
known as the Goi^o Basin—.the Belgian Congo; a fertile, 
tropical region producing not only palm-oil, cotton and cocoa, 
but copper, tin, gold and—what is worth vastly more than gold 
today—radium. This is the dark region first explored by 
David Livingstone, and by the man who went out in search of 
him and greeted him in the world-famous phrase, H. M. 
Stanley. 

Today, of course, it is a country largely opened up and made 
accessible. Railways and good roads give access to its inner¬ 
most recesses; it has its own airport; the Belgian Ck^ngo has 
become, in a few short decades, part of the international 
industrial scene. It is not necessary, however, to turn many 
pages back to find a very dlfTerent scene. 

James Dennis, in a survey of what in his day was known about 
the incidence of cannibalism, refers particularly to the Belgian 
Congo: “In the central part of Africa, from the east coast to 
the west, esf^ally up and do^vn the many tributaries of the 
Congo, cannibalism is still practised with every accompaniment 
of atrocious cruelty,” he wrote at the turn of the century, basing 
his observations on reports from travellers, missionaries, and 
the experiences of Sidney Langford Hindt, a former captain in 
the Congo Free State Force, whose book was published in 1897. 

Hinde was involved in the war between the Zanzibar Arabs, 
who were seeking to exploit the natives and the native resources 
of the Congo Barin for their own purposes, and the Belgians 

Ifli! 
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who were determined to make the region one of value to 
Western Europe^ For his services he was made a Chevalier de 
rOrdre Royal du Lion* 

Nearly all the tribes in the Congo Basin (he wrote) either arcj or 
have been, cannibals - and among some of them the practice is on 
the iuerrasep Races who until lately do not seem to have been 
cannibals^ though situated m a country surrounded by cannibal 
races, have, from increased intercourse with their neighbours, 
learned to eat human Besh. 

Soon after the Station of Equator was established , the residents 
discovered that a vi^holesaJe human traHc was being carried on by 
the natives of the district between this station and L^e \FZumba* 
The captains of the steamers have often assured me that whenever 
they try to buy goats from the natives, slaves are demanded in 
exchange j the nadves often come aboard with tusks of ivory with 
the intention of buying a slave^ complaining that nuciismw tji 
their t^eighbmrlwd. 

There is not the slightest doubt in ray mind that they prefer 
human flesh to any other. During all the time 1 lived among 
cannibal races T never came across a single case of their eating any 
kind of flesh raw i they invariably either boil, roast or smoke it. 
This custom of smokuig flesh to make it keep w'ould have been 
very useful to us, as we were often without meat for long periods. 
We could, however, never buy smoked meat In the markets, it 
being impossible to be sure that it was not human flesh- 

The prcTcrcnce of different tribes for various parts of the human 
body is interesting. Some cut lor^ steaks from the flesh of the 
thighs, legs or arms; others prefer the hands and feet^ and though 
the great majority do not eat the head, I have come across more 
than one tribe which prefers this to any other part. Almost all 
use some part of the mtestines on account of the fat they contain. 

A yoving Basengo chief came to Our Commandant while at 
dinner in ^ tent and asked for the loan of his knife, which, with¬ 
out thinking, the Commandant gave himi He immediately dis¬ 
appeared behind the tent and cut the throat of a little slave-girl 
bdongtng to him, and was in the act of cooking her when one of 
our soldiers saw him. This cannibal was immediately put in 
irons, but almost immediately after his liberation he was brought 
in by some of our soldiers who said he was eadng children in and 
about our cantonments He bad a bag slung round his neck which, 
on examining it, we found contained an arm and a leg of a young 
child* 

A man with his eyes open has no difficulty In knowing, from the 
horrible remains he is obliged to pass on his way, what people 
have preceded him, on the road or batdefleld| ■—^with this difTcr- 
ence: that on a battlefield he will End those parts left to the jackals 
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which the hunmn wolves have not found to their taste; whereas on 
the road; by the smouldering tamp are the whitening bone?^ 
cracked and broken^ which fomt the rdics of these disgttsdng: 
banquets. What struck me most, during my expeditions through 
the country, was the number of partially cut-up bodies 1 found. 
Some of were miDus the hands and feet, and some with 
steaks cut from the thighs or elsewhere; others had the entrails or 
head removed. Neither old nor young, women or children, are 
exempt from serving as food for their conquerors or neighbours^ 

Hinders report is laconic: the writing of a man accustomed 
to the brutalities of w^ar. He accepted what he saw, and makes 
few comments that bear any signs of deep feeling. In general 
his observadons seem to be borne out by those of others who 
have written about these tribes* but he appcains to be alone 
in his belief that the Congo cannibals never eat their human 
flesh uncooked- 

Very different is the writing of missionaries like Grenfell, 
Bentley, Forfeit^ Lewis, Phillips and their colleagues of the 
Baptist Mbsionary Society who were working in the Congo 
Basin in the latter years of the nineteenth century and early 
years of the present century. The Rev. W. Holman Bentley— 
who inddcntally received the same award as Hinde from the 
Belgian authorides—spent twenty years in the region* and the 
two volumes of his Pionuring on the Congo paint a detailed and 
often deeply moving picture of their experiences. 

The whole wide country (he wrote) seemed to be given up to 
cannibalistn, from the Mobangi (a major tributary of die Congo) 
to Stanley Faib, for ix hundred mUes on both sides of the main 
river, and the Moba^ as well. Often did the natives beg Gren¬ 
fell to sell some of his steamer hands, especially his coast people; 
coming kom the shore of the great salt sea, they must be very 
‘sweet"^—salt is spoken of as sweet, in the same way as sugar* 
They offered two or three of their women for one of those coast 
men. They could not understand the objections raised to the 
ptaedee. “You cat fowls and goats, and we eat men; why not? 
What is the difference?"* The son ofMatabwiki, chief of liboko, 
when asked whether he ever ate human flf!sh, said: ^‘ Ah! 1 
wish that I could eat everybody on earth I HappDy his stomach 
and arm were not equal to the carr>ing out of his fiendish will. 

Fiendish? Yet there is something ftec and lovable in many of 
these wild men; splendid pcslbilides when the grace of Cod gets 
a hold of them. Bapulula, the broiiiar of that ‘fiend", worked 
with US for two years—a fin^ bright^ intelligent fellow: we liked 
him very much. 
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Bentley says thatj bad as cannibaJisin was on the Congo, it 
was even worse on the MobangL Tribes there kept and fat¬ 
tened slaves for butchery as we do cattle and poultry. There 
were organised raids along the river and forays into the jungle 
to unsuspecting settlements where the people were overpowered 
and brought away. . . , 

They divided up their human booty and kept thenif bed up and 
starving, until they were fortunate enough to catch some more 
and so make up a cargo worth taking to the Mobangi. When 
times were bad, these poor starving wretches might oftm be seen 
lied up, just kepi alive with the minimum of food. A party 
would be made up and two or three canoes w^ould be filled with 
these human cattle. They would paddle dovm the Ttdongo, 
cross the main river when die wind was not blowing* mate up the 
Mobangi and sell their freight in some of the towns for ivory. 
The purchasers would then feed up their staivelmgs undl th^ 
were fat enough for the market, then butcher them and scH the 
meat in small joints. What was left over, if there was much on 
the market, would be dried on a rack over the fire, or spitted^ and 
the end of the spit stuck in the groimd by a dow fire, uacU it could 
be kept for wetis and sold at Icisure. 

Somedmes a section of the people would club together to buy a 
large piece of the body wholesale, to be retailed out again; or a 
family man would buy a whole leg to divide up between his wives* 
children and slaves* Dear little bright-eyed boys and girls grew 
up accustomed to these scenes from day to day. They ate their 
own morsels from dme to rime, in the haphazard way that they 
have, and carried the rest of their pordpn in their hands, on a 
skewer or in a leaf, lest anyone should steal and cat it. To this 
awful depth have these children of the Heavenly Father fallen! 
This is no worked-up picture, it is the daily life of thousands of 
people at the present time in Darkest Africa* 

Bentley says that he discussed the question of eating human 
flesh with a fellow missionary who had had experience in other 
parts of the world. This missionary had asked a converted 
savage just why he had always preferred human flesh to that of 
animals. The answer—as so often in such cases—was simple, 
and difficult to challenge: “ You white men consider pork to be 
the tastiest of meat, but pork is not to be compared with human 
Besh.*^ In other w^ordSi human flesh was preferable; and why 
should one not eat what one preferred ? * ‘ Why/" asked another 
tribranan, when accused of eating human flesh, “do you 
interfere with us? We do not trouble you when you kill your 
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goats. We buy our meatj and kill it; h is oot your affair/^ 
One old man widi whom Bentley talked told him that he had 
recently killed and eaten one of his seven ’ivivcs* She had been 
guilty of some breach of tribal and family law, and he and his 
other wives had made a feast of hcr^—^as an example and a 
warning J 

Bendcy quotes a letter from a colleague of his named 
Stapleton^ who, t^ith another misdonary, had established a 
itiission stadon at Moserabe, in the heart of the territory of the 
dreaded Bangala tribes^ whose reputation even among other 
tribes in the Congo Basin was such that they were spoken of 
with bated breath. There had been an inter-tribal fight, 
ending in victory: 

At about twelve o'clock a long procesaon of men marched through 
the station laden with spoils Fifty men carried as many goats, 
most of which had been speared; others, less fortunate, brought 
away fish-nets, stools and plantain. 

Whilst this was proceeding, as a kind of introductiom to what 
would foUow^p two men passed, one carrying a human neck poised 
aloft upon a spear, the other an arm; bo th had been loppicd off an 
unfortunate man who had been killed and left on the field. Later 
on, we were horrified by a more ghastly sight, A party of warriors 
returned w^ho had joined somewhat late in the chaste They 
marched in single file past our house^ Jn the middle of the line 
three men bone the ren^ning parts of the mu tilated body. One 
carried the stiU bleeding trui^; he had slung the other arm 
through a large wound in the aUomen and, suspended on this, 
the ghastly burden swung at his side. Two others shouldered the 

It was a sickening sight; the more so as we were assured that 
these would 1» cook^ and eaten in the evening. Needless to say, 
we did not visit the scene of the fewt. A few of the young men 
went down for a share, but were too late: the flesh had been eaten. 
Howwer, they were intited to partake of the vegetables still 
remaining in the water in which the coifpse had been boiled. 
Both Weeks and myself Jbund it difficult to eat our evening meal, 
and you will hardly wonder that in our dreams for a few nights, 
men carrying mutilated limbs were the chief figures, and that 
these limbs were sometimes our oim* 

Two days later, a lad walked into the station carrying in a plan¬ 
tain-leaf some of the flesh that had been roasted, and one of our 
workmen ^gerly joined him in disposing of the dainty morsels. 
This cooked fiesh we saw. The day following the attack our 
people vinted the creek towns which had been left at their mercy. 
A sick vmman had been left in one of the huts. She was dia- 
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covered, and some of the doughty warriors recounted with much 
glee and mock imitation of her agonies how they had burned her 
to death in her hut. To bum alive a poor^ sick, deserted woman 
is regarded as a huge joke. Yet usually these Bangalas are merry, 
manly fellows, vciy^ friendly in converaation and quite demonstra- 
dve in their affecdon ; but when the lust of blow is upon them, 
deeds which fill us with horror are the merest incidents of the 
fight, to them. 

Of these Bangalas, the missloimry Grenfell reported that the 
women of the tribe *^crain dogs with food as w^e do chickens, m 
order that they may be plump for killing and eadng. Some 
Bangala at Lcitingu market bought a bit of meat. A dog ate 
it. They wanted their &wn bit of meat* so seized and opened 
the dog to get it—thus succeeding m getting what they also 
prized * the carcass of the dog.” 

The Bambala, these missionaries found, regarded as special 
delicacies human flesh that had been buried for some days;^ 
also a large* thick* white beetle grub found in palm-trees (prob¬ 
ably the grub referred to in the Introduction)* and human 
blood boiled with manioc flour. The women of the tribe were 
forbidden to touch human flesh, but had found many ways of 
circumventing the tabu, and were particuiarly addicted to 
human flesh, extracted from graves and in an advanced state of 
decomposition. 

A later traveller in the CJongo, an artist and sculptor named 
Herbert Ward* knew the region in the early years of this 
century. He admits: ‘*No high motive took me to Africa* I 
went there simply and solely to gratify my love of adventure*” 
It is obvious from his book that he had not only courage but a 
remarkable gift for getting on to human terms with natives who 
were still cannibals. He found, in addition to the cruelty and 
degradation* abundant good-humour—a quality that subse¬ 
quent travellers and settlers have ftequently mentioned. 

The impression 1 received Irom personal intercourse (he writes) 
was that the cannibals of the forest were infinitely more sym¬ 
pathetic than the people of the open country, where the trading 
inadnet is inbom. The cannibals are not schemers, and they are 
not mean. In direct opposition to all natural conjectures* they 
are among the best types of men. 

**Do you people eat human bodies?^" said I one day, upon 
entering a native village* and pointed to a quandty of meat, 
spitted upon long skewersi being smoke-dried over numerous 
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smoiiMcrm^ fines. “lo; yo tc?” was the itisUmt reply—^^^Yes; 
don't you?” And a few minutes iater the chieftain of the village 
came forv^^d wiiH an oflTcring which consisted of large and 
generous portions of fleshy only too obviously of human ongin« 
He seemed genuineiy disappointed when 1 refiLsedi^ 

Once in the great forest, when camping for the night with a 
party of Arab raiders and their nadve followers^ we wiere com¬ 
pelled to change the petition pf onr tent owmg to the offensive 
smell of human desh, which was being cooked on all sides of us« 
A native chief stated to me that the time occupied in dc^'orning a 
humsun body varied according to whether the latter happened to 
be one of his enemies, when he would eat the body hiniself, or 
merely a sla^e, who would be divided between his followers. 

Ward describes the slave^markets he has seen on the banks of 
various of the Congo tributarieSj w^hcre there was ao organised 
traffic in human beings destined for slat'cry and eventual 
butchery for human consumpdon; they were normally bartered 
in exchange for ivory. . . . 

A visit to one of these slave-depots revealed a condition of savagery 
and suffering beyond ail ordinary powders of description^ It was 
no uncommon experience! to witness upwards of a hundred cap¬ 
tives, of both sexes and all ages. Including infaJits in their mothers^ 
arms, lying in groups; masses of utterly forlorn humanity, with 
eyes downc^t in a stony stare, vrith bodies attenuated by starva¬ 
tion^ Md with skin of that dull grey hue which among coLoured 
rac^ is always indicative of phystcal disorder* The captives were 
exposed for sale with the sinister fate in view of being killed and 
eaten. 

Pnoportipnatdy, a greater number of men than w^omen fall 
vicdim to cannibalism, the reason being that women who are still 
ytmng are esteemed as bci^ of greater value by reason of their 
utility in mwing and cooking food. 

Probably the most inhuman practice of all is to be met with 
among tribes who deliberately hawk the victim piecemeal 
whilst still alive* Incredible as it may appear, captives are l^ 
frorn place to pl^e in order that individuals may have the oppor¬ 
tunity of indicating, by external marks on the body, the portCon 
they desire to acquire. The distmguishing marks are generally 
made by means of coloured day or strips of grass tied in a 
peculiar fashion. The astounding stoicism of the victims, who 
thus wdiness the bargaimng for dicir limbs piecemeal;^ is only 
etji^led by the callousness with which they walk forw-ard to meet 
their fate. 

There is a pronounced absence of ceremonial in association 
with the carmibalbtic practices reported by such eye-witnesses 
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as thtse. Indeed, apart &om some grisly biiriaJ-rites described 
by some of the missionaries such as Grenfell, Bentley and 
others who were serving in the Baptist Mission fields of the 
Congo Basin about the turn of the century, when wives, rela¬ 
tive and slaves of chiefs who had died were slaughtered 
on hh grave and then cooked and eaten by the remainder of 
the tribesmen, there is hardly any evidence whatsoever that 
cannibalism was anything other than a lust for the taste of 
human flesh. 

Writing many years later than anyone who has been referred 
to in this chapter, the traveller Lewis Cotlow', F^R.G^S*, has 
something to say of the Congo as he knew it in recent years* 
In his very readable book, he describes how he has 
just left Fort Portal, in Uganda, and is heading for the eastern 
border of the Belgian Congo, skirting as he docs so the southern 
slopes of Mount Ruwenzori: 

In half an hour I thought 1 had my reward, for we encountered 
along the road a group of Bantu Negroes, much smalls than 
average height. Pygmies?'" I asked Cczaire, hopefullyp 
"Bamba,"' he answered. "*Part Pygmy, part B^tu. Their 
teeth arc filed to sharp points, supposedly from the tune not so 
very long ago when they were tannibals.*^ 

Cczainc told me that there ■were stil! cases of catmibaJism in 
Central Africa, most of it on bodies that had just been buried* 
The authorides in some ioealidea still had trouble over it occasion^ 
ally, and there were talcs of isolated tribes who practised it 
regularly, as they always had, * , , 

Cotlow had noticed the filed teeth—the universal sign of 
caimibalisdc tradidon—^but he did not, biimclf, witness any 
actual cannibahsm. He mendons however the distinguished 
German ethnologist, Schweinfurdi, who had hved with the 
Mangbetu before that tribe came under the influence of the 
Europeans generally. The German had wanted to take home 
skulls and human bones for research, and therefore offered gifts 
to the tribesmen if they would let him have some* ** In a very 
short dme/^ says Cotlow, he had accumulated a great pile, 
although he was disappointed to find that most of the skulls had 
been shattered—so that the Mangbetu gourmands could get at 
the brains, a great delicacy. Still, he came home with forty 
excellent skulls, out of the two hundred he collected. Another 
German reported of the Mangbetu that they delighted in mcab 
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of humaj] 9c$h. He had been miable, he said, to find a grave 
anywhere—3. fact which held considerable significance.” 

Cotlow remarks that the authoritJes, iti an attempt to explain 
why it should be that some tribes are cannibals while others ai^ 
notj suggested that the Mangbetu ^^ate human flesh because 
they raised no cattle/" The Zulu and the Masai were believed 
never to have indulged in caumbalbrn—and they w'ere cattle- 
breeders. On the other hand^ the Mangbetu did rabe poultry, 
so any possible craving for meat could be satisfied that way^ if 
their canaibalbtic tendencies were to be attributed solely to a 
desire for meat as food^ 

There b a tail-piece to Gotlow's observations: 

No doubt all eating of human flesh among the hfangbetu had 
ceased by thb time, but on my first trip 1 received some vague and 
confusing answers to my quesdous about it One honest ex¬ 
plorer told me that, tired of roundabout investigation, he asked an 
old Manebetu, '*Bo you eat human meat?'* The ancient one 
was siJeatly thoughtful for a momen t, and then said, looking down 
hb nose: *^lt b very hard to stop old habits.” 

Cotlow’s book was pubibhed m 1957^ The three trips he 
made among the trib^ of the Congo Basin and elsewhere in 
Equatorial Africa took place in the years ]937j 1946, and 1954. 
Even though the record he b quoting dates back to the earliest 
of hb expedidons, that b a period of only twenty years: a 
Sicker of a page or two in the long, and sdU largely untoldj 
story of this part of a Dark Continent. 

Fort Portal, the point from which Cotlow began the expedi¬ 
tion referred to, is just within the confines of the British Pro¬ 
tectorate of Uganda, a province bounded on the north by 
the Sudan, on the east by Kenya, and on the south by 
Tanganyika. The Belgian Congo b its big neighbour on the 
westt and about half of Lake Victoria lies within its boundaries. 

Certainly the Bagc^, and probably other tribes in the region 
that have been less exhaustively studied, practised the custom of 
dbposing of their dead by devouring them; a custom which 
the German mentioned by Cotlow will have recognised as 
explaining why he never found any graves among the tribes he 
had met with* 

John Roscoe, writing between the World Wars, states 
dearly that the custom of eating the bodies of the dead was 
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common to All the clans of the oumcrous Bagesu tribc^ and 
that the practice took place during the period allocated to 
mourning: 

For i^arious reasons, the custom was kept secret, and rven mcmbcTi 
of ^e tribe were not permitted to look on during the ceremony, 
which was peribrmed by night. Yet the custom was known to all, 
and each family was aware of what was going on, though they 
never sought to watch their neighbours* doings. 

When a man died, the body kept in the house until the 
evening, when the relatives who had l^n summoned gathered 
for the moumlng. In some excepdonal mstanets it took one or 
two days to bring the relatives together, but as a rule ail was 
ready by the evening of the day ofdeath, and atmnset the body was 
carried to the nearest waste ground and deposited there. At the 
same time^ men of the dan hid themselves in different places 
round about and^ as darkness deepened, they blew upon gourd 
horns, making a nobe like the cry of jackals. 

The villagers said that the jackals were coming to eat the dead, 
and the young people were warned not to go outside. When 
darkness set in, and it was felt to be safe to work without intrusion 
from inquisitive onlookers, a number of elderly women relativea 
of the dead man went to the place where the body lay, and cut it 
up, carrying back the pieces they wanted to the house of monrii' 
ing, and leaving the remains to he devoured by wild animals^ 

For the next three, or sometimes four, days the reladves 
mourned in the house in which the death had taken place, and 
there they cooked and ate the flesh of the dead, destroying the 
bones by fire and leaving nothing. There was no * purification*, 
or ^shaving* when this mourning was ended; sometimes an ox 
was killed for a feast when the heir w^as announced, but as a rule 
the people simply returned to their ordinary life without any 
cpmiOQy, The widows, however, burned their grass girdles, and 
Hther went about naked or wore the small aprons used by un¬ 
married girls. 

Tribestnen offered by way of explanation of their custom of 
devouring their dead this -odd belief: If, they said, they were to 
allow a body to be buried in the ground and, in the natural 
course of things, to decay, the ghost of the dead person would 
haunt the district near his grave and, by way of revenge for 
being allowed to decay, cause Illness to the children. 

Roscoe writes about one or two other tribes of Uganda. Of 
the Bakongo, a small Udbe whose stamping-ground was on the 
eastern slopes of Mi Ruwenzori, he sap that though there is 
evidence that they were once cannibals, they were now hunters 
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of four-legged meat-on-thc-hoof: they would kill and cat any¬ 
thing from mts to leopards. They maintained that they buried 
their dead in the proper way, but It was suspected that in fact 
the ancient custom of devouring them stiU persisted among the 
more remote clans* 

On the opposite slopes ofMt Ruwentori lived the Bambwas. 
These tribesmen, Roscoc says, as recently as the first years of 
this century were eating human flesh. He declares that he 
actually saw this going on, and the practice of filing the teeth to 
a sharp point was universal amongst them* 

Among the tribes which were no longer canniba]^ he says, he 
noticed some curious customs connected with death and 
burial: 

"When a man died, liis were bent up and his hands were 
crossed in front of him witii the arms stralghL This was some¬ 
times done before death, and the limbs tit^ l«t they should be 

stretched out and become rigid in that position. All the orna¬ 
ments were removed from the dead man. The grave was dug in 
ih£ hut, the body placed in it on an old sleeping mat, in a sitting 
posture^ and the grave was then filled in with earth* A woman, 
on the other hand, was buried nuisidA the hut, lying on her back, 

with her legs bent up and her hands on cither side of her head. 

The brother of a dead man took possession of his widows at 
once, but one widow was left in the hut for a month to guard the 
grave, and the moumers also remained there for a mou^, during 
which they carried out a daily programme of mouming and wail¬ 
ing* At the end of the month, a goat was killed and its head 
placed on the grave* The mourners ate the meat, then washed, 
shaved their heads and cut their nails. The hair and oaii-parings 
of each per^n w'ere tied m a bundle and fastened to the roof of the 
hut- They then left the hut ■ the posts were cut and die hut felt 
down on the grave* TMs ended the mouming, and no ftirthcr 
notice was taken of the place; though the ghon was supposed to 
continne to hover near it. 

This alternative method of burial, by digging the grave inside 
the hut and then catising the hut to collapse over the grave, may 
of course be the explanation why that other traveller faikd 
during his travels in the region to find any graves at all, and 
therefore made the logical deduction that the custom of the 
tribes in the locality was to devour the bexiics of their dead* 

Another writer* this time in 7^ S^turdi^ lt£uUw^ comments on 
the fact that, though cannibalism no doubt existed even till 
comparatively recent times in East Africa, it was accompanied 
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by Ic^ bnjtaiity than the caimiballsm noted in Equatorial 
AJ&ica and particularly in the West. “An element of 
econcmj seems to pervade cannibal customs in the east^*’ he 
wrote. “The flesh of the old^ the infirm;, and the useless Is 
dried and preserved, with a sort of reverence^ in the family 
larder. It is offered to guests as a special compliment, to 
refuse which would be a deadly insult, while its acceptance 
secures friendship. Many traYcUers in East Afiica have eaten 
thus sacramentally of the ancestors of some dark-skinned 
potentate.^ 

At the time of the taking over of the Sudan 2!andeland by the 
Anglo-Egypdan Administration in the early part of this century 
there was certainly a good deal of cannibalism in the region. 
Indeed, Basil Spence makes the point that the word *Zande* 
and the word 'cannibal* are interchangeable- “The very 
origin of the .Aaande/* he says^ “makes them suspect; for they 
came from the western part of Africa, though at present the 
majority of them live in the Belgian Ckmgo and French 
Equatorial Africa.” He goes on to say: 

1 rmumerablc acta of cannibalism have been reported from time to 
time by both Belgians and French, the most recent of which I have 
actual knowledge being the waylaying by a party of Azande of a 
Belgian ofliccr proceeding on leave from the Lado Endai^c (now 
Western Mongolia); they tore him limb from limb and ate him 
raw. This occum^ tw^cJve years ago. . . . 

Spence is writing In ig^io, so that this episode occtured well 
into the present century. He goes on to say that the Azandc of 
the Bahr el GhazaJ arc an of&hoot of the other Azandc—the 
cream* he saysj of the fighters. They had been seen to drive a 
lion ofTits somew'hat decayed 'kiU* in order to devour it them- 
selves^ and to tear up and cat a putrid, semi-liquefied elephant; 
certainly they dwoured the dead on a field of battle, rather than 
leave the corpses to rot or be eaten by animals. The Azande, 
he says, invariably admit their cartmbalistic practices—even 
those who allege that they have recently been converted from 
them. 

An interesting piece of corroborative evidence of this Is 
quoted by another authority, E. Evans-Pritchard, writing 
in a very recent issue of the magazine Afiks, He quotes the 
statement of a Zande in whose integrity he has absolute 

n 
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confidence^; a statement which he took down verbatim from 
the man, and says he has every reason to believe in its every 
detaiL . . . 

In the past, the ^ande were just like animals of the bush (says 
this man, Kuagbiani by name). They killed people and ate their 
fdJows just like lions, l<Kjpards and wild dogs. In the past, when 
a man died a Zande sbar^ned his knife, moved over to the corpse 
and cut off the fiesh, about two baskcthib of 1% and went with the 
flesh to ^ home. He took a very big pot and placed the human 
flesh in it dll it w-as filled^ and then put it on the fire* It stewed 
for a long dme, then he took it off the fire to put it on a drying 
platform over a fire to dry» He took it from there and cooked it 
in his own pot, by hvmsctifi That pot he used for eating human 
fieah another man would not touch in any circumstances j it was 
kept apart by itself always; only he himself touched it. 

His place was by Itself on oneside. When he was of a mind 
to eat his ma^ he lit his fire by himself at the base of some tree 
and he took his dried human flesh, some three or four pieces of it, 
and put them on the fire in a pot. He closed the mouth of the pot 
with another litde pot. It went on stewing dll it was cooked. 
Meanwhile his wife mund sesame to go with in He did all the 
cooking of the meat hitnsclfr His wife cooked porridge and gave 
it to him by the side of hJs flesh. He ate hb porridge and flesh till 
he was satisfii^, and then covered over the mouth of the pot and 
put it at the side of the granary tiU he was hungry again. 

A Zande ate flesh because it made gocid meat. A Zande used 
to say thm: What is a stranger to me? ** Since it was astranger, 
he ate him up entirely because he was meaL The man whose 
forbears ate men, also ate men himself, when be grew up. Some 
Azaxide feared other Aaande who ate human flesh, and thought of 
them as lions, leopards, hyenas and wild dogs.. ^. 

We have here almost the sole evidence that there ^ted, 
among these people of the Congo Basin and its outlying dis¬ 
tricts, a Milt of ritual, ritual of course aSiSOciated with deep- 
hidden and hardly-realised fear. But it k one small piece of 
such evidence amid a welter of more blatant eacamples of sheer 
lust for the taste of human flesh. 

A much more recent traveller in Central Africa than any of 
those quoted hitherto, H. C. Engert, is convinced from his 
own experiences that cannibalism still exists as a regular prac¬ 
tice. In a hook written as recently as 1956, and describing a 
journey that he has made in East, Central and West Africa 
since the Second World War^ he mentions meeting a Danish 
veL who told him that when he and his porters were in the 
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northern part of the Congo they ran short of food. The 
villagers whom they encoimtered were short of food too, and 
had none to ofifer. But they came at length to a village ’tvhere 
a tasty stew was offered to his party* The flesh,” the Dane 
told him, "was soft and tender/* Having enjoyed their meal, 
they asked where the meat had come from. “ A woman belong 
village,” was the answer* 

Engert, who is evidently an intelligent and highly observant 
traveller, and incidentally a brilliant photographer, adds: 

Cannibalism Ls far from being dead in Africa, for it is almost im¬ 
possible to control the natives in the bush^ I remember one 
District Officer standing at his door one night, listening to the 
drums, saying to me: ^*They are chopping someone*” '*^Vhy 
don't you do anything about it? ” I askra. " How can I? If I 
try to send my native poUcemanp he will only pretend that he has 
been; he would be much too frightened to go. We take acdon 
if we have proofs or if we find bones**' 

I myadf (Engert con dnues) once lived in a cannibal village for a 
time, and found some bon«. The nadv» were worried about 
this, but I am no policeman. They were pleasant enough people* 
It was just an old custom which dies hard. Thoxisands of natives 
—and I think this is no exaggeration—arc stiH eaten in Africa 
every year, for it is difficult to break old habits. 

Equatorial Africa: stretching along the Equator from the 
French Gaboon by way of the Belgian Congo, Uganda, to 
Kenya’—tw^o thousand miles and more; and all the territory 
on the hottest latitude. Is there perhaps a reason here for the 
prevalence of this custom of devouring human flesh? The 
custom was rife also, in the Atnaaon Basin—which also, it will 
be remembered, lies athwart the Equator; as docs the ^cannibalT 
island of Borneo. 

Charles Kingsley*s niece, who was intrepid enough to explore 
the territory of the Fangs of Gaboon in the last years of the 
nineteenth century, travelling more than twx* hundred miles up 
one of its most difficult riven, encountered caimibalisTn almost 
universally throughout this westernmost region of Equatorial 
Alriea. She found the natives determined to kill and devour 
some of her attendants, who had been collected from a neigh¬ 
bouring tribe with whom there was a feud* She noticed the 
filed teeth, but as a niece of the Rev* Charles Kingsley, was 
perhaps too serious-minded to comment on the appropiiatencsi 
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of the name borne by the tribe with these filed teeth; the Fangs. 
She reported that nowhere did she come across any burial- 
places, and stated emphatically that the Pangs were a tribe Chat 
devoured their dead. She actually saw in some of thrir huts 
fragments of human bodies being stored in just the same way as 
civilised peoples keep foodstufls in their larders. Her state- 
ments, on which sceptics might be inclined to cast doubt, sug¬ 
gesting that this was a panic observadon by an impressionable 
woman, are borne out by the Rev. W. S. Bannerman, an 
American Presbyterian missionary of the Gaboon Mission. 

At the eastern end of Equatorial Africa lies Kenya, associated 
all too much in our minds, these days, with the horrors of Mau 
Mau. This aspect of cannibalism and sacrifice will, however, 
be dealt with later, in a different context. 

Most anthropologists and travellers gcneially are agreed that 
the practice of cadng human flesh is entirely absent in the north 
and the south of the continent of Africa. E. O. James, how¬ 
ever, quoting from some reference in The Geldeji Bough, says 
that ” among the Bechuans (a tribe inhabiting territory south of 
Northern Rhodesia) a short, stout man was slain in the midst 
of the wheat to serve as ‘seed After hb blood had coagulated 
in the sun, it was burned along with the frontal bone and the 
bram] the ashes were then scattered over the ground to 
ferdlbe it.” This, of course, is human sacrifice: the sort of 
ritual that has been noted among the Aztecs and elsewhere. 
Jams says that it took place also in Wmt Africa, where “in 
March, a man and a woman were killed with spades and ho« 
in order that their bodies might be buried in tbc newly-dllcd 
field.” But of the Bechuans' ceremony he has one more, 
terse, remark to make; The rat of the body was eaten, ” 



CHAFTEIt EIGHT 

HEAD-HUNTERS AND HUMAN SACRIFICE 

IN INDONESIA 

Borneo^ the third largest island in the worlds lies between 
the Malay Feninstila and New Guinea. To the north are the 
scattered Philippines, and immediately to the south stretches 
the long cuTYing island of Java, with its smaller attendant 
islands running eastwards to Timor, just short of North 
Australia itself. Borneo lies ahnos t exactly astride the Eq uator. 
Its best-known inhabitants are the tribes known as the Dyaks; 
and the Dyaks have had a reputation as mereilcss head-hunters 
since first men began trading among the innumerable blonds of 
the Indian Archipelago, Head-huntiog and cannibalism, 
more often than not, are dual practices* 

The custom of hcad-huntiiig b probably as ancieat as the Dyaks^ 
existence as a nation (wrote Sir Hugh Low, in a memoir on Sara* 
wak, the northeru part of Borneo). Possibly their origin^ 
motive was akin to that of a non-Dyak Borneo tribe, who held 
that human sacrifice was the most acceptable form of sacrifice to 
the tiibal gods. Some tribes believe that the persons whose heads 
they take wiU become their slaves in the next w^orld. 

Feasts are held with specific objects in iiiew: to make the rice 
crop fiourbh, to cause the forests to abound with wild animaJs, to 
enable their dogs and snares to be successfiil in securing game, to 
have the streams and rivers sw'arm with fish, to give health and 
activity to the people themselves, and to ensure fertility among 
their women. All these blessings are^ it is bdieved, most effici¬ 
ently and certaiiily secu^ for the tribe by the capture of a victim 
and the feasting upon his head.. 

Another observer, this time an official of the Sarawak 
Government Service, supplies details connected with the 
manner in which th^ men actually severed their vicihm* 
heads. Such detail is interesting in that it shows that, even 
among the members of a large tribe like that of the Dyaks, 
there may be subtle and even significant variatioiis of practice: 

The w-ay of cutting off their heads varies with the different tribes. 
The Sea Dyaks, for mstance, sever the head at the neck, and so 
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preserve bolh jaTAr-s* Among the Hill Dyats, on the other hand^ 
heads arc very carde^y taken, bang split open or slashed across 

Often it may be seen that quite large porrions have 
been hacked out of the heads. Others again cut off the head so 
close to the truiik that great skill and a practised hand must have 
been used . 

Many tribesmen habituEiily carry about their person a little 
basket destined to receive a head, 11 is always very neatly plaitedr 
ornaincnted with a variety of shcUSji and hung about with human 
hair. But only those Hyaks who have lawfully obtained such a 
hcad^ as opposed to those who steaJ, or * find * chem, may include 
this human hair ornamentation to thdr macabre baskets. 

The Sea 0yaks scoop out the brains by way of the nostrils, and 
then hang up the head to dry in the smoke of a wood fire—usually 
the fire which is maintained an^^way for the cooking of all the food 
for the inembers of the tribe. Every now and then they will 
leave thedr pre-occupations^ saunter across to the fire, and tear or 
slash off a piece of the skin and burnt flesh of the cheek or clun^ 
and eat it+ ^ They bchevc that by so doing they wUl add immedi¬ 
ately to their store of courage and fearlessness. 

The brains arc not always extracted by way of the nostrils^ hoW’^ 
ever* Sometimes a piece of bamboo^ carved into the semblance 
of a spoDD, is thrust into the lowest part of the skulls and the brains 
gradually extracted by the occipital orifice,,,, 

It is not usual, in these official reports, particularly when 
they emanate fiiom official, or even scmin^fficial, sources, for 
the writer to Insert the sort of comment that is found as a tail¬ 
piece to this description by a Sarawak Government employee: 

The brains are thus extracted from the skull much as one extract 
sturnng from the Xmas turkey from an orifice that seems to have 
been designed to make the procedure as difficult as possible! 

The vmter has already referred to the matter of the use of 
human hair as omatnentadon for these baskets which the 
Dyaks earned with theco to contain their skuH trophies. He 
adds a curious detail or twd about these sfculb, to which it is 
not easy to find exact parallcb anywhere else among head¬ 
hunting and cannibalisdc tribes, 

Th^ cut off the hair from the skulls to use for orTLamentadon also 
to their sword-hilte and sheaths. But in the meantime someone 
must always keep an alert eye on the progress of the cooking of the 

j instancCj the lower jaw of a skull must never be per- 
^tted to ^ Of d^p. If it shows signs of this, it must be care- 

'fP- If teeth fall out, or have perhaps already been 
Qcked out in battle or afterwards, the cavities must at once be 
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filled with imitation tceth^ made of wood* The eye-sockctSi too^ 
must be plugged ‘ and the aDstrtb through which the brains have 
been extracted. The tongue must always have been cut off at 
the root. 

Another Government oflScial^ this time an Assistant Resident 
in Upper Sarawai^ sent in a report in the form of random 
jottings resulting from an extended tour that be made through 
the territory 2 

j^ong Dyak and Milano trib«, in many parts of this country^ it 
is the practice still to cut up and consume the raw heart of a warrior 
killed In battle^ under the idea that those who partake of the dish 
will in due course increase their courage* Though I personally 
have never met with cannibals in Borneo (he was WTitmg at the 
taibend of the nineteenth century), I am sure from the careful 
inquiries I have made that the practice of eating human beings 
has not long died out; indeed,. I feel fairly confident that the 
practice still exists in obscure and Iktle-known places in tJie 
remote interior* 

I was assured by a traveller with whom T spoke at some length 
that when, for instance, he visited the Mciibun and Jincang 
Dyaksj he found them to be practising cannibalism* These 
particular tribes live not far from the head-waters of the Sadong 
River, At Sungei Mcribun, the cannibals had been seen by this 
traveller feasting on the flesh of a human body^ Traditionally, 
only the heads of the victims arc eaten, but when an individud 
member of their own tribe happens to die, the body Is sold, and 
anyone who wishes to do so, not cxcluc^g women and even 
children, may take part In the feast. 

In this particular imtance the body was that of a comparatively 
young man, and it w^as noticeable that the most favoured portions 
WCTC the soles of his feet and the palms of his hands. Another 
tribe, this traveller told me, thejincangs, will devour the whole of 
the body with the exception of the entrails^ w'hich arc carefully 
avoided by all who take part in the feasting* 

The traveUer appears to have been a particularly observant 
individual—and it is reasonable to suppose that to take a keen 
intei-est in such activities may at times lay the observer open to 
the charge of prying, for which sensitive tribesmen may have 
their own scale of penalties* He observed In particular a tribe 
of Dyaks known as the Janakang, w^ho, he reported, 

Practise certain refinements—^if the word can be fairly used in such 
a grisly context—in the matter of eating human flesh. They do 
not, like some other Dyak tribes, eat Lndiscrijniiiatdy all parts of 
the body* Rather, they practise a form of epicureanism* First 
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in favour among the delicacies comes the human tongue; then 
enmes the brainy and then the muscles of the thigh and caJf. 
Tlicse particular tribesmen, though by no means alone in the 
habit, file their teeth to exceedingly sharp points, to enable them 
to tear at this tough, sinewy flesh. 

This traveller seems to have managed to get on spealdng 
terms with these Dyaks—a somewhat faazaidoiis procedure in 
the circumstances. He asked them why they practised 
cannibalism^ and the reply came in the form of another ques¬ 
tion : “ If we do not eat of warriors" flesh/^ they asked^ “ how 
can we ourselves hope to become as fearless as they?” 

Sir James Brooke, the first Rajah of Sarawak* went very 
carefully into the available evidence of cannibalisni in the 
country for which he was largely responsible. It is very clear 
that he was not easily persuaded^ that he made a practice of 
checking and re-checking evidence, checking the credential of 
those who sent in reports to him, and personally interviewing 
anyone from whom he thought it might be possible to obtain 
authoritative information. 

Among those fiom whom he collected information were three 
men whom he refers to as “ intelligent Dyaks from the interior”. 
They were persuaded to spend some time at the Residence^ 
where they were interrogated carefully, after being assured 
that they woidd be well treated. "They spoke,"' Rajah Brooke 
says, "in the most frank manner to be conceived—^as direct and 
unimpeachable evidence as I have ever heard offered, some¬ 
times when they were together, sometimes by individual apart, 
in conversation with numerous persons, I examined them 
myself,*' he adds, " and entertain no doubt of the correctness 
of their statements* as far as their personal knowledge is con¬ 
cerned. The witnesses themselves stated over and over again, 
with the utmost clearness* how much they had s™, and how 
much they had only Ajflrrf. There was such perfect good faith, and 
simplicity, in their stories as to carry conviction of their truth/' 

The three "intelligent Dyats from the interior” were named 
Kusu, Gajah and Rinong^ and their stories* recounted at 
different times and over a period of time, with repetitions 
omitted, add up to the following: 

Wc are of the tribe of Sibaru, which is likewise the name of a 
branch of the Rapuas River* We arc two tiioiisand fighting men* 
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We have none of been up to tbc interior of die Kapuas^ where 
the Kayans live, but they often oomc tiown to Santang^ where we 
meet them* They are very numerous and very powerful and 
independent* Many of them are reported to be eaimibals^ and 
we Imow these reports are true* for we liave seen things with our 
own eyes. 

There was a war a few years ago between Malays and Dyals, 
and the Dyak forces included many Kayans. I, Kusup saw these 
Kayans run small spits of ironj from eight mchca to a fool long, 
into the fleshy parts of dead men^s armsp from the dbow to the 
shouldetp and into the fleshy parts of their legs from above their 
ankles, l^neath the calf, to the knee-joint. Then they sliced off 
the flesh through which they had thrust their spits, and put the 
flesh into baskets which they had prepared in readiness. 

The spits which they use are alio prepared especially for such 
occasions and are carried in a case beneath the sheaths which hold 
their knives. The Kayaru prize heads in exactly the same way as 
other Dyaks prize them. They take also the fleah frnm all parts 
of the bodies of their victims, leaving only the largest bones. Not 
wishing to share their booty with other warriors after the battle* 
they carried off the portions of flesh, broiled them on hot stones 
and then entered their canoes and h^ their feast without fear of 
interruption from the others. It was not I, Kusu, and Gajah and 
Rinong alone who witnessed these things, but others also who had 
been in the battle* The flesh* when it was being cooked* smelled 
like hog’s flesh* 

The second Dyak took up the tale from his friend Kusu, 
stressing the fact that that was by no means the only time they 
had witnessed cannibalism. He rererred especially to the 
Dyaks of Jangkang* who lived* he said* on the banks of a 
tributary of the Sangow River, These Dyaks had made a 
foray against another tribe* the Ungias, and having taken, many 
prisonm and kUled many others, they approached the speaker's 
own settlement: 

They carried with them several baskets of human flesh* They 
cooked and ate this flesh outdde the hut where 1 llve^ but it had 
been broiled before tbey arrived- I knew that it was human 
flesh for I saw one of the party turn the hand of a dead man at the 
fire- 1 could see that he turned it by the fingers. Kusu and 
Rinong and 1 saw them eat this hand on the bank of the river, 
close beside my hut. We talked to them about what they had 
done* and they Laughed and were proud. ^ 

The Jangka^ cat anyone who is killed in fighting. They even 
kill their own rick and infinn, if they are near death, and cat them. 
At Santang a party of this tribe was staying, and one of them 
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climbed into a mango tree and fell from It and broke his arm. 
Otherwise he was not much hurt* But his compamons at once 
slit his throat and ate his whole body. We did not see thbj but 
some of our fnends at Santang told us about it, and they arc 
friends whose word we trusty We have also been told that at 
their feast which they call Makantaun, a man will borrow a fat 
child from his neighbour to make up part of the feast; later he 
will repay his neighbour perhaps with a fat child of his own. 
We have heard this things and we believe it, though wc have not 
seen it with our ovm eyes* 

A successor of Sir James Brooke was mcUncd to question this 
inibnaation on the strength of investigations which he himself 
made some years afterw ards. But he does say that some tra¬ 
vellers in the Kapuas district came across a number of lengths 
of bamboo which appeared to have been hidden away as though 
their owners had taken fright at the rumoured approach of 
white men. When these pieces of bamboo were carefully 
inspected they were found to be hoUow canes packed tightly 
with human flesh—“ Mron radons as he remarked of thcm» 
“of the most hideous type/* 

Another traveller, in the eastern part of Bomeoj reported 
that he had noticed that a number of the Dyak tribes were very 
careful to avoid all contact with a tribe known as the Trings. 
He made discreet inquiries as to the reason for thS^ unusual 
form of boycotdngj and learned that the Trings were despised 
by the more advanced Oyak tribes for continuing the practice 
of canmbalism wbich they themselves had now abandoned* 
The traveller, a man named Carl Bock, was told that the Trings 
considered the most succulent portions of a human being to be, 
first the palms of his hands, then the knees, and then the brain. 
“Bai, bai^ bai!*’ the man said to hintj meaning “Good, good, 
good i ” And as he spoke the words he pointed meaningly to 
Carl Bock*$ hands, knees and forehead* This Tring infonnant 
stated proudly that he had tasted the flesh and blood of over 
seventy victims—men, women and children. “The blood of 
their hands and knees and bratn," he ended, ^*now nuts in my 
o^vn blood-stream!” 

Unlike many of the tribes whose activities have already been 
considered, the Dyaks made a habit of organising large-scale 
expeditions^ for the express purpose of coUectitig \dctiim^ 
whether pnmaiily for the securing of fresh heads, or piimarily 
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for the purpose of secunDg further supplies of human to 
eat, is uniniportant, for the two motives seem to have been 
virtually indistiiiguishablep They seem to have taken pleasure 
in the sheer detail of organisation of these expeditions; much 
as a commander in charge of the planning of some piece of 
strategy in modem warfare must be obsessed by the detail of 
logistics and other vital elemente. An elaborate account of a 
typical expedidon has been pieced together by one John 
Dalton: 

The penevcrance of the Dyaks during an expedition is wonderful. 
They get ihdr information in advance from the women of some 
distant campong who have been taken prisoner in a foray. In 
proceeding towards a campong, thdr canos arc never seen on the 
river in day-time; ihty inrariably commence their journeys 
about half an hour after dark falh. They pull rapidly and aiJendy 
up the river, close to the bank. One boat keeps immediately 
behind another, and the handles of the paddles are covered with 
the soft bark of a tree so that no noise whatsoerLer is made^ 

After paddling without intermission about half an hour before 
daylight they piul their canoes up on the river bank amongst the 
trees of the thick jungle, so that from the river it is quite impc^Lble 
to we them or discover their tracks^ Should their chieftain, or 
the leader of the expeditionp feel the desire for human flesh, then 
one of the followers is killed. This not only provides him with a 
good meal, but provides also a head. 

Some of the tribesmen then ascend the tallest trees in order to 
examine the surrounding territory and see whether a campong^ or 
even an bolated hut or two, lies near at hand* They discover this 
from the smoke of the fires* Should it be a solitary hut, then thi^ 
swiftly surround It and take very good care that not one of its 
CNCcupants escapes. Should it prove to be a campong of any 
considerable me, they go much more warily to worki 

Dalton then goes on to describe the precautions taken by the 
leader of the expedition* One third of his party is sent on in 
advance, through the thickest part of the intervening jungle; 
they station themselves around the perimeter of the campong, 
well out of sight, and with extra sentinels wherever a track 
leads through the jungle to or from the settlement The 
remainder of the expedition go ahead by canoe, timing their 
arrival at tbcdr destmation for about one hour before daybreak* 
Once arrived, the warriors put on their fighting equipment, 
which has in the meanwhile been stored in the bottom of their 
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canoes. They moor thdr canoes, and then set out across land 
through the shelter of the trees and scrub. 

Just before daybreak;p they start to throw on to the thatched 
roo6 of the huts * fire-balls^ made of die dry and highly in¬ 
flammable bark of certain trees* and* Dalton continues: 

The hut roofs immediateLy and simultaneousLy burst into flames. 
Then the war-cry of the wamors is heard amid the crackle of 
blazing thatch and of the cohapsLug hut-poles and walls. The 
work of the massacre begins at once;, in the pandemonium that 
ensues. The male inhabitants of each hut are speared or hacked 
to pieces as they stumble down the ladders from their huts, many 
of which stand high on stilts, in a desperate attempt to escape the 
leaping flams. The flames give suEcient light for the warriors 
to dbringubh between men and womoi. 

The wotnen and the children—those who are not burned alive 
—wrape into the jungle by the wclbknovm tracks; but only to 
find these already guarded by sentries* fiom whom there is no 
escaping. They have no choice but to surrender* and arc ihus 
rounded up and placed under guards. 

Dalton then describes the elaborate precautions taken by the 
oepedition to ensure that no one shall escape capture* even 
though he may have miraculously escaped death by the burmiig 
of his hut or at the hands of the w^aniors closing in about the 
campong and hacking their way through the spaces betw'een 
hut and hut. The tracks are guarded; the bank of the river is 
guarded; seudnel canoes lie in midstream on the look-out for 
anyone foolish enough to try to swim across to the farther side. 
The campaign is successful down to the smallest detail. 

The timing of these expeditions* too* is skilful and mtelligcnt. 
The tribesmen believe that men and women sleep most soundly 
in the hour that immediately precedes daylight; that is why 
they choose this moment for their surprise attacks. They 
welcome a little light rainfaJJ, believing that people sleep more 
soundly when rain is falling from the skies; but this rain must 
only be very light—otherwise it win soak the thatch and 
extinguish the fire-balls, so that the element of surprise and the 
resultant panic will be lost. 

The old women who are captured are immcdiaidy killed off. 
The beads of male prisoners are cut off* the brains being 
extracted as soon as possible and held over fire to pickle them 
and thus preserve them. Dalton speaks of a chief whom he 
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knew^ named Selgic, whose warriors brought back with them 
from one such expedition^ which had lasted some six \^^eeks in 
all, over hmdnd human heads, of w'hich number the 
chieTs own share amounted to more than one third. **There 
is,*^ he adds, **no degree of suffering a Dyak will not cheerfully 
endure if the recompense is to be even a single additional head." 
And he adds a personal reminiscence: 

I have been present when Sdgie has taken two campongs. The 
mhabilajits were aurprised and the fighting as a consequence was 
all on one tide, though in a few instances some resistance was 
offered. I did not observe them attempt to parry blowrs with any 
weapons; rather, they took them on their shields or on their 
bamboo caps. The noise was terrific during such a massacre— 
for It can be called no less than that^ and is joined La heartily by 
such of the tribe's women as have prevailed upon the warriors to 
allow them places in the canoes. An old Dy^ loves to dwell on 
his success m expeditions such as these; and the terror of the 
women and children he has seen capturral, muHlatid^ and then 
mercilessly killed affords a fruitfiil source of gradfication and even 
amusement when they arc gathered together to talk over past 
exploits. 

In the neighbouring large island of Sumatra, according to 
Dr Maynard* whose comments on the Fiji Islanders have 
already been referred to, there were cannibalisdc practices in 
every way comparable with those of the Dyaks^ and even of the 
more ferocious Fijians theinselves* 

The code of the Battas of Sumatra (he wrote) condemns to be 
eaten alive those gmlty of adultery, those who commit thefi at 
night, prisoneis of vrar* those who treacheroiitiy attack the in¬ 
habitants of a house, or a lonely man. The execution takes place 
without delay, in the presence of the whole population. In cases 
of adultery, one last formality is necessary: the relatives of the 
criminals must be present at the carrying out of the sentence. 
The husband^ the wife, or the persons most directly offended, 
have the right to retain the cars of the condemned for themselves. 
Then, each according to bh rank chooses his fragmcnip and the 
chieTJudge cuts off the head and hangs it hie a trophy at the door 
of his hut. 

The brain, to which they attribute magical properties, is pre¬ 
served in a gourde The intestines are not devoured, but the 
soles of the feet, and the heart, cooked with rice and salt, are re¬ 
garded as a delicious dish. The flesh is always eaten raw, or 
grilled at the place of punishment, and the use of palm wine and 
other strong liquors is strongly mterdicted at these Judicial feasts, 
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where the men done have the right to be presents Sometiities 
also they collect the blood in bamboo stems. In defiance of the 
lawj the women use a thousand subterfuges^ and employ ail their 
seductions, in order to share in this secret and horrible feast. 

Some travellers affirm that the Battas prefer human flesh to aU 
other, but only indulge in it during warfare and following the 
death sentence# Others accuse them of immolating, in times of 
peacej from sixty to a hundred slaves annually. But today the 
Battas no longer put their parents to death when age has rendered 
them useless as workers or flghters. Formerly, every year at the 
time of the ripening of the citrons, old men were to be seen 
voluntarily submitting to death. The family assembled; the victim;* 
weighed down by age^ coUected all his energy and sprang towards 
the branch of a trecj there to remain suspended by both arms until 
his strength faiEcd and he fdl to the ground. Then the neighbours 
and children, who had been dancing round him in a circle, sang 
this refrain: “ V^cn the fruit is ripe it needs must fall! ” They 
thereupon precipitated themselves upon him, beat him to death, 
dismembered him and devoured his flesh, soaking it inj^ifnie^ or 
sprinkling it with kan. When an Englishman offers tea and milk, 
the Battas oflen reject them with scorn, retorting j *^OnJy children 
drink milk; Battas drink blood! ” 

E# O* James, whckse researches into cannibal and other rites 

among the Aztecs and other communities have already been 

referred to, has a general comment to make on Borneo and 

tribes in adjoining islands and parts of the mainland such as 

Burma and Siam# Concerned, as he tends to be generally, 

with the ceremonial aspect of human sacriflee, he finds a 

deeper motive underlying the practices which have been 

described as characteristic of the D^'aks and neighbouring 
tribes* 

Tn Indonesia (he wntes) head-hunting occupied a position etjuiva* 
lent to that of human sacrifice in relation to agriculture and the 
cult of the dead, the underlying motive in both rites being appar-^ 
ently idcnbcal. The head was considered to be especially rich in 
soul-substance*. The Karens of Burma, for instance, suppose 

that the or liffr-pnnciple resides in the upper part of the head 
^ the N^tka of Briosh Ckilumbia regard the soul as a tiny man 

who lives in the crown, and the vibrations of the membrane in the 
font^el of infants is explained among the Ao Kaga tribes as due 
to me movements of ihe soul); and in Siam the greatest care has 

cutting the hair, Ic^t the indwelling khiOn be dis* 
^bed* The numerous tabus surrounding the cutting of the 
hair,^d the elaborate protection of the head by various coverings 
and desiccs,^ take their rise in the belief that the soul is therein 
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located. Thcxe can be little doubt that the practice of head- 
hiiDtin^ is based on this same Dodon. 

It is a welcome relief, sometimes, to pass from factual reports 
of head-hunting expeditions and the various grisly practices 
that follow such expeditions LF they have been successfiih to the 
deliberate and measured commentary of a man of Jameses 
calibre. He remarks, pursuing his highly specialised thesis 
by >vay of the tribes in die Naga Hilh^ where, he maintains, 
head-hunting was closely associated with the weU-^being of the 
tribal crops and cattle-breeding, that even among the Kayans 
of Borneo—against whom such adverse criticism was levelled 
by the three * intelligent Dyaks from the interior*—the custom 
of head-hunting was associated with the growing of rice crops* 

In Borneo (he says) the head b beUeved to contain the ghosts or 
IflA, which, so long as it is not neglected, producci fertility in the 
soil, promotes the growth of the crops, and brings prosperity to 
the community in general and to the person who captures the head 
in particiilar. The soul is conceived of as a sort of egg, or bladder, 
filled with a vaporous substance which is spread over the helds as 
a magical manure when the bladder bursts* The grain is ferti¬ 
lised, since the vapour holds the vitalising principle. And when 
the grain is eaten as food, its Ufe-giving power Ls communicated to 
die blood, and thence imparted to the scminai fluid, by means of 
which men and animals are enabled to propagate life. 

There is, then* an intimate connection between the soul and 
fertilisation, and head-hunting is largely prompted by the idea of 
securing additional soul-substancc to increase the productivity of 
the soil and, indirectly, the fertility of ihc tribesmen and tribes- 
w'omen. It adds to the mid in the village- hence it h 
essential that as many heads as possible shall be acquiied* Just 
as the Aztecs carried on wars to secure sacrifleia] victims, so the 
head'^himting expeditions became a normal feature of native life. 

Jameses theory—admittedly not a novel one, for other anthro¬ 
pologists before and since his day have elaborated it—^may be 
taken as a sort of * justitication * of these practices* But it does 
not altogether fit In with the verihahle facts, as quoted. If, for 
example, the *soiil-substance' does live within the skull, behind 
the forehead, whether as a ‘*tiny man* or in any other image, 
then the Dyak practice of immediately smoking the skuB over 
flames, of scooping out the contents, of snatching mouthfuls 
before the smoking process is even completed, la difficult to 
explain* Had they jm superstitious fear in this regard? 



CHAPtEft NINE 

NEW GUINEA: ‘REVENGE* CANNIBALISM 

AND TABU 

TTravellino east froin BonacOj which lies surrouiidefl by 
the South duua, the Java and the Celebes Seas, we come to 
New Guinea, the second largest island on the world's surfacti 
and find ourselves back in the Pacific Ocean once agam. 

New Guinea lies just to the south of the Equator^ its northern^ 
most tip ahnofit on it* The island iS almost equally dividedj 
fixutt north to south, by an arbitrary straight line. To the 
we^t of it is that half of New Guinea which belongs to the 
Dutch; to the east is the half that is administered by Great 
Britain and Australia—which is, by the vast scale of the 
Pacific, a mere stoneVthrow to the south. The south^-castem 
portion of New Guinea, with its huge cur\'C of bay fronting 
the romantically named Coral Sea, is more generally known 
as Papua, We are back, now, m that region of the Pacific 
Islands knov^m as Melanesia—the * Black Islands * where people 
with dark skins and crinUy hair are found. 

And—metaphorically speaking at any rate—certainly New 
Guinea may be considered ^black*; here, until only the day 
before yesterday, cannibalism in its most brutal and horrific 
forms was umversally practised . Indeed, this is one of the very 
few regions left of which no one dare say for certain that, even 
in the mid-twenticth century, the eating of human flesh is no 
more than a memory. There remain great tracts of New 
Guinea virtually unexplored, and certainly unmapped* 

Most, if not all, of the motiv-H for cajuuhalism that have so 
far been encountered seem to prevail here—or to have prevailed 
until all too n^cntly* Revenge is a dominating motive; the 
Uansfer of desirable quahties from the dead to the living; the 
prevention of any form of after-life for the victiin, including 
the po^ibility of his haunting his killers; and, sometimes to the 
exclusion, or at any rate subordination, of all other motives: 
the sheer lust for human Sesh, coupled wdth an accompanying 
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passtOD for sheer cruelty that is uiisiirpassed in any other part 
of the world* Yet the complicated paticm of tabu is as pro¬ 
nounced here as it is anywhere in the world, with the most 
extraordinary variatiom from tribe to tribe—almost, one 
would say^ finom parish to parish* 

The Rev, James Chalmers, one of a long line of amazingly 
courageous missionaries who have worked thcrca and aJil too 
often fallen vietin^ to the very practices they had devoted their 
lives to attempting to eradicate^ was succ^sful in discovering 
the legend underlying cannibalism in New' Guinea. There is 
a curious parallel, berc, to the Garden of Eden story, and one 
is inclined to suspect that the native who told him the legend 
was already a convert, and had learned at any rate the basic 
Old Testament story! 

I asked him (Chalmers records) why they ate human flesh. He 
told me that it was the women of the tribes who first urged the 
men to kill their feflow human beings for the purpose of eating 
them. The husbands were, the man told me, returning from a 
succe^fril hunt far inland. As was thdr custom, they were 
blowing their conch'Shells and singing and dancing- 

As they approached the village, coming down the river in their 
canoes piled high with waltabies, boars and cassowaries, the 
wmea called out to them: '^’VVhat success, husbands, that you 
sing and dance "Great success,” the men shouted back. 
" Plenty to eat. HcrCj come and sec for your^ves**" 

women approached the canoes, and when they saw what 
was in them, they called out: "' What, just that dirty stufl? ” And 
then, in voices of scorn: "Who is going to cat that? Is that 
what you call suGce^ful htenting? ” 

Thm the men began reasoning among themselvci: "What do 
our wives mean, mocking us like this? ** And one of them, wiser 
than the others, said after much thought: "I know* They want 
the flesh of man! ” 

Then, throwing the wallabies and boars and cassowaries over 
the sides of their canoes^ they went quickly along the river to a 
neighbouring village and bmughi hack with them ten bodies* 
But, the man said to me, the men returned in their canoes without 
their usual ringing and rejoicing. 

^Vhcn the women who were wai ting for them on the river bank 
saw them approaching the village, they called out: “What have 
our husbands brought for us to cat, this time?” And then they 
looked, but their husbands did not look at them, only cast their 
eyes downwards at what lay in their canoes* "Yes^ that is 
right! " shouted the women. *'Dance and sing again, now, for 

1 
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you have brought back wth you something worth dancing and 
singing about!"' 

Then the ten bodies were taken out of the canoes and put on the 
river banki And the women cooked them, and pronounced 
them good. And after a while^ the men also said that the flesh 
was good. And from that day till now, the men and women of 
these tribes ha%'e alwa^'s said that the flesh of human bdrtgs b 
better than the flesh of any other animal. 

And certainly all the evidence points to the fact thatp what¬ 
ever the origin of cannibalism may have been, here in New 
Guinea—and the legend is of coui^ quite worthless except for 
the odd tight it sheds on a relationship between a missianary 
and a native in the latter end of the nineteenth century—the 
practice was long established by the time the first white men 
landed on its inhospitable shores^ and was an unconscionable 
time a-dying. Writing only forty years ago, J. H. P. Murray, 
Lieutenant-Governor and Chief Judicial Officer in Papua^ 
added unwittingly a footnote: Certain tribes here like human 
flesh and do not see why they should not eat it* Indeed^ I have 
never been able to give a convincing answer to a native who 
says to me^ * Why should I not eat human flesh?* 

Writing very much more recently on this same subject, a 
Government anthropologist researching into the Papuan 
Orokaiva Society had this to say: ** The reason for cannibalistn 
itself has been given by these natives as the simple desire for 
goffd food. Anthropologically speaking, the fact that we our¬ 
selves should persist in a superstitious, or at least sentimental, 
prgiidice against human flesh is more puzzling the fact 
that the Orokaiva, a bom hunter, should see fit to enjoy per¬ 
fectly good meat when be gets it.” 

Such an observation as this is of course a far cry from the 
comment of the traveller Alfred St Johnston, who made it very 
clear that he himself would be glad to break with such * super¬ 
stitious nonsense* and indulge in cannibalism with.the natives 
of Fiji. This anthropologist, F. E. Williams, reported back to 
his government in detail, his report characteristic, both in its 
detail and in its attitude, of many such reports: 

The corjpscs of grown men wttt tied by hands and feet to a pole 
and earned lace downward* In the case of a cliild, one hand was 
Ued to One foot, and a warrior would sling the body o^'er his 
shoulder as a hunter might a wallaby^Si Usualiy the victim was 
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dead before bein^ bound in this manner. An ingemoiiSj if grue¬ 
some, method of can^^lng human flesh was observed by a former 
Resident Magistrate in the Division* The limbs had been 
peculiarly treated. The anMe-Joints had been severed, leaving 
the Achilles tendon intact. The bones of the leg had been 
excised and the pd\ical bone removed. The ham had been 
neatly cut off. The boneless leg was wrapped carefully Tound a 
threeToot stick and the foot secured to the stick by a piece of vine- 
In this manner the flesh could be carried comfortably on one^s 
back. 

Brought home by the raiderSp the corpse of the victim was set 
upright in the village, srill attached to tts pole. During the night 
there was dancing to the accompaniment of the drum and the huif 
a trumpet of wood or shelL In the morning the body was taken 
down to the stream and cut up in the running water, in order to 
wash away the blood. Various portions were then distributed, 
as they are in the case of a pig, and httJe odds and ends were given 
to the children, who played at roasting them iq. the fires* 

Williams turns next, as aU true authropologists do, to the 
various tabus that attended the consumption of human fleshy 
which, as has been stated already, covered a wide range. Here, 
as among certain other tribes, the actual slayer of the victim 
was debarred from partaking of the victim*s flesh* 

This rule was rigidly observed* However, though the slayer 
imght not cat of the sfklni he was permitted to bite into per*- 
dons of the liver, after it had been ceremonially treated with sym¬ 
bolic herbs. Possibly the slayer believed that he thus assimilated 
some of the courage and fierceness of his victim j but it must be 
remembered that the liver is regarded as the scat of fear as wdl 
as of the more warlike emo tions* 

This tabu on the flesh of the slain among the Orokaiva applies 
iiot only to the slayer but to his father, mother and nearest rela¬ 
tives- If they were rash enough to partakc,^ their genitalia w'onld 
swell, their joints ^ow crooked and their heads turn bald. In 
view of such alarming risks, it seems likdy that there was thought 
to be in the person q{ the slain something like infe;ction to that of 
the slayer. The abyer would always be prompt to remove his 
perineal band and wear a leaf, or nothing at aU, until he reached 
home and could effect a change of clothing. If he had despatched 
his victim with a dub* he would straightway change this for 
another man's; on no account must he shoulder the dub that 
struck the mortal blow,, for he would then run the risk of a 
swollen or distorted shoulder-jomt. 

Again, the slayer must perform certain rite, and observe cer¬ 
tain tabus* He must not drink pure water out of the river but 
only that which has been stirred up and made muddy by the feet 
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of a mn^siqytr. He must not lara cooked m the pot, but only 
that which has been roasted on the open fire. He must abstain 
fipm sexual intercourse. These restrictions last for severaJ days^ 
and then the slayer eats the same purificatcry stew—jum—which 
b given to initiates at the md of their seclusion. 

Among the Binandele tribe there is a peculiar rite which immedi¬ 
ately precedes the ceremonial eating of the smut. The slayer 
climbs into a certain tree which contains a nest of those large and 
aggressive insects commonly known as "green ants\ The tree 
h always swarming with them. WhiJe he crouches in a fork of the 
treCp branches are broken off and laid over him so that he b 
almost completely covered and thoroughly bitten* Having 
endured this for some timCj he climbs down from the tree and eats 
the stmdj steaming himself over the dish and sponging his joints 
with handfuls of the stewed leaves. 

WiUiains adds that these rites and tabus are not merely 
purificatory; they are also, as are others like them, defensive. 
They serve the vital purpose of driving away the iasisi^ as these 
natives call the spirit or ghost of the man who has been slain* 
Not only is the slayer held to be unclean for a given period of 
time till he b purified; be is at the mercy of the ghost of the 
victim, and mast be protected fi’om it* There seems to be a 
close parallel herej even in matters of small detail, between 
the Orokaiva and the Kwakiutl Indians. 

The practice of secrecy—^the passing from hand to hand^ as it 
were, of die responsibility for the actual killing—which has 
been noted for example among the members of the Sierra Leone 
Leopard Societies attains a curiously high level among th^e 
New Guinea tribes; notably among those of the Purari Delta* 

J- H. P, Murray, the Lieutenant-Governor and Chief 
Judicial Officer in Papua already referred to, hajg thig to say 
about them: 

*^*^ Purari Delta arc naturally secretive as to their 
r^gious beheis and praclices, and not inclined to dheuss diem 
wmh strangenj but mformation emerges in the course of trials and 
official investigations. For instance, in the year 1909 1 tried a 
man called Avai^ a native of Eaimuru, who was charged with the 
murder of a woman of Baroi. Hia statement contained some 
curious details. He said: "Eai-i told us to kill three Baroi 

and his two wives, in Era Bay. 
J^ed AimaK* I killed one wife, and fomu the other. I 

med the woman with a dagger of cassowary bone* We put the 
bodies m the canoe and took thon back with us. I did not bite 
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oJT the vyomaik*^ nose. It is not our custom to bite off the nose of 
a person you have killed. If 1 kill a mao or a woman, someone 
else bites off his nose. We bite off the noses of people that others 
have killed. We hiu them off; wx do not etd them offl 

“We left the three bodies in our canoe till morning. Then we 
took them into our village and put them on die platform. Then 
wc singed ihem^ cut them up into small pieces, mixed the pieces 
with sago^ cooked them, wrapped them up in leaves of nipa-pahn^ 
and distributed them* I ate a hand of one woman^ but it was uq t 
the hand of the woman I myself killed. It is not our custom to 
cat a person we have ourselves killed. But if, after killing a 
you go and sit on a coconut, with also a coconut under each hed* 
and get your daughter to boil the man^s hearty then you may drink 
die water in which the heart has been boiled. And you may eat 
a little of the bean aiso^ but you must be sitting on the coconuts 
all the time.'* 

The aimplJcjty of the statement is convincing- It was 
Murray who ob^rved that he had never^ in all the course of 
his career as a judicial officer ia Papua* been able to think of a 
really convincing answer to the man under trial for cannibalism 
who asks him, simply: ’’Why should I not eat human flesh?” 
He records elsewhere that many of the tribesmen of whom he 
has knowledge regard human flesh as civilised men regard beef 
and mutton. He quotes a witness in a trial who said in 
evidence: “Wc boil the bodies. We cut them up and bod 
them in a pot. Wc boil babi^ too. We cut them up like a 
pig* Wc eat them cold or hot. We eat the legs first. We eat 
then> because they are like fish. We have fish in the creeks* 
and kangaroos in the grass. But men are our real food.^' 

This small detail of biting off the nose of a victim interested 
the anthropologist, Williams, when he was inquiring into the 
customs of the tribes of the Purari Delta. He found that among 
them there was a frequent need of human victims in connection 
with a curious, and unique, ceremony known as G^fn—a 
ceremonial attending the initiation of young mbesmen. As 
with the Leopard Men in Sierra Leone, the raids were carefully 
organised, stealthy and usually carried out under cover of 
darkness. But not always. He cites a specific instance which 
was brought to his attention: 

A gang of Kairu men In canoes spotted a solitary member of 
another tribe alone in his canoe. They pursued him into the 
bush, where he was overtaken and struck down with a cassowary 
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dagger. He then dr^cd back to the water's edge, where 
amiiher membir of the raiding party was called on to deliver the 
fimsbing blow. This b a characteristic feature of all such raids^ 

The man who captures, or fetches down, the viedm is called 
Kmin Vakif and to him belongs the honour and glory of the 
occanon. But he himself does not actually despatch the victim; 
anyone dose at hand may be called upon. This second person^ 
besides slaying the captive enjoy? the singular privilege of biting 
off his nose. He is known as the Poke PWr* or fNose-man \ 

Among these people^ the human victim w^aa not always cere¬ 
monially dissect^, but was sometimes left lying on the floor 
50 that anyone who wished to do so could come and hack off a 
moisel to his liking. 

This occasional casualnei^ in the matter of the distribution 
and consumption of human meat seems to have been a charac-^ 
terisde of these Purari Delta and other New Guinea tribesmen* 
Sir William MacGregor, who wrote the Foreword to Murray's 
book, had this to say: 

There suddenly began to appear in sight, with the fint dim grey of 
dawn, the leading w^--canoes of a powerful native amada- 
They came on up the river out of the semi-darkness with swift 
and steady strokes of the paddle, with a xOcnee regularity that 
was almost spectral. 

When 1 dtamined their canoes I found that the marauders had 
captured some ten or twelve people. There wercp in four separate 
cancNS, four adults undivided dead bcxlies^ In another there was 
the body of a little girl of seven or eighty still tied by the hands and 
feet to the pole on which her tender litde body had been carried» 

A villas had been raided, and the canoes were full of plunder. 
A host of nnscdlaneous ardcles had been collected, all of which 
were lying about in the canoes, with here and there a human hand 
protruding. 

A nenrer e^ammadon showed that the member had been 
detachedp riumsily and unskilfully hacked ffom the body by an 
inexperienced hand, and that it was already half-oooked, probably 
to keep it longer sweet. On the platforms of the canoes were also 
little made-up parcels and packets of human flesh, deftly en¬ 
veloped in leaves and tied with bark. On some of the platforms 
were large and small uncovered pieces, some cooked and r^dy for 
the table, odiers apparently the remains left over from an inter¬ 
rupted meal. One of these was a large portion of the back of a 
child, half cooked, and corresponding exaedy to what b known to 
the cook as a ^saddle*. In the hol& of the canoes were coils of 
human intestines, sorted as one folds a fishing-line, widi a stick 
through the coil supporting it by resting on the edges of the canoe 
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so as t& let the coil fall into the hold but without the lower end 
reaching down to the bilge-water* 

Murray himself reports the case of a young mm near Port 
Moresby who was unfortunate enough to fall into the river and 
be snatched at by a crocodile. Only a portion of his body, 
however, was eaten by the crocodile. The young man’s wife 
and children* accompanied by his father and mother and some 
dose friendsj thereupon sat down by the river side and ate the 
remains of the body. When questioned about their apparently 
callous act^ they answered that they had done what they did 

“out of affcction’\ 
Probably the greatest authority on the uibes of New Guinea 

was Seligmann, who has wiitten at great length, and wi th 
an immense amount of documentation* about their habits and 
customs* their rehgious and magical ceremonials, their tabus 
and traditions. He states categorically: " In the vast majority 
of cases of cannibalbm in the south-eastem districts, the eating 
of human flesh was part of the solemn act of revenge, which it 
was the duty of each community to take on behalf of its own 
members killed and eaten by other commumties with whom it 
was at enmity.” 

He does, however, add that in a certain number of cases, 
which he considen to have been smaU* human flesh was 
devoured not specifically as an act of revenge but because it was 
enjoyed. Complete strangers trespassing over the territory of 
these tribes were commonly killed and devoured, he says* and 
adds: “There of course, no large or constant supply of 
food of this kind.” This is hardly surprising in view of the 
notorious customs of the New Guinea tribes 1 

The two main faetoTS concerned in the cannibaliim of south¬ 
eastern New Guinea (Scligmann writes) w^ere the duty of taking 
vengeance for a member of the hamlet-group kilied* and the 
dedre for human fleshy for which undoubtedly there was a very 
strong liking. The individual or individuals eaten in revenge for 
a comrade who had been eaten by a hostile community had the 
title Msic, or Maiha, The usage connected with such warfare 
undertaken to obtain M&ihaf and the ceremoniaL observed at the 
ensuing cannibal feast, can best be illustrated by taking an actual 
instance. 

It became known at Maivara that a Wagawaga canoe was 
about to visit Easilild, ao three canoes put off quietly at night and 
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an ambush was formed behind an island which the Wagawaga 
canoe would pass. The ambush successful and two prisoners, 
a man of the Gamboi clan and a girl of about ten belon^g to 
another clan, came into the Maivara men's hands- The prisoners 
were bound and flung into one of the Maivara canoes^ which then 
leisurely started for home. They took care, however, to pass dose 
to VVagawaga on thdr way. 

When opposite Wagawaga, the canoes approached to wit^ 
two hundred yards of the shorCp the men gesticulating and waving 
and blowing conch-shells. Then they halted, and gave the dance 
called Btsa^ or Bmri, which is used on such occanons. The cap¬ 
tives were made to stand up and were then stripped naked. The 
man’s perineal band was waved in the air by die captoifs, who 
yelled the luuncs of the prisoners and detailed how they would be 
odoLed and eaten. Then the canoes continued on their way, imd 
on arrival the man was duly eaten after the usual preliminaries, 
though the girl, as was die custom sometimes^ was adopted by a 
w'oman of the Maivara tribe. 

Scligmann goes on to describe how the Wagawaga menfolk, 
wild with anger and frustration, began to prepare a retaliatory 
move- When the dme came, they set out, entered the Maivara 
River, and about midnight surrounded an isolated but, and 
captured a prisoner. Once dear of the river aod the shore, the 
Wagawaga men danced their Brnri dance and hurled insults at 
the Maivara men who had run out to see what w^as happening. 

Then (he goes on) the canoes returned triumphantly to Waga¬ 
waga, where the captive was pitched into shallow water, speared 
by as many wamofs as could reach him there, and then dragged 
ashore^ The greatest care was taken not to kill the capdve at this 
stage, for it was necessary that he should be more or less severely 
wounded by the next-of-kin of the man for whom the revenge was 
bring taken. In this instance, the brodier of the dead man, who 
was not a member of the war party, slashed him across the 
shoulder with a tomahawk. Even now, the viedm wm not killed; 
and if, as rarely happened, he was mortally injured, it looked 
upon as a regrettable mishap. 

The next stage was for the widow of the man for whom revenge 
was being exacted to blind the Maihd. This she would do by 
thrusting pointed sticks into the victim’s eyes, taundng him the 
while in some such terms as these: " With your eyes you saw my 
husband killed; now vdU your eyes be no more use to yonl” 
Then the dead man’s sister's children spear the victim until he 
di^, and his body is then carved up by the men, 

xAltemadvely^ he would be dra^^ to the stone circle of the 
clan that was especially resov^ for cannibal feasts. Thei^ he 
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would be enveloped in dry coconut leaves and lashed to a trecj 
usually a coconut Circe, which alway3 stands In the middle of th^e 
stone clrdcs. The leaves would then be ignited, and as a rule the 
victim in due course expired. 

Scligmann adds that casK have been known where a prisoner, 

mudlated and terribly burned by this pracdcc, managed to 
escape from the tree because the flames happened id bum 
through the lashings before actually bringing about his d^th j 
but this chance was a rare one indeed^ for the victim would 
normally be under close observation by the relatives of the 
dead man for whom the revenge was being taken, and by those 
waiting in expectation of the feast to come^ 

In New Guinea, human flesh was usually boiled, though it 
was also the practice, if rather less general, to cook it in the 
native ovens. The penis, which was especially esteemed as 
Ibod^ was usually split and then roasted on hot ashes. Fhe 
best pieces were the tongue, the hands, feet and the 
brain, extracted from the /oramn magmrn of the boiled skull, 
was broken up and considered a very special delicacy^ The 
intestines and solid viscera, as well as the testes and vulva, were 
also eaten, and there were a few members of the trib^ who 
preferred to eat human flesh raw, though this was much more 
difficult chan eating it when it had been properly cooked* 

Human flesh (says Seligniann, as a result of his inquiries among 
the tribesmen, mainly in south-eastern New Guin^) is stated to 
resemble pig in flavour, but to make better focad* sLneo—although 
they both taste much alike—the former has the more delicate 
flavour, as well as the further advantage, claimed for k by every¬ 
one who can be persuaded to talk freely on the subject, d^t it 
never produces any painful feding of satiety, or induces vomtiugi 
It has been emphasised by these people that if too much pig flesh 
were eaten, a man^s stomach w^ould swell up ^d he would Ik 
sick; but that human flesh might be eaten until a man found it 
impossible to swallow any more, without producing these 
unpleasant symptomSp 

Seligmann adds that, throughout his inquiries into this aspect 
of the subject, he never found anyone to admit that there had 
been more than the rarest cases of an individual's having 

reached satiety m this respect. 
In cases where two prisoners had been brought back to the 

village at the same time, it was the practice of these tribes to 
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kill and then roast om of them before the eyes of the other^ “so 
that the second victim could fully appreciate the agony he 
would suffer when his turn came. A further refinement of 
barbarism was to thrust splinters of wood into the victiin^s 
fleshi then hght them and allow them to bum down to the skin. 
The pith contained in the mid-rib of a coconut-leaf was held,” 
Sehgmann reports, “ to be particularly suitable food to cat with 
roasted human flesh. The burned corpse was laid on a pan- 
danus-leaf mat, cut up, and then eaten pardy mside and partly 
beyond the limit of the tribe^s stone cirde.” 

There was a much rarer, but still widely prevalent, form of 
cannibalism in New Guinea^ This consisted of the eating of 
bodies ekhumed for the purpose some time after they had been 
buried. Seligmann admits that he found difficulty in ascertain¬ 
ing these details, but is convinced that the practice was in 
existence at the turn of the centuiy* at any rate in the region of 
Milne Bay, which is at the extreme south-easternmost tip of the 

Island. 

The court at Samarai tried a case of d^ecradon of sepulchre, two 
adult women and a girl—mother and two daughters—being ihe 
oOTcndcis. The little child of the elder of the two daughters had 
died^ and had been buried in the usual manner^ About one day 
after the burial, the three accused had dug up the body, and eaten 
it. The woman belonged to a village near the head of Mdne 
Bay* They protested that what they had done had always been* 
and still remalnedp a custom of their country. In the light of their 
statement, the penalty they incurred was only a short term of 
imprisonments 

It was harder sdU, ScUgmann found, to obtain reliable 
information on yet another aspect of this, for sorcerers and 
sorcery were involved here, and it was virtually impossible to 
get tribesmen to open their mouths on the subject. A certain 
amount of information, however, was cohectied: 

That sorcerers made a practice of exhuming and eating corpses 
seems to indicate that their object was to perform an act of magic. 
The natives theinselvcs constantly assert that graves of their dead 
are opened socredy by their local sorcerers* 

Few, if any, of ffic sorcerers will admit that they carry out this 
practice with the sole object of obtaining food. In many cas^ 
the sorcsers are women. Some women of the tribe, anxious 
themselves to aci^uire the status and power of a sorcerer, or a 
Parawm^ as the sorcerer b called along the whole coast, indulge 
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in this practice as the surest oieans to this desirable end. A girl 
who was asked, during an official inquiryi about a certain vraman 
regarded by her tribe as a ParojimHj answered, after a good deal of 
hesitadon and prevaricaden: “Perhaps—“Who knows—she eats 
a buried body,” 

The exbtence of sorcerers, or witches, is confirmed by a 
mkrionary, the Rev. W. E- Bromilow, who reported trora Dobu, 
in the south-eastern part of New Guinea^ But in his report it 
is evident that the activities of witches were not so much secretly 
feared as openly condemned—^cven by tribes among whom 
normal cannibalism w'as pracdsed* 

Witches (Bromilow writes) are said to eat the bodies of the dead> 
We have often heard reports of evil spirits and witches eating dead 
bodies, but thought them exaggerated- However^^ there is 
apparently a clear case on the spot^ An old woman died in one 
of the villages near us, and a week or two afterwards a most 
horrible report was circulated. The grave of the old woman had 
been disturbed, and on inquiry it was found that the deceased 
womanY own sister had taken out the body^ and with some of her 
fellow-^witches had partaken of a cannibal fcast- 

Some of her male relations wished to strangle her right off^ and 
throw her into the sea, but our presence pro^ented them and she 
was allowed to go away+ She herself denied the story, but when a 
Government Officer took e\'idencc on the case^ he opened the 
grave and found that the body had in fact been removed. There 
is certainly real horror at the affair in the mi nds of many, and as 
soon as the report began to get about, no one would eat from any 
pot she had been boiling, and many would not even touch any 
fr~uit or other edible she h^ handled^ 

A. P. Rice, the American anthropologist who has already 
been quoted in connection with the cannibalistic practices of 
the Fijian Islanders, reports one curious custom among the 
Papuans of which no mention is made by Seligmann: 

One of the New Guinea Papuan tribes has the custom of taking 
out its grandparents, when they have bcoome too old to be of any 
use to the tribe, and tying ^ch of them loosely in the branches of 
a tree. The populace will then form a ring round the tree and 
indulge in an elaborate dance, which has some affinity with the 
traditional Maypole dance. As they dance, they cry out m 
chorus a refrrain which has a somewhat sinister doublc-barreUcd 
meaning: *'The Fruit is Ripe! The Fruit is Ripei” Then, 
having repeated this cry, they close in upon the tree and violently 
shake its branchcaj so that the old men and women come hurtling 
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to the groiuid below, there to be seized and devoured by die 
younger member? of the tribe. 

It would seem that» throughout New Guinea, no one would 
ever eat the flesh of a man be had hiimelf killed^ or even of a 
prisoner he had himself captured. Writing about this very 
emphatic tabu, and its consequenceSj SeUgmann states: 

The actual killer or captor of the man who was to be eaten would 
go straight to his own hut, and stay there for about a mond^ living 
on roast ioFO and hot coconut miJt; his wife would contmuc to 
share his hut, but must for that period sleep apart from him. He 
remains thus isolated in his hut because he is afraid of the *hlood' 
of the dead man, and it is for this reason that he docs not join ms 
feliow-warriors in partaking of the flesh. For if he were to do 
this, he bdlevcs, his bcUy would become 'lull of blood’, and he 
would pzomptly die. _ ■ *_ u 

There is, however, something more subtle in all this than the 
actual blot^, though it is in fact connected with bbod. He goes 
in terror not only of the blood, but of the smell, or * vapour " j of the 
blood. It is as though certain imperceptible qualities emanating 
from the blood lingered about the scene of the cannibal feast and 
adhered to a greater or lesser degree to all those who had taken 
part in it; adhered, what is more, long afrer aU physical traces had 
been removed. These emanations^ or influences, were held to 
specially injurious to the provider of the feast. It was to 
them so far as was possible that the seclusion within the hut lasted 
a whole month. The provider of the feast—for this same reason 
—would not take lime from the Ume gourd of any member of his 
tribe or clan who had taken part in the feast. 

The homicide's brother would prepare the skull and take it to 
the platform of the hut. He had the right to wear on the upper 
arm an armlet which was made of the loww jaw of the Mmha. 
His cervical vertebrae might abo be worn, but it had to be 
attached to the man’s back hair, which b usu^y allowed to grow 
very long at Wagawa^* 

A man or woman killed and eaten otherwise than as payment 
for the death of a clansman was called Idaidaga. A stranger, for 
example, might be killed and eaten Ibr no other cause th^ a 
desire for a favourite food. ^Vhoever actually killed the stranger 
had to abstain finom hb flesh, and indeed follow all the rules that 
apphed to the killer of a Aimhn. 

The victim, if he was taken alive, was dragged to hb captor^s 
tribe’s stone drclc, sptared—hut not mort^y wounded—^and 
then roasted and cut up in the usual way. Hb flesh was distri' 
buted by hb captor's brother, who call^ the name of each re- 
dpicut. AU members of the tribe who had attained the age of 
puberty, whether male or female, were permitted to cat of thb 
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though it appears that the women did not invariably avail 
themselves of the privilege. There were naturaUy fewer abstainers 
among the mcniolk^ but the old and toothles were forced by 
circumstances to abstain from the eating of ^esh which they had 
regarded as a delicacy since tlieir earliest manhood, Indera, at 
Wagawaga this was so clearly recognised that when human 
flesh—usually in supply inadequate to the demand—was being 
dbtributed among the tribe, the names nf the aged and the tooth¬ 
less we:rc not even called- 

Before leaving New Guinea, atnong whose numercus tnbes 
the vaiiadons of practice and tabu are so many that it seems at 
times as though there can be no end to them* it is worth seeing 
Vp'hat two later travellers, one wTiting shortly before the First 
World WaTj the other wrltirig within the last year or two^ have 

had to say. 
H. Wilfred Walker, F.R.G.S., had travelled widely in the 

South Pacific and was interested in the smaller islands as well as 
the larger ones* In the early years of this century he joined a 
punidve expedition led by the Resident Magistrate against the 

Dobodura Tribe* 

We decided (he writes) to rush the village of iCanau, but when we 
got there w^e found it deserted^ In the centre of the village was a 
kind of smallj raised platform, on which were rows of human 
skulls and quantities of bones, the remnants of many a gruesome 
cannibal feast. Many of the skulls were quite fresh, with small 
bits of meat still stickuig to them^ but for all that, they bad been 
picked very clean* Every skull had a large hole punched In the 
side^ varying in size but uniform as regards poation. The 
explanation for this we soon learnt from the Nobis, and later it 
was confirmed by our prisoners. 

^Vhen the Doboduras capture an enemy, they slowly torture him 
to death, practically eating him ahve. \Vhcta he Is almost de^, 
they made a hole m the side of the head and scoop out his brains 
with a kind of wooden spoon. These brains,^ which are eaten 
wann and fresh, w^erc regarded as a great delicat^* No doubt 
the Notus recognised some of their relatives amid the ghastly 
relics. , . . 

Walker describes some further aspects of the expedition, in 
the same laconic style, and then picks up his story with rather 
rnore emotion, though his reactions arc kept well under control, 
his effects being gained as often as cot by understatcnieni: 

Wc sat talking in subdued tones for some time^ expecting every 
minute to hear the thriliing war-cry of the Dobesduras* We 
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could hear the dismal falsetto howls of the native dogs in the dis¬ 
tance, and they were not particularly exhilaraiing at such a tunc, 
and 1 more than once mistook them for distant war-crics. 

The Papuans do not as a rule torture their prisoners for the 
mere idea of torture, though they have often been known to roast 
a ii>an alive—for the reason that his meat is supposed to taste 
better thus. I have heard of cases of white men having been 
roasted alive, one case bdng that qf the two miners^ Campion and 
King. But wc had learned that this Dobodura tribe had a system 
of torture that was brutal beyond words. 

In the first place they always try to wound slightly, and capture 
a man alive, so that they can nave fresh meat for many days. 
They keep their prisoners lied up alive in the huts, and cut out 
pieces of their fleh just when they want ihemj we were told that, 
incredible as it may seem^ they sometimes manage to keep them 
alive for a week or morc^^ and have some preparation which pre¬ 
vents them Eirom bleeding to deaths 

Monkton advised both Acland and myself to shoot ouraelva 
with our revolvers if wc saw that we were overwhelmed, so as to 
escape these terrible tortures, and he assured us that he should 
keep the last bullet in his revolver for himself. 

The other traveller is a Dane named Jem Bjerrc* who wrote 
about a New Guinea cannibal tribe in a book published as 
recently as 1956* The tribe^ known as the Kukukuku, seem 
to have been every bit as savage as the Doboduras of whom 
Walker was writing in his report at the end of the pnmtive 

expedition: 

When a party of waniore takes an enemy prisoner (Bjcrrc writes)* 
either in combat or by abdnedon* they tie the captive to a thin 
tree-trunk and bring him horizontally back to their village. So 
that their prisoner shall not escape* they then break his legs vrith 
a blow of the dub, bind him to a tree and adorn him with shells 
and feathers in preparation for the forthcoming orgy- Fre^ 
vegetables are brought in from the fields and a big hole is dug in 
the ground for an oven- As a ruin* the children are allowed to 
^play ’ with the prisoner- that is to say, to use Mm as a targetp and 
finally stone him to death. This pnoc^ is designed to harden the 
children and teach them to kill with rapture. 

When the prisoner has been killed, his arms and legs are cut off 
with a bambw knife. The flesh is ^cn cut up into small pieces, 
wrapped in bark and cooked, together with the vegetables* in the 
oven in the ground. Men, women and children all take part in 
the ensuing orgy* usually to the accompaniment of dances and 
jubilant songs. 

Only enemies art eaten. If the victim is a young, strong 
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warrior, the miucular parts of his body are given to the village 
boys, so that they absorb the dead man's power and valour- 

It will be noticed that Jens Bjerrc writes iu the present tense; 
as if he had witnessed these things himself. This is unlikely, to 
say the least; for in New Guinea it seems that these cannibal 
practices were well on the way out by the tnm of the century, 
Pockets of resistance, so to speak, wiU certainly Imvc sumved 
until very much more recently ; and possibly survive still in the 
remote and unmapped hinterland of New Guinea. The island 
lies close enough to the Ertjuatof (the line of latitude on which 
so many cannibal-inftsted tetntories seetn to have survived 
longer than elsewhere) to be suspect still; but with the rapid 
increase in ease of communication, partictilariy ^ough aerial 
survey, it seems unlikely that even these hypothetical pockets of 
resistance can survive much longer. 



CHAPTER TEN 

CANNIBAL PRACTICES AMONG THE 

MELANESIANS 

XjyinCf some five hundred miles off the north-east eoast of 
New Guinea, and stretching south-eastwards for some two 
thousand milcSt in the dirce don of the North Island of New 
Zealand^ there Is a chain of large and small islands^ separated 
from one another often by only narrow rhanneh^ and occupied 
by Melanesians of whom^ in the case of the New Hebrideans at 
any rate, an encyclopaedia published in 1951 is able to state 
categorically: "They are sdll cannibab/^ 

The islands consist of a number of large groups, such as those 
constituting New Britain, New Ireland* the Solomons* the New 
Hebrides and New Caledonia. They are tropical in their 
vegetation, producing in many cases coffee and cocoa* cotton 
and copra; many of them are volcanic. Though they are, 
gcc^graphically* South Sea Islands* with the inevitable associa¬ 
tions of such islands* they are in many ways exceptionally 
forbidding territory. Not least because of their tradidon of 
cannibalism and bniiality to travellers and traders* their sheer 
intractability in the face of w estern inSuence* their rigid adher¬ 
ence to their old ways of life* however heavy the pressure may 
be that is brought to bear on them, Sand^viched between New 
Guinea* with its formidable record of man-eating* and the Fiji 
Islands with a record hardly less formidabiej it is perhaps 
hardly surprising that they should sdek so tenaciously to 
tradition. 

The well-known traveller, Martin Johnson* was in the New 
Hebrides immediately before* and perhaps actually during, the 
First World War, He writes* as so many travellers in these 
parts have done* rather as if theh senses have been dulled by what 
they saw. Nor can they be entirely blamed for this* since 
famihanty with conditions* however startling and dangerous 
they may have seemed at first impact, must breed* if not 
contempt at least comfortable acceptance I 

144 
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Wc wdi^cd (he ViTito) for about three hours v/ithout seeing any 
signs of a village^ Then we heard, faint in the distance, the sound 
of a tom-tom^ Soon we were witMn hearing of a chanted songn. 
We advanced xvith caution, uniil we reached the edge of a viJIage 
clearing* From behind a dump of bushes we could watch the 
natives who danced there. The dance was Just the ordinary 
native hay-foDt, straw-foot, around the devil-devils ih the centre 
of the clearing; now slow^ now gradually increasiing in tempo till 
it was a mn. 

What interested me was the feast that was in prcparaiiom On 
a long stickp over ihe hre, were a dozen pieces of meat. More 
meat was grilling on the embers of another fire. On leaves near 
by were the entrails of the animal that w’as cooking. I do not 
know what it was that made us suspect the nature of this meat. 
It certainly was not much different in appearance from pork. 
But some skth sense whispered to me that it was mtt pork. 

For an hour we watched, and took long-range photographs. 
The dance continued monotonously. The meat srszled slowly 
over the fire—and nothing happen^. Then 1 gave one of the 
Tongoa boys a radium flare and told him to go Into the clearing, 
drop the flare into the fire, and run to one sidc^ out of the picture. 
He did as 1 asked him. The natives stopped dancing, and 
w'^atched him as he approached- He threw the flare into the 
flre^ and jumped aside^ 

As they stooped down dose to the flames to 5f!c what he had 
thrown there, the flare took fire, and sent its blinding white light 
into their faces. With a yell, they sprang back, and ran in terror 
directly towards uSh Then they turned and ran in the opposite 
direction. The half-minute flare burned out; so they grabbed 
the meat from the fire and carried it away with them into the bush. 

My boys sprang into the clearing. I, with my camera on my 
shoulder, was just behind them. When 1 came up to them, they 
were standing by the fircj looking at the only remnant of the feaat 
that was left on the embers. It w'as a charred human head, with 
rolled leaves plugging the eycnsockcts! 1 had proved what I had 
set out to prove: that cannibalism is still practised in the South 
Seas. I w*as so happy that I yelled! 

After photographing the evidence, I wrapped the head carefully 
in leaved, to take away with me. We picked the fire over, hut 
could find no other remainder of the gruesome feast. In one of 
the huts, however, we discovered a quantity of human hair, laid 
Out on a green Icafj to be made into ornaments. Some of the 
cannibals returned Euid, from a distance, watched as we searched 
their huts. I then took their pictures. They grinned into the 
camera, as mnocent as chUdreuF Later, we invited them to take 
a meal with us. They ate our trade salmon and biscuits with 
g^to and smacked their Ups over the coflee; but their favourite 
dish of *IoTig pig* was not on the bill of fare! 

K 
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More thouglitful by far than Martin Johnson’s is a report by 
a missionary in the Ne^' Hebrides^ the Rev. Oscar Micbelsen. 
He is ]cs concerned to get photographs, and prove to his own 
satrsTactioo the existence of a deplorable custom among the 
New^ Hebrideans, than to exprss his despair at the infinitesim¬ 
ally slow' progress his mission seems to be making. Martiti 
Johnson was wTiting of the Malekula region; Michelscn is 
writing of experiences on the cluster of tiny islands that ding to 
the edge of the larger ones. 

One day when 1 was on Nguna (he writes) news arrived of a fear¬ 
ful massacre having been committed on the bland of Efate, the 
other side of Nguna Bay. Another mbsionaryj Mr MilnCp and I 
repaired to the spot and ascertained the facts* 

A number of natives from the island of Makura had arrived in 
Efate, just opposite Nguna, to dig some tmttndc&t a vegetable simi- 
iar in appearance to the potato. The chief who instigated and 
led in the massacre had been among Europeans, in Queensland 
and elsewhere, for thirteen years, and could speak EngUsh well. 
He denied having killed anyone; but while the words were in hb 
mouth, evidences of his guHt were forthcoming* In the surf on 
the beach lay the trunk of a human body; in a canoe alongside 
w^ the head; and the arms and legs w’crc roasdng on a fire in a 
ne^hbouring village. 

Confront^ with proofs of his crime, the brutal fellow readily 
exctised hUnselF, The things said by missionaries, he agreed 
willingly enough, were quite right and good for the W'hite man; 
but they *^3 not suit tht Moik man. 

Seeing that we could accomplish nothing, we left for the 
mission station in the boat which had conveyed us across the bay. 
When we were a short distance out from land, wc saw a procession 
going along the beach. The body of a man, lashed to a pole^ was 
being carried by tw'o persons. A conch^shell was blown, and 
some youn^ men went in front, swinging spears over their headsK 
This w-as in bravado of the act of murder. Others followed, 
filled with the same evil spirit. When the true facts came to 
light, our woist fears were realised: for several persons had been 
killed, and their bodies had been distributed as presents to friends 
among the tribe* 

Micheken has already made the point that^ according to hk 
observations and such research as he had been able to make in 
the district with which he w'as primarily concerned, though 
“ the depraved appetite of fallen man, In hb low^cst estate (as he 
puts it) b gratified by the taste of human flesh”, there is another, 
and more positive motive. Thb is wish to show how 
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entirely they can vanquish their enemies: they mate focxl of 
them! Malakaleo^ a chief at first bitterly opposed to the 
Gospel, answered a message from his enemies wth the threat: 
‘Wc will eat youi^ He ends his note on the massacre on 
Efate with a paragraph illustrating the connection between the 
massacre and his reference to the niotive of revenge coupled 
with absolute destruction: 

The crime cs^used by the statement that, some time previ¬ 
ously, a number of natives of Epip wwking for a planter on Efate, 
had stolen his boat in order to make their way home. While 
passing Makura, they were induced by the natives to go ashore— 
and forthwith were murdered and eaten. The Chief of Makura, 
on whose order this horrid deed was committed, was the very man 
whose mutilated body we had found in the surf at Efate. Thus 
the act was an act of revenge. 

A. P. Rice, referring specLBcaliy to the natives of the New 
Hebrides^ states that the body of killed or captured eneinies 
were dressed for the ovens with the least possible delay after 
they were brought in to the villages, and served with yams by 
w ay of embellishment. The blacker the flesh, he w as informed, 
the more palatable it is held to be by the cannibals, and 
certainly black flesh was mfinitely preferred by them to that of 
white men. Among these natives, as among others already 
considered, the term 'fish' is habitually used to describe a 
human body brought In for consumption. 

Opinion seems to vary in regard to the Solomon Islands. 
R. H- Codrington, writing at the turn of the century, actually 
states that the practice of cannibalism has “recently extended 
itself* there* The older natives, he says, told him that human 
flesh never used to be eaten except in the form of a sacrifice, and 
that even as a sacrificial ceremony this w^as merely something 
introduced ‘‘from islands to the west”—presumably New 
Guinea. Native tribes occupying the coast were still relatively 
free from the practice, but mosr of them stated that, far inland, 

cannibalism would be found. 
It was, Codrington declared, a regrettable fact that it was 

the jcuTig Solomon Islanders, rather than the old, who had 
become addicted to canniballsin In recent years. They 
habitually feasted on the bodies of men slain in battle, which, 
they said, was a practice of the natives of the island of San 
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CristovAl. There, they assured Codrington, the tribesmen 
habitually killed for the sole puqjose of obtaining human flesh 
for consumptiori; and they Irilled in sufficient quantities to be 
able to seU the flesh among other tribes. 

On Leper’s Island, it appeared, human flesh is sdll d^oured. 
But there the brave enemy is not devoured; rather it is the 
murderer, or someone who has brought hatred down upon hitn 
among his fellow tribesmen or neighbouring tribesmen. He 
is eaten in anger and scorn, after being cooked like a pig, and 
the men, women and older boys cat of his flesh—-as a gesture, 
rather than to satisfy mere appetite. 

A. 1, Hopkins, hovvever, writing some thirty years later than 
Codrington, after spending a quarter of a century in ffie region, 
says: “The practice of cannibalism is virtually extinct* But 
there are plenty' of old men still alive who have occasionally 
eaten human flesh, though very fevr—^if any—youths. It is not 
a thing the average native cares to talk much about, or is now 
proud of, or attempts ever to justify,” The ‘ old men* Hopkins 
refers to may of course be the ‘young men’ of Codrington s 
report some years earlier. 

But Hopkins challenges Codrington’s statement by observing 
that it was the Spaniards who first viewed cannibalism in the 
Solomons with horror. If this is indeed the fact, then the 
practice must have been established for a very long time 
indeed. “One of the Spaniards* first experiences,” he says, 
*' was the offer of a man's leg in sign of friendship, and their 
rejection of it with gestures of loathing was to the natives a 
declaration of hostility and a spuming of their proffered 
peace-offering.” 

The bush folk in the larger islands, such as Mala, Guadal¬ 
canal and San Cristoval, Hopkins continues, were cannibals, 
though in Bugotu and Gela they were not. Victims were 
sometimes kept alive in the villages, ready to be killed and 
cooked when a festive occasion occurred. Me adds; 

Men have told me how, as children, they vftre given bits fiom the 
feast; somcdmcs, if they were Tcluctant and likely to refuse, they 
were told that it was pig's flcrii that they were bdng offered. 
Children were given such morsels that they might get some por¬ 
tion of the personal qualities of the victim—courage, itrcngth, 
swiAness, or whatever it might be. Also, they thus shared in the 
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TFWWfl of the victim’s tribe, and in the tiibaJ sacrifice were thus 
pleasing to their spirits. i j 

In Mala, the coast people were never caniubais, so they say, and 
probably truly; though there may have been rare exceptions. 
But in the bush it was a not imcoinmoii practice up to recent years. 
In 1905 or 1906 I came into close contact with a village wh™e 
they had very recently eaten two men killed in a fight- A 
yc2Lrs latcr^ two women were captured and catEd near the 
Government Station. It was merely, I wa^ toldj as an of 
deRance and a gesture of contempt on the part of some bush¬ 
rangers * wanted* by the GovemmenL 

Hopkins states that the tribe from which a member had been 
captured, or killed, and then devoured, lost ^ prestige. If the 
man was devoured, so also w'as his rwjm, which was inseparable 
in thought from the marta of the whole tribe^ Thus their virtue 
was gone. “The best thing they could do, then," Hopkins 
ends, “ was to break up and disperse and lose themselves among 

friendly and allied tribes.’^ 
A woman missionary, Florence Coorabe, ^vrldng of the same 

regions as Hopkins, and not many years carberi mentions a 
priest who was working in San Cnstoval and came upon a party 
of natives in the act of cooking an enemy. He wrote to her: 

\ly sense of disgust and indignation was great: one Icltmclincd to 
upset the oven and its contents, but the thought occurred that he 
who did so would in all probability be the oven's next occupant. 

seemed to have no idea then of the white man's h^or, 
contmuing to laugh and joke about their victim's last struggles, 
and sdeking his finger-joints m their hair among their combs. 

Florence Coombe goes on to remind us of^still another idea 
struggling thus repulsively—yet surely to our sight with a 

wonderful pathos—to realise Itself'*: 

A powerful chief who has long been dreaded and admired is slam 
in battle, and the yearning of ah the men who were his enemies m 
obtain a portion, of his spiril^that “which is secret of his 
valour and success—dcvclops into an almost religious ceremony. 
A mouthful of the brave man*s flesh and bltxsd is thought to 
convey lus coveted power* 

It is typical of Florence Coombe's thoughtful and sometimes 
inspired writing on this sordid subject that she can end her 
observations thus - In this act of cannibalism we seem to detect 

the germ of a Divine Truth.” 
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Desire for the mana^ and fear of the muna^ are both found 
among these islands. The Rev» George Brown, a missioimry 
among the Melanesians^ observed a curious custom which he 
reported back to his headquarters: 

A mad whq is cutting up a body will sometimes ric sometiung over 
his mouth and nose during the operation in order to keep the 
spirit of the dead man froui entering iiito him. For the same 
reason^ when a body is being ea ten, the doors of the huts are shut, 
and ^erwards the people all shout, blow homs^ shake spears, ctc.i 
to lighten away the ghost of the man they have eaten. 

In the Shordands group of the Solomon I^ands there h a small, 
rocky islet In the port to which the nadves take any person they 
may capture, to kill him there. They do not like to kill anyone 
in the village, for fear of the spirit of the dead man making trouble 
afterwards. 

Brown speculated much about the various motives underlying 
the cannibalisin to be observed among these Melanedan islands. 
He came to the conclusion that, in the main, cannibalism there 
was generally a semi-sacred rite, and in most cases practised 
to discharge an obligation to the spirits of the d:ead^\ Very 
often, of course^ this was inesctricably associated with the motive 
of revenge. The family of a murdered man will obtain a 
portion of flesh from a member of the tribe to which the murder 
belonged^ TTiey return with the flesh, cut it into portions and 
distribute them among the family and close relatives of the 
murdered mau^ At a given signal they devour these portions 
of flesh while gathered in the mar»*s hut, and a special portion 
of the fl«h is offered ceremoitially on a kind of altar built on a 
dead tree, called the mgeUf which has been brought to the hut 

this being an offer to the spirit of the murderecl man. 

Thus (says BrowiiJ they have now discharged all obligations to the 
man. They have provided him with foexi, 

fishing up by giving him a portion of flesh a man of the 
j^age from which the slayer came* Now they want to get rid of 
him. Th^ therefore pull up the ragav and cercrnonially throw it 
away m the direction of the village fmm which the murderer 
came^ alicr this, they let the murdered man^s hut coUapsc in 
ruins. ^ 

Brown states that there is alway's a clear distinction made^ 
among these people, between a man murdered or kiUed in 
battle, and a man who has died from any other cause. But 
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there is no doubt in his mind that the principal reason for 
cannibalism among the tribes with whom he had contact was 
that of obligation towards a dead relative. His opinion was 
confirmed for him in a conversation he reports between himself 
and a tribesman^ who spoke as follows: “ Suppose my brother 
is killed by Outatn (a neighbouring tribe): by and by I hear of 
some Outam man killed by anodier tribe. 1 go and buy a 
piece of the body^ and place it in my dead brother's house as an 
offering to bim.^’' He adds that in some parts of the Mauds a 
man will not bathe or wash until his revenge is completely 
satisfied* The Kababaia, for InsEance, ate the hair, the intes¬ 
tines, and even the excrementj of a man from a village who had 

killed some of their relatives. 
In general, he addSi ivhcre cannibalism is folly rccogpiscd, all 

parts of the victim^s body would be eaten. . . , 

But the hands and breasts of women were esteemed the choice 
parts. Some of the bones w'cre kept to be used as weights on the 
ends of spears. Skulls w'ere put on a dead branch of a tree and 
placed ei ther on the beach or near the hut of the person who had 
killed the former owners. On the piece of land on which 1 lived 
in Port Hunter there were seven of these ghastly objects at a short 
dbtance from my house. I wauted to get rid of them, but judged 
it expedient to leave them alone^ for fear the people might be 
angry if 1 took them down^ and so replace them by putting my 
own skull in their place. 

It is perhaps a tedmony (if not a tribute) to the implacability 
of these islanders, and their rductance to forgo their traditional 
practices, that the Rev. George Brown, D.D., Melanesian 
missionary, like the unnamed priest in San Cristoval who^e 
comment was quoted by Florence Cootnbe, is less wiUiiig to 
take risks than, say, some of the courageoiis missionaries quoted 
in connection with the Fijian Islanders! 

A. P. Rice gives some grim details about cannibalistic prac¬ 
tices in the most south-easterly of this whole long necklace of 
islands constituting Melanesia^ the one that approaches most 
nearly to the North Island of New' Zealand. This is New 
Caledonia* 

Here (he writes) the women of the tribes used to pick out the best- 
covered corpses on the field of batde and dress them for die ovens 
while the warriors were stiJI en^ged m killing others. Heated 
stones were thrown into makeshift ovens on the very fringe of the 
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battlefield Ki that there need be no dday in feasting once the 
victory was won^ ^ 

Inddentally* he does not explain what happened when;, as 
must often have been the case, the tide of battle turned. Did 
the ultimate victors utilise the ovens which the women of the 
defeated side had so opdniistically prepared, and roast in them 
the bodies of the men who had expected to triumph over them? 
IF so* it was a nice example of - the biter bit\ 

In New Caledonia (Rice continues) it was the hands that were 
considered the choicest portions^ and these by prescriptive right 
became the portion of the tribal priests. These would follow the 
warriors, and the women of the warring tribe, and take up posU 
dons in the rear of the battle. So important was it to them that 
thf^p and they alone, should be given the hands of the enemies 
slain in battle that they would actually fast rather than accept 
anything inferior. 

On this island, too, there was no prohibition against women 
partaking of human flesh. Nor was there any tabu against the 
eating of the corpse of a chief. On the other hand, if die corpse 
of a liicf was on offer, it was obligatory that every man, woman 
and even small child must receive at least a mouthful. Another 
important tabu on thU island concerned the corpses of women. 
If by any chance the body of ^ w-oman happened to be mcluded m 
the feastj then however far demand exceeded supply, the torso 
must be cast away and only the arms and legs c^vided into 
portions. 

Possibly because the cluster of islands known as New Ireland 
happens to be so near to New Guinea., where cannibalism 
lingered so long, and took so many horrible formS} the few 
authenticated records which we possess of the practice there 
mate grisly reading. 

Hugh Hastings Romilly, Deputy Commissioner for the 
Western Pacific and Acting Specif Comimssioner for New 
Guinea itself^ made an official report to his CJovemment which 
mates scarifying reading, and the ortly consolation to be set 
against it is the fact that the report w^as published ns long ago as 
i866i However, in view of wfaal has been written about 
adjacent and neighbouring islands to the east and south-east of 
New Guinea, it is perhaps too much to hope that the practice 
died out there any sooner than it did elsewbere; if as soon. 

On my arnval in New Ireland {he wribes) there was a great sound 
of merry-makiug and laughter. On the branches of a big tree in 
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the centre of the dear space ’were six corpses, hanging by their 
necks, their toes Just touching the ground. After a Jong pull at 
my flask, I sat down, with my back to the tree, and watched the 
’women* 

They had made fires and ’were now boiling large pots of water. 
As soon as the water boiled, it v^as ladled out in coconut-shtUs and 
poured over the bodies one by one* after w^hich they were carefully 
scraped with bamboo knives. This was simply the process of 
scalding and scraping that every dead pig goes through after it 
has been kUled. The hair of the head was carefully cut off and 
prescTt'ed, to adorn some future head-dress. 

The women ail this time were laughing and joking, dbcusslng 
the points of each man. The whole thing was done in the most 
matter-of-fact way possible. When the bodi^ had been thor¬ 
oughly scraped, nothing more w^as done until the return of the 
men of the ’viHagc. 

Then the business of the evening commenced* A mat of plaited 
palm-leaves ’was laid down, and one of the bodies was cut down 
from the tree- A very old man, apparently the Taducr" of the 
tribe, advanced Into the centre of the crowd, where an open space 
had been left to give him room to conduct his opc^dnns^ He 
had five or she bamboo knives in his hand, and with hU thumbnail 
he was stripping the fibres off their edges, lea’ii'^liig them as sharp as 
razors. 

The body ’was then placed on the mat, and ^cleaned *—some of 
the more perishable parts being thrown to the women as one 
throws scraps to the dogs. These were barely warmed at the fire 
before they ’were devoured. The head was then cut off and 
carefully placed on one side, on a leaf* 

In due course all six bodio w-ere similarly prepared, and cut up 
into very small pieces. Each piece w^as carehilly wTapped in a 
stout leaf and bound up dghdy with sinnet. The thigh and shin¬ 
bones, howeverp were preserved intact. They are used for making 
handles ibr spears* 

When all six bodied had been cut up, the pile of little panceb 
wrapped in green leaves had assumed considerable dimensions. 
Then, the ovens were opened. The flesh was divided into as 
many parts as there were ovens, a Httle pUc was put into each oven 
and covered over with hot stones. The bones and other parts 
which w'ere not w^anted were wrapped Lrt mats and carried into 
the bush to be bmied. 

The flesh in the Ovens had to be cooked for three days, or till the 
tough leaves in ’which it was wrapped were nearly consumed. 
When taken out of the ovcnSp the method of eating it is as follows i 
the head of the eater is throsvn back, somewhat after the fashion of 
an Itahan eating macaroni; the IcaJis opened at one end and the 
contents are then pressed into the mouth till the last are finished. 

As my interpreter remarked to me: “They cookum that Mlow 
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three day. By-um-by ccokum he finish, that fellow all same 
grcasel” 

Rondliy adds that for some days aftenvaxds, when the very 
last scraps of hiiitian flesh have been finished, members of the 
tribe refrain from tvashing so as to preserv'e as long as possible 
the memory of their feast. 

It is perhaps not surprising, in view of the general attitude 
towards the kiUing and eating of their fellows that prevails 
almost throughout Melanesia* that myth and legend are rare. 
It is when the devoimng of a human being is closely Identified 
with sacrifice cither to a tribal god or to a god of sun and rain 
that the legends are begotten and elaborated with the passing 
of time. This has been seen among the Aztecs and among the 
Kwakiutl Indians, to mention only two peoples out of many. 

But legend is not entirely absent in Melanesia, even though 
the general motive for killing and feasting on human flesh is 
either the lust for succulent meat or a desire to obtain revenge 
on some other party. The island of San Cristoval—to which 
so many other islanders point as the fins ei crige of their own 
carmibalistic practices—has a typical example of such a myth: 
a myth which has the ^fairy-taJe" quality found throughout 
Grimm, Penault and Hans Andereen, in which the youngest of 
a family of brothers always comes out best in the end. And, 
chameteristicaUy, the myth involves the cooking of flesh. 

In olden times (runs the legend) there was a family of 
brothers who lived together on San Cristoval. The name of 
the eldest of these brothers was Warohunugaraiia. A day 
came when the brothers decided to build a canoe-bousc, and 
while they were at work, a new brother was bom in the famUy^ 
and named Warohunugamwanehaora, Immediately he was 
bom he grew up, and^ with his umbilical cord still unsei^ered, 
but colled round and round his neck, went ofl" to see what his 
elder brothers were doing. 

His elder brothers were not at all pleased at the advent of 
their new brother, and bade him pack off and leave them alone. 
They were aU the more resentful of him when they found that, 
even though he w^as younger by far than either of them, he 
could do all that they could do, and do it with much greater 
ease and much better altogether. 

They began therefore to hate him, and started thinking of 
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ways in which they might rid themselves of him. First they 
dug a deep post-hole and told him to jump down into it and see 
what was there. When he did so, they dropped a huge hut- 
post down on top of him, and packed it well with earth and 
stones—only to find when they relaxed from their labours that 
their young brother was sitting perched on the very top of the 

pole, grinning down at them. 
They tried to force him to enter the open jaws of a giant 

clam, but their young brother easily tricked them, and actually 
made use of the giant clam as a canoe that got him back to his 
brothers’ canoe-house before they arrived themselv^. They 
forced him to Jump on to the back of a man-eating fish, telling 
him that it was a rcefj the dreaded ulohu swallowed him whole, 
but their clever brother carv'ed his way out and escaped. They 
made him climb a great tree, and by some magic of their own 
made the tree grow ever taller and taller as thdr young 
brother clambered down it. But he triumphed over them by 
forciug the tree to bend its topmost branch over until it almost 
touched the ground, when he could jump off with ease. 

Finally (the legend runs) the brothers got together and 
decided on a plan which they knew would put an end to him 

once and for all. " We will make a big over^, and throw him 
into it, and then cook him—and eof Aim,” they said. 

They made him help to dig the oven, made him collect 
masses of firewood and pile it on until the fire w'as very very hot. 
They watched to sec that the stones in the bottom of the oven 
were red-hoL Then they told their brother to place leaves 
at the bottom. And as soon as he began to do this, they 
picked him up and threw him on to the leaves, which already 
were flaming high from the heat of the red-hot stones. Hastily 
they threw more stones down on top of their brother, every one 
of them hotter than the last, until he was quite covered by 
them. Then they sat back, laughing and watching the steam 
rise between the cracks in the great heap of red-hot stones, and 
talked gaily about the feast that was preparing for them down 

in the Attorn of the oven. 
Presently they heard something go ‘Crackl’ “That’s his 

eye," said one brother, and rubbed his hands in anticipation. 
Then there was another ‘Crack!* “That’s his other eye!” 
said the brother. " He must be very nearly cooked by now.” 
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-'But let US malce quite sure,” said the other. "Not till we 
touch the stoues and find that they are quite cold to oiir hands 
shall we know that our brother is cook^ and ready for us to 
cat him.” 

At last they felt that the time had come for them to open up 
the ovcDh. When they did so, they found that the heat had 
been so fierce that even the stones themselves had changed 
their shape and were quite soft. But even as they removed the 
last of the stones from the very bottom of the ov'cn, a voice close 
behind them said: “Am I quite cooked, dear brothers? ”—aud 
there was their youngest brother sitting on the stump of a tree 
watching them, and his umbilical cord was still coiled three 
times round his neck. 

Then thetr youngest brother got up from the tree-stump and 
came over to where W^arohunugaraiU and hia brother were 
standing on the edge of the oven, for by now he had begun to 
be annoyed at their continued efforts to get rid of him, especi¬ 
ally the last one. "You do nothing but try to harm me, 
Brother,” he said, "whereas 1 have done nothing to harm you* 
But now it is my turn at last," 

Then he heated a very small oven, and took only a very small 
bundle of firewood, and heated it no more than to a gcutJc heat. 
He then said to his eldest brother: "Lie down In the oven. 
Brother,” and his brother, mocking him, did so. 

Then Warohunugamw^anehaora swiftly piled the heated 
ston^ upon his eldest brother, and tied them together with his 
umbilical cord in a knot that no one could possibly unloose. 
After thai^ he sat with his second brother, and waited and 
watched for a little while, for Just three days, before taking 
away the stones. And there lay WarohunugaraJia, cooked 
c^ctly as meal should be cooked, neither too much nor too 
litde* And Warohunugamwanehaora and his second brother 
together feasted upon him, leaving not one morsel of flesh how'- 
ever small upon his bones. 

. ®j legend of the three brothers of San Gristoval, 
cited by the islandci3 to explain—if not to justily—their addic¬ 
tion to the practice of cannibalism: what was instilled into 
them by their ancesiois, they maintain, is a custom that they 
do right to follow* 



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

CANNIBAL PRACTICES AMONG THE 
POLYNESIANS 

Polynesia—^the "Many Islands^—in general seems to 
have been less riddled by caimibalisoi than the Islands large 
and small lying to the west of the Internadonal Date line. 
Samoa, Tonga (or the Friendly Mands), the Marquesas, the 
Society Islands, to mendon only the main groups that lie south 
of the Equator in this vast expanse of the Pacific Ocean that 
separates Chile and Peru in the east from Aosttalia in the west, 
all show signs and symptoms of the past existence of the pracdcc, 
but in the main it certainly began to die out among those 
islands long before the prwess began in Melanesia. 

The Samoans, in defence of the existence of the practice in 
the past, tell the legend which, like similar legends ^justifying' 
the praedee among other tribes, involves a mythical being 
whose influence was maintained down the generadons. 

In their case it was a mythical cannibal deity somewhat 
reminiscent of the Kwakiutl Indians^ Baxbakualanuxsiwae. 
rhis cannibal’s name was Maniloa, and he dwelt in a deep 
ravine through which travellers had to pas between settlement 
and settlement* He had built a spidery bridge of plaited lianas 
across the ravine at the very threshold of hk lair. Every time 
a traveller reached the centre of the bridge, Maniloa would 
emerge from hidings give a mighty wrench to the lianas that 
composed the bridge, and the luckless traveller would be cata¬ 
pulted through the air, to drop on the cannibal’s doorstep. So 
great was the power of Mauiloa^s roaring voice which accom¬ 
panied his seizing of the bridge, say the Samoans, that waterfalls 
leapt from the mountainside and trees were uprooted* 

The cannibal devoured his victims whole, without waiting to 
chop them up, and after a time the Samoans gathered together 
and tracked him to his lair, by-passing the spidery bridge and 
descending upon him from the mountainside. By setting upon 
him while he slept, they succeeded in killing him* But—they 
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add in explanation of the practice of eating human flesh which 
they admit survived until comparatively recently^—in doing so* 
the giant cannibal's spirit entered into them^ and for ever 
afterwards they^ like bim^ killed human beings and made 
banquets of their flesh. 

The Rev. George Brovro came acro^ a variant of the 
myth. The Samoam told him tlmt there had been an old 
devil named Tupuivao who lived at Apolima. His custom was 
to string a piece of sinnet across a track that passed near his 
cave, and to tie one end of the sinnet to his big toe. As soon as 
he was awakened Irom sleep or rest by a jerk at his toe, he knew 
that a Ixaveller had passed that way. He immediately rushed 
out and clubbed the traveller to death and ate him whole^ 
Brown adds that this legend, in addition to *^jiistifying^ the 
tradition of cannibalism in Samoa, is the origin of a popular 
Samoan saying applied to anyone w'ho has just escaped danger 
by a narrow margin: ua t^itua upolima\ 

Brown refers to the Samoans as a * superior" race, and indeed 
there is much evidence that this w^as true. He found no 
evidence that the Samoans ate human flesh, as the Fijians did, 
for the sheer gratification of appetite. On the other hand, he 
found litde or no evidence that cannibaJism among the Samoans 
was pajrt of a sacrificial ceremony. Human flesh was eaten 
during periods of famiae, and Bmw^n mentions one such period 
in the second half of the nineteenth century, w'hen strangers 
were killed and eaten to stave off hunger. 

But there is a relic of the practice still to be seen, Brown 
says: 

When a group of SaiiiDam went to beg pardon for any oflfence, 
ther>' bow™ down in fiiont of the offended chiers house, and each 
man held in his hand a small bundle of fircwo€3d, some leaves, 
stones, and earth. These were symbolic of the deepest humilia* 
tioHj and meant: “Here we arCj the people who have so deeply 
sinned. And here arc the stones, the firewood and IcavH and 
earth to make the oven in which you can cook us, and eat us, if it 
be your will."' In most cases the offended chief would come out 
of his house with a fine mat in his hand^ which he would give to the 
suppliants, *to cover their disgrace’* 

Brown adds that if proof is needed that cannibalism was 
regularly practised in Samoa^ it lies in the fact that the Samoan 
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language has a word for it : They say that this was the 
name of a famous chieftain among them who daimed to have 
devoured the most desirable portions of a human being every 
day of his adult lifc» Parallel e^idenccj he says^ lies in the fact 
that there is the widespread custom of using terms of abuse 
mendonzng some parts of the human body—with the stated 
wish that someone might come along and devour them* 
'"Sometimes, too,” he adds, "to show their satisfaction at a 
victory over a deceased foe, his eye or tongue was taken out and 
placed in readiness on a bread-fruit leaf used as a plate.” 

A, P. Rice stata emphatically that cannibalism in Samoa 
net'er reached the depths of depravity which it held in the Fiji 
Islands* Human flesh was eaten by way of revenge* He 
quotes a statement by someone who was acquainted with 
Samoa a hundred years before, to the effect that cannibalism 
there was restricted to the bodies of men slain in. batde, and the 
only exceptions were in dm^ of severe famine* He admitted, 
however, that when such times came along, Samoan chie& 
deliberately went to war, tribe against tribe, to procure what 
they considered to be Megitimate* food. It was considered a 
deep disgrace when a human being was captured and killed 

for consumption, and tribes were careful to bury the bones of 
their own dead in pits beneath the floors of their huts—for 
even lo have the bones stolen by another tribe would bring 

disgrace that could hardly be lived down- 
The Tonga Islands, though they arc still nearer to Fiji than 

Samoa, and might therefore be expected to have come under 
Fijian influence, arc generally reported to have been almost 
entirely clear of cannibalism. Captain Cook, during his 

second and greatest voyage, which began in 177^ ended 
three years later after his discovery of the Melanesian islands of 
New Caledonia, declared that cannibalism was unknown there, 
except in cases of acute famine. It was he who gave them the 
name, the Friendly Isles* The story Is told that wbeUj after a 
skirmish, a party of Tongan warriors returned with some 
prisoners, and cooked and ate portions of their bodies, as they 
had heard that other tribes were accustomed to do, the 

remainder of their tribe boycotted them* 
Some later voyagers stated that a cult of cannibalism had 

recently begun to show' itself—among the younger warriors 
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only^ however. They admitted, when pressed, that they had 
been incited to do this by what the Fijians did* They dc^ared 
that by eating human fltsh they were asserting their manliness 
and giving strength to their fighting quallticSp 

When the Tongans did cat human fiesh, they were careful to 
cleanse and purify it by washing ii in the sea; the bodl« were 
disembowelled before being spitted and roasted over fires. 
Alternatively, the bodies were cut up into small portions, 
wrapped in plan tain-leav^ and baked or roasted on hot stones. 

There is an interesting eye-witness account of carmibalism 
in the Tonga Islands which w^as reported by one William 
Mariner to a doctor named John Martin. It h interesting not 
only because of its vivid detail, but because it bears out what 
has been said about the instinctive reluctance of the Tongans to 
indulge m the eating of human Besh until the Fiji Islanders 
brought their powerful influence to bear on them. Martin 
was a chance-met acquaintance of Mariner, a man who himself 
bad lived on the various Tonga Isles for many years* 

The doctor states emphatically that the Tongans ought not to 
be considered essentially as cannibals—in spite of Marineris 
account of a skirmish and its grisly results, “Far from its 
being a general practice,” he says, *‘when some tribesmen have 
returned from a foray, and it is known to othcifs m their village 
that they have indulged in such mhuman practices, most per¬ 
sons who know of it, particularly the women, avoid them. 
They call out to them: ^^In-whe moe ^iangaiaf* This means: 
* Keep off 1 You are eateis of human flesh 1 * ” 

William Mariner, whose story Martin quotes, became 
involved in inter-triba] skirmishing some time in the early 
nineteenth century, perhaps fifty years after Captain Ckjok^s 
visit. It is very clear from what he h;i^ to say that whether or 
not cannibalism &tisted in Cookes day, it did erist in Mariner^s. 

He was with one of the Tongan tribes, and reports that the 
warriors kept on falling into cleverly concealed pits, called 
lavosa$, at the bottom of which sharpened bamboo stakes were 
set- Mariner himself fell into one of these pits, and was rescued 
in the nick of time by the warriors nearest to hand. * * * 

^^ile this was going forward, a Hapai chiefs at some distance 
from his friends^ met another Tongan cthief under the same cir^ 
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ctitnstanccs. They unnicdiattly enragtd with their clubSi ObCp 
howev'er, bdng soon dUarmrd, and the other having broken his 
dub, they fought with their fists; till at last, so weak that they 
could not strike, they grappled with each other fell to the 
ground. The Tonga due^ incapable of inj uiring his antagonist in 
any Other way, got his fingcis into his mouth, but the other 
gnawed them terribly. 

The Hapal men returned ^vith about fifteen prisoners. Some 
of the younger chiefi, who had eifntTa£Ud thd Fiji proposed to 
kill the prijoners and then roasi and eat them. 'Ttic proposal 
was readily agreed to ! by some because they like this sort of diet, 
by others because they wanted to try It, thmking it manly and 
warlike to do so» ^ 

Some of the prisoners were soon dispatched. Their flesh was 
cut up into small portions^ 'gashed with sea-water^ wrapped up In 
plantain-leaved, and masted under hot sterner Two or three of 
them were also baked whole, the same as a pig. 

The carcass was rubbed over with the juicy substance of the 
banana-tree* after which it w-as thrown for a few minutes on the 
fire* Then* when it was warm, it was scrap^ with muBsd-aheUs 
or knives, and then washedp It was next laid on its^back* when 
the cook cut open the throat and drew forth thc^ windpipe and 
gullet, passed a skewer behind them, and ded a string tight round 
the latter, afterwards to be divided. 

He then cut a circular portion fronn the belly, fmm four to six 
inches in diameter^ and drew forth the entratls, separating the 
attachments either by force or by the use of bamlxjo. The dia* 
phragm was then divided, and the gulleti windpipe, contents of 
the chest, stomach and hver, were all drawn away togetherp along 
with his bowels- From these, the liver was separated, to be baked 
with the carcass; the remainder was washed and cooked over hot 
embers, to be shared out and eaten in the meandm^ 

The whole Lnride of the carcass w as nott filled with hot stones* 
each wTapped in bread-fruit leaves* and all the apertures were 
closed up ouickly, with plugs of leaves. The carcass was then 
laid, with the belly downwm^ds* in a hole in the ground lined with 
hot stones* a fire having previously been made there for that pur¬ 
pose* but prevented from touching them by small branches of the 
bread-fruit tree. A few other branches were then laid across the 
back of the carcass, and plenty of banana-leaves strewn, or rather 
heaped* over the whole; upon whtch^ again, a mound of earth w'as 
raised so that no steam could escape. The liver, as afore¬ 
mentioned, was first placed beside the carcass* and sometimes 
yams also. By these means, the carcass could very well be 
cooked in about half an hour. 

Marlin, it must be remembered, w^as a doctor; this may 
perhaps account for the loving detail be Includes about the 

L 
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cutting-up and oi^gamsing of the carcass i the process of cooking 
which he describes is obviously based on the same principle as 
our modem pressure-cookerSj and it will be noticed that the 
carcass is re^y for distribution withio half an hour. This 
contrasts strongly with the practice In New Ireland described 
by Romilly, where the period of cooking lasted for three days. 

Martin's story comes shortly to an end: 

A few days now dapscd without any si^ns of the canoes from 
Hapai (Mariner had told him), and the (Estress of those who did 
not choose to eat human flesh was very greaL Mr Mariner had 
been two days and a half without eating anything, whoip pasting 
by a hut where they were cwklng somethings he walked kip with 
the pleating thought of getting something that his stotnactL would 
bear, even if it were only a piece of rat. 

On inquiry^ he was told that they had got some^jt, and a man 
offered him a piece of liver, which he eagerly accepted. He was 
mixing it to his mouth when he saw by the smile on the ooiinten* 
anec of the man that it was human liver. Overcome by disgust, 
he threw it into the man^s face, who only laughed and a^ed him 
if It was not better to eat good meat than die of hunger. . * * 

The Marqu^as, a group of South Pacific islands belonging 
to the French^ and a long way to the north-east of the main 
Polynesian groufs, bad a reputation for cannibalism. 
Hermann Melville, author of M&by Dick, was a captive on the 
islands for several inonths in the middle of the last century. 
He states that it was quite evident that the Marquesan tribes* 
men knew that cannibalism was severely firowned upon by 
white men, and would go to some lengths to conceal their 
practices, rather than come into open conflict with them. But 
they had no intention of giving up those practices for all that. 

During his enforced sojoum there, Melville one day saw the 
return of a war party^ who brought home with them a consider¬ 
able number of prisoners. Celebration of the victory, he says, 
began almost immediately; but he himself^ though he says that 
otherwise he was being leniently treated, was kept rigorously 
away from the place where the ceremony was being prepared* 
He knew, however, from the sound and rhythm of the tribal 
drum-beating, what w'as afoot. It was, he reports, a very 
special feast, at which only tribal chiefs and priests were 
present. 

On the day following the feast he found himself once more 
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free to wander about as he chose. He went in the direcdoti 
from which the linim-beating had seemed to oome to him. 
And there, on the unmistakable scene of the orgy^ he saw a 
large wooden vessel that looted as much as anything like an 
upturned canoe. Peering beneath it, stealthily, he saw heaped 
together what he describes as a tangle of fresh human bones. 

It was (says the anthropologbt, A. P. Rice) considered a great 
triumph among the Nfarquesans to eat the bcxly of a dead man. 
They created their captives with very great emedty. They broke 
their legs to prevent them from attempting to escape before being 
eaten, but kept them alive so that they could brood over their 
impending frte. 

Their arms were broken so that they could not retaliate m any 
way against their maltrcatiiient+ The Marquesans threw them 
on the ground and leaped on thesr chests so that their nbs w^c 
broken and pierced their lungs, so that ^cy could not even voice 
their protests against the cruelty to which they were subrmtted- 
Rough poles were thrust up through the natural orifices of their 
bodies and slowly turned in their intestines. Pinally, when the 
hour had come for them to be prepared for the feast, they were 
spitted on long poles that entered between their legs and emerged 
from their mouths, and dragged thus at the stem of the war canoes 
to the place where the feast was to be held. 

With this tribe, 2a with many others, the boddes of women were 
in great demand. Very often a man who was condemned to be 
Jdll^ and eaten could be visited by his ndatives, always naked 
and painted black. There are records of cases where the reladvra 
have volunteered to be killed and eaten in their stead, but it is 
probable that the bodies of these self-sacrificing individuala 
merely constituted an addidonai course when the time came. 

Rice remarks on the curious fact that the tribesmen in the 
Society Islands, who are the Marquesans* nearest neighbours, 
have given no sign of having been addicted to cannibalism j 
indeed, be says, "they look upon cannibalism with horrori^ 
He offers no explanation of this, and it is not easy to find one. 
The islands are near enough to the Marquesans to be in contact 
with those fierce tribes- and tHe Fijians had the reputation for 
vride travel among the archipelagoSj and must surely have 
reached their shores. Even if this w'as not the case, tribesmen 
from other groups of islands between Fiji and the Society 
Islands, will surely have spread stories of these practices ; and 
primitive peoples are notoriously imitative- 

He makes no reference whatsoever to a far-flung outpost of 
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Polynesia, the tuiy, almost l^endary, island known as Easter 
Island. This hes more than two thousand miles to the west of 
Chile—to which it belongs; but even though it is so far out in 
the Pacific Ocean, it is sdll remote from the main groups of 
Islands oomUtutiiig Polynesia: a lump of volcanic rock perhaps 
fifty square miles in extent, ramous for the enormous figures 
carved out of the lava that covets so much of the island* 

Alfred Metraux, the distinguished French anthropologist and 
scientist, in a book published as recently as 1957, explodes a 
good many of the myths which have surrounded Easter Island, 
particularly in regard to its "statues*. He also has someihing 
to say on the subject of cannibalism as practised there; 

Victoria Rapahango told us that in her youth she had known the 
last cannibals on the island* They Vi^re the terror of little 
children. Every Easter islander knows that his ancestors were 
hn~ktngata—*maii-eatcrs'» Some make jokes about it; others 
take oflcnce at any allusion to this custom, w'hich has become in 
their cyci barbarous and shameful. According to Father 
Roussel, cannibalism did not disappear from Easter Island untLL 
aftCT the introduction of Christianily^ Shortly before thiSj the 
native^ art said to have eaten a number of men, including two 
Peruvian traders. Cannibal feasts were held in secluded spots, 
and women and children were rarely admitted. The nadves 
told Father Zurnbohm that the fingers and toes were the choicest 
morsels. The captives destined to be eaten were shut up in huts in 
front of the Eanctuarics. There they were kept until the moment 
when they were sacrificed to the gods. 

But the^ Easter Islanders^ cannibalism was not exclusively a 
rehgiota rite, or the expression of an urge to revenge; it was also 
induced by a simple liking for human flesh that could impel a 
man to kill for no other reason than his desire for fresh meat* 
Women and children were the principal ^’ictims of these inveterate 
canmb^. The reprisals that followed such crimes were all the 
more violent because an act of cannibalism committed against a 
member of a lamity was a terrible insult to the whole family- As 
among the ancient ^laori^ those who had taken part in the meal 
were entitled to show cheir teeth to the relatives of the victim, and 
say’ Vour fiesh has stuck between my teeth.Such remarks 
were capable of rousing those to whom they were addressed to a 
murderous rage not very different from the Malay 

M^tmux^ who was reporting on the scientific expedition of 
which he had been a member in the 1930*3, describes the Easter 
Islanders mode of fighting. Hostile tribes, he says, provoked 
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one another with violent insults, and commenced battle by 
throwing stones. . . . 

In the hands of the Easter Islanders these were a redoubtable 
weapon, of which they made frequent use. The hail of stones 
was followed by a vohey of javeUmj whose obddian points tore 
the skin and opened gaping woundsp After this exchange of 
missiles, the warriors attacked with the httlc, short flat eJub 
idecLtic^ with the New Zealand Some, however, preferred 
the long dub with sharp edges^ 

Blows fell thick and fast until one group, having lost some of its 
warxiorsj fled from the field* The victors nishcd in pursuit of the 
vanquished, slaying or taking prisoner those who fell Into their 
hands. After this, they entered the enemy^s territory, where they 
burnt dowm the huts and laid waste the crops. Women and 
children were led into captidty* 

If earlier battles had exacerbated passions and created a spirit 
of revenue, the prisoners were tortured* Their skulls were 
broken wnth blows from an axe, they were buried alive, or trampled 
upon until their bellies burst and their entrails spilled out. To 
escape these reprisals, the vanquished fled across the island and 
hid In caveSi Traditional legends of the island relate the out¬ 
come of these battles in almost stcrcotyf^ sentences; ”They 
were cut m pieces. The vanquished, seized with panic, took 
refuge in caverns, where the victors sought them out. The men, 
women and children who were captured were eaten." If a 
high-ranking chief figured among the prisoners^ he was not only 
eaten, but his skull w^as burnt, to inflict the supreme outrage on 
his memory' and his family. 

Mdtraux ends hh accocmt of this mode of warfare with the 
comment: *‘Thc attraction of thse military expeditions was 
rendered even greater by the prospect of banquets consisting 
of the corpses of the enemy* After all/* he adds, perhaps by 
way of extenuation, ^‘Man was the only large mammal whose 

flesh was available*” 
Before leaving Polynesia, brief mention must be made of the 

Hawaiian Islands, a group of some twenty or more volcanic 
islands lying far to the north of the Equator, that is in the North, 
not the South Pacific. Their capit^ is, of course, Honolulu* 
Few, if any. Pacific islands are better knowTi, or have had 
more written about them, than these* The American Naval 
Base of Pearl Harbour lies in their midst; the main Pacific air 
routes meet at Honolulu, and the great Pacific shipping routes* 
Captain Cook discovered these islands in 1778; and it was in 
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Hawaii that Capiain Cook, only a year later, inct hb tragic 
end. 

Judge Fomander of Honolulu stated categorically that the 
Hawaiians felt deep abhorrence for tbc practice of cauiiibalisin, 
which they knew to exist elsewhere in the Pacific, Yet it was 
in Hawaii that Cook died, and the manner of hb death bore 
striking resemblances to the very practices the Hawaiian^ 
claimed to abhor* There have been a number of versions of 
this, of which the circumstantial account by Captain King 
is probably the most reliable: 

About B o^dock, it being very dark» a canoe was heard paddlmg 
towards the ship. There were two persons iu the canoe, and when 
they came on bewd they threw themselves at our feet, and 
appeared exceedingly frightened- After lamenting with abund« 
ance of tears the loH of * Qnjno'—m the native! called Captain 
Cook—one of them told ns that he had brought us a part of the 
body. 

He then presented to us a small bundle wrapped up in cloth, 
which he h^ brought under his arm* It is impossible to describe 
the horror which seized us on finding it a piece of human flesh 
about 9 or lo pounds* weight* This, he said, was aU that re¬ 
mained of the body of ^Orono* j the rest was cut to pieces, and 
burnt] but the head and all the bones, except what belong^ to 
the trunk, were m the possession of Terreeoboo* What w'c were 
looking at had been allotted to Kaoo, the duef of the priests, to be 
made use of in some religious ceremony* He said he had brought 
it as a proof of his ionocence, and hb attachment to us* 

Captain Cook, as far as can be ascertained from conflicting 
reports, had attempted to pers uade a Haw^auan chief to accom-'^ 
pany him back to his boat] the gesture had been tragically 
mismterpreted. 



CHAPTER TWELVE 

CANNIBALISM AMONG THE AUSTRALIAN 

BLAGKFELLOWS 

'The d£Nsitv-op»popue.atiow map of Amtralia shows at 

a glance that, with the exception of a hinge along the eastern 
seaboard, very narrow at the northern end but slightly 
around Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne, and a small bulge 
around Perth In the south-westemmost comer of the continent, 
practically the whole of its three million square miles of 
territory is occupied by fewer than five persons to the squEire 
mile. The total population is less than that of London; and of 

the right million-odd, only 50,000 or so are aborigines surviving 

into the twentieth century. 
The aborigines, living much as Stone Age man lived, without 

peimancnt dwellings, without any but the most rudimentary 
knowledge of agriculture, are commonly called ‘BlackfcUows 'j 
they were in occupation of the habitable portions of Australia 
long before Captain Cook discovered Botany Bay and, as it 
were, ‘put on the map’ a continent that bad been tentatively 
touched upon by a Portuguese at the beginning of the seven¬ 
teenth century, and landed upon by WiUiani Dampicr at the 

end of that century. 
They are at once a dangerous and a pitiJul community, as 

any community must be that survives only against great odds; 
their habits and customs seem to have been less thoroughly 
investigated than those of many other primitive peoples in 
other parts of the world. But there is no doubt that canni¬ 
balism existed among them until recent times, and possibly in 
such dangerous areas as Arnhem Land, in the far north of 
Northern Territory, may exist to this day. Motives for the 
eating of human Sesh, as elsewhere, are varied, and often 
closely intertwined. The need of sacrifice; the demands of 
magic; the desire for revenge: all these are present; as else¬ 
where; but in the case of the Blackfellows they arc perhaps less 

clearly evolved and crystallised. 
167 
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Colin Simpson^ writing of the AustraUan aborigine only five 
or six yean ago, had this to say: 

The eating of human flesh was not practised by the Aiistraiian 
native to the extent that it was by the South Sea Islander. The 
term ' eannibaJism* is usually taken to mean gorging on human 
fleshj and iftith relish; and that seems a valid description of the 
caimihaltsm of the Melanesian indigin^ of New Calt^onia^ who 
appear to have regarded man-meat much as we regard the 
Sunday joint. Not all eannibalbm is the same in purpose. 

In hard summers^ the new-bora children were all eaten by the 
Kaura tribe in the neighbourhood of Adclaide^K according to Dr 
McKinley. In 1933 ^ able to talk to old men who had eaten 
human flesh. The chief of Yam Island described to me how he 
had eaten finely-chopped man-meat mixed with cro€x>diIc-meat, 
at his inidatioD. He added that it had made him sick^ The 
purpose^ as he put it^ was “ to make heart come strong inside 

In the Wotjobaluk tribe, a couple who already had a child 
might kOl their new-bom and feed its musde-flesh to the other 
one to make it strong. The baby was killed ritually, by striking 
its head against the shoulder of its elder brother or sister. 

Human flesh-^ating among many tribes was a sign of respect 
for the dead. At a Died buiaal^ relatives received, in strict order 
of precedence^ small portions of the body-fat to eat. “ We cat 
Mm/’ a tribesman said, “because we knew hini and were fond of 
him.^' But revenge cannibalism is typified in the custom of 
the Ngango tribe, who ate the flesh of the hands and feet of slain 
enemies, and accompanied the eating with loud expressions of 
contempi for the people killed. 

Simpson made reference to * initiation'. A Professor of 
Anthropology' in the University of Sydney, A. P. Elkln^ develops 
this aspect of cannibalism among the Australian aborigines. 
In Central and Western Australia, he says, the young men 
spend a good deal of their period of seclusion in pairs, so 
assbting one another to obtain food. . . . 

In nearly all tribes from the west to the cast {he writes) and from 
the north to the south, at some part of the initiation scries a blood 
rite is performed. It consists of anointing the newly initiated 
wth arm-blood froTn the older men, or else giving them some of 
this to drink. The older men also anoint thcmsdvcs, or each 
other, and drink^ blood. This blood is sacred j there is a secret 
name for it, and it is usually associated with some mythical hero's 
act. 

It giv« life, strength and courage, and so fits the candidates for 
the revelations that are to be made. At tht same time it unites 
them to the elders of whose blood they have partaken ; indeed, 
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it ddcs more: il unites them to the inidatidn-heroes^ for the blood 
taken imdcr such conditions is the hero% or ancestor^ life, and 
so to drink it brings the ininated into the mythical wvorJd, A 
special song must be chanted while this blood is being drawn, and 
ttiig changed it—consecrates it, as we would say—and gives it 
sacramental cfhcacyi 

Flkin goes on to remark that he has heard a inissiooaiy speak 
with loathing of this rite of hlood-drinking+ But he adds that 
such an attitude is surely unreasonable for a Christian, especi¬ 
ally one with strongly developed sacramental views. If^ he 
says, we ourselves cannot tolerate blood diinking, then wc 
might at least appreciate the symbolism, and recommend the 
sutetitudon of some such Liquid as wine—which, after all, is 

our own practice. 
He goes on to speak of cannibalism among the aborigines in 

connection with burial rites noted among many of the Queens¬ 

land tribes, and others too l 

The body (he says) was dried over a fire or In the wn, after the 
internal organs had been removed through an Incision and ii had 
been packed^ bound up and, usually, painted. It b then made 
up into a bundle, and b carried around by the mourners until their 
grief has been assuaged. It is finally dbposed of by interment 
cremation, or by being put inside a holiow' tree- In some dis¬ 
tricts, the preparation is complicated by cannibalism, so that the 
bundle consists only of the bont^, or the bones and the dried skim 

Cannibalism (Elkin concludes) forms a ceremony, not only in 
connection with mummification in parts of Queensland, but also 
precedes the exposure of the body on the tree-stage among other 
tribes. Parts of the body have to be eaten by prescribed relations. 
Practised in QuecEisland, as part of burial ^ cannibalism w'as con¬ 
sidered a most honourable rite, to be used only for pei^ns of 
worth. It was, incidentally, a guick method of preparing the 
*mnmmy \ the Gesh being eaten instead of merely bci^ dried In 
the sun or over a fire. 

A good deal of highly mtelligent research into the customs 
and tradidom of the AustraliaD Blackfcllow has been carried 
through, largely in the course of their duties, by members of 
the Australian Mounted PoUcc and Patrol Officers in the 
Native Affairs Branch. Two of the former group, G. Home 
and G* Alston, paid especial attendon to the customs of the 
Wonkonguru tribe, in whose case, they say, cannibalism, though 
it existed, was not so much a general practice as a precaution 
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against magic—and in one case to ensure a supply of food. 
The two motives are by no means necessarily unconnected. 

The first case (they report) wm at Apawandiniiaj half way from 
Cowarie. A very fat Blackfcllow chased an emu and became 
overheated in the chase, and died. The other filackfcUows were 
ver>^ w'orried over the death. They examined the man, but could 
not find anything to show as a cause of hia death. He was a 
good-natured man, very pepuJar with the tribe^ so that it was 
unlikely that he had been ^ boned ’—a form of magic widely prac¬ 
tised among the Wonkonguru tribe- 

Finally, the old men of the tribe decided to cook the body^ 
They cut it up and dismbuted It right round the camps of the 
tribes^ which at that time extended from KtUaipaninna to Birds- 
ville in Queensland. The idea of the old men was that if the 
dead man had been" bcned\ his flesh would poison the man who 
had * boned' him, and anyone who was innocent would be pro* 
tected from such a death by eating a piece ofhim. I talked it over 
wi^ one old man who had eaten it in order that the rest would not 
think him guilty of - boning’ the dead man. He put it to me this 
way: “"Spose ’em me no eat "em. *Nothcr feIJa say* Him kill 
*CTiu Me eat “cm, then all right.’* 

This is dearly ‘magic*: the magic of sudden death, and 
precaution against sudden death, as understood by the 
BlackfcIlowSi The reference to ^boning*, however, perhaps 
needs explanation. Home and Aiston put the matter thus: 

The pointing'bone is called by the Wonkonguru triw g&m- It 
enlists^of a bone, or sticky having bands marked round it and a 
hair string stuck to one end. Each man makes the bones to hb 
ovm liking, but of course he follows the general patterns that have 
been used possibly for centuries. The bands dcteniiine the Hfe 
of the person aimed at, for ag each is burnt, the man is supposed 
to get more sick- and when the burning reaches the last band, the 
man dies. 

The method of using a bone varies slightly^ If a man has 
sufficient confidence in himself, he will seize the bone in his left 
hand irith twt> finger extended along iu He then takes up the 
hair string with his^ nght hand and pulls it tight against his right 
hip. Then, kneeling down, he points the bone tow^ards his 
enemy. After he has sung a song, he covers the point of hia bone 
wth pitch to keep in the poison that has been ‘sung’’ into it, and 
the man then wai^ untd he hears that his enemy is ill. The bone 
bi the tneantime is buried in a hole in the sand and covered up 
with feathers. 

^b.e enemy becoincs iU, the bone-poiTiiter digs up hi*:, bouc 
and buna about half an inch off its point. He then covers up the 
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bum vfith more pilch, and again hides the bone« The sick man 
in the meantime, suspecting that he has been ^boned\ steadily 
gets v/orse. His friends travel in all dlrcctioiiSp searching for the 
man who is ‘ boning^ him* Usually some man who is a general 
nuisance to the camps is finally settled upon as the one who is 
doic^ the * boning ^ and then—unless he can get into sanctuary— 
he 13 killed, Or at least very badly knocked about. 

The BladdHlows are very frightened of the bone magiCp and it is 
impossible to persuade them that there is nothing in it. They 
distrust white men's medicine because, they maintain, it is not 
powerful enough to cope with the poison of the bone. 

Horne and Alston were reporting on the Australian, abori¬ 
gines as they knew them thirty and more years ago. It would 
EcerUj from the few reliable reports that have come from the 
country in more recent years, that the nulls of change grind 
very slowly indeed; and perhaps this is inevitable. Australia 
is an enormously large territory; desert and wilderness and 
their inevitable concomitant of thirst—thirst that means death 
—make the prospect of travelling into the interior enough to 
daunt most men. Those who go there, go as a matter of duty; 
it is hard to think of anything in the nature of a mission, as 
ordinarily understood, among these roving tribes. 

Nevcrdielcss, there have been officers who have looked upon 
their duties as something more than the fulfilling of the bare 
Ictter-of-the-law. Syd Kyle-Little must be one of these—as the 
pages of his recently published Whispering Wind reveaL He 
writes with understanding, even with affection, of the Black- 
fellow whom it was his duty to control when necessary, guide 
where possible. He clearly had an extraordinary flair for 
coming to terms with the natives, though he is under no illusion 
as to the danger involved in exercising any sort of authority 
over them t they arc primitives of the primitives. . * * 

It appeared that a white man by hlmsclT on such a mission as 
mine might easily find himself wrapped in pandauus-leaves and 
roasting quietly on the ashes of an xAmhem Land fire. "^From 
wdi corrotorated evidence, a form of cannibalism is sdU practised 
by three groups between the Blyth and Liverpool Rivera,” Gordon 
Sweeney, a Patrol Officer in the Native Affairs Branch, one of my 
predecessors, wrote. "The bodies of all except the children, old 
people, and the diseased are cut up after death, the bones taken 
out and the flesh cooked and eaten. There appears to be no 
special ceremony at the time, or ceremonial significance attached 
to this practice, at least among two groups, the Manbuloi and the 
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Gumauvmirk. A third group* th^ Rauwarang* do not allow the 
children to cat. The bones are shortly aTtcrwakls handed to the 
relative who h to carry them at the mual Bugubtint corroboree, 
which under this name is practised throughout the social area- 
The reason given for the cannibal practice in all three groups ti 
that the people think that eadng human flesh wili them 
clever at hunting, at spearing kangaroos, finding wlid hone>', 
getting yams, etc*" 

Kyle-Little describes in his book a mission which he under¬ 
took in 1946, and the quotation which had made him think so 
hard came from a comnicnt from one of his immediate 
predecessors. He continues thus: 

I wondered about Sweeney^s warnings of cannibalism* I had 
known the Australian aborigine for too long to believe that he was 
a blood-ihiraiy* man-eating savage. Provoked, he was sava^. 
But I did not mean to be provocative. As for man-cating» 1 dis¬ 
covered later that this ^vas only partly true. The Liverpool 
River natives did not kill men for food. They ate human ne^h 
largely from superstitious beliefs* If they killed a worthy man in 
battle, they ate hb heart, believing that they would mJient his 
valour and pow'cr. They ate his brain because they knew it 
represented the seat of his knowledge. If they killed a fast 
runnerp they ate part of his legs, hoping thereby to acquire his 
speed. 

Kyle-Uttle—who uses as title for tus book the name which 
the Blackfcllaws ultimately gave him, as a sign of their respect’— 
completed his tnission, and returned to tvrite his very revealitig 
book. If he encountered any cannibalism, it was not * Whisper¬ 
ing Wind' who was personally involved. And E* O. James, 
who has written so much on different aspects of cannibalism in 
so many different parts of the world, and with such acute 
perception of the distinctions, confirms what the Patrol Officer 
had had to say; "Among the native tribes of Australia, the 
bodies of those who fall in battle^ honoured chie^, and new¬ 
born infants, are frequendy consumed to obtain their qualities, 
just as in the Torres Straits (which separate the northernmost 
territory of Australia from the southernmost part of New 
Guinea) the tongue and sweat of a slain cncniy are imbibed to 
get his bravery.” 



CHAPTEK TSiaTEEK 

CANNIBAL PRACTICES AMONG THE 
MAORI OF NEW ZEALAND 

r W T; 

J, HE popuLATtDN of Ncw Zealand is barely a quarter that 
of Australia^ so the New Zealand Maori form a very much 
higher proportion of the total than the Australian Blackfeliows 
do in their country, for there arc some 50,000 of them still. 

The Maori are thought to have migrated to die North Island 
of New Zealand some hundreds of years ago—perha^ from 
Hawaii^ perhaps from elsewhere. They may have drifted 
across the South Pacific, from island group to island group, in 
the course of centuries, absorbing some of the charac teristics of 
the various trib^ with whom they fought, and perhaps later 
temporarily setded down, as they did so. To judge froin their 
fierceness^ and the late survival of cannibalism among them, it 
would not be unfair to suggest that they absorbed more than a 
little of the Fiji Islanders' tradidons. It has been suggested 
that they may have originated m India or Central Asia, and 
have reached New Zealand by way of Malaya ^ but basically 
they are Polynesian, though generally speaking the savagery 
of their ways m the not-so-distant past would suggest Mcia- 
nesian rather than Polynesian traditions. 

Elsdon Best, an authority on the Maori, is clearly puzsled by 
the deeply-ingrained habit of cannibalism of which he found so 
much evidence in the course of his researches. **How is it," 
he asks, “that our Maori has become such a pronounced 
cannibal in these islands? “ Rightly or wrongly, he attributes 
the origin of the Maori to the Society Islands, which, as w^c have 
already seen, were not a hotbed of caimibalism, “Was 
cannibalism, as a common custom, acquired by the Maori?” he 
asks* And adds: *’The dreadful Maori custom—or at least 
occasional habit—of exhuming and eating buried human bodies 
was also a Fijiun custom,** 

Captain Cook w^as horrified by the discovery of cannibalism 
in New Zealand when he was at work on the project of chaiting 
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the eastera coastline of the islands in 1768 and the following 
year. His J^mah are a fascinating^ and very revealing, 
record of what awaited explorers in the latter end of the cigh- 
teenth century, and he would doubtle^ have been astounded 
to find that even a hundred and more years later the conditions 
he had known had not so greatly changed. Parts of his 
Journals deal with his voyage in his ship Endiamur^ in which he 
visited the Society Islands and Tahiti before sailing further 
south to chart the eastern coasts of New Zealand and Australia. 
Tahitians who had voyaged with him were as sickened as he 
w*as by what they found, . , , 

Calm light airs from the north all day on the 2^td November 
hindefed us Tcom putting out to sea as mtended. In the after¬ 
noon, some of the officers w'cnt on shore to amuse themselves 
among the natives, where they saw the head and bowels of a 
youth, who had been lately killed, lying on the beach, and the 
heart stuck on a forked sdek which was fixed to the head of one of 
the largest canoes. One of the gendemen bought the head and 
brought it on board, where a piece of the flesh was broiled and 
eaten by one of the natives, before all the officers and most of the 
men, I was on shore at this dme, but soon after returning on 
board was informed of the above circumstances, and found the 
quarter-deck crowded with the natives, and the mangled head, or 
rather part of it (for the iinder-jaw and lips were wanting), lying 
on the taffrail. The skull had been broken on the left sidcj just 
above the templeSp and the rcinains of the ^ce had all the appear- 
ance of a youth under twenty. 

The sight of the head, and the relation of the above circi™- 
stancesp struck me with horror and filled my mind with indignation 
against these cannibals. Curiosity, howev^cr, got the better of 
my indignation, epeciafly when I cotisidcrcd that it would avail 
but littlcp and being desirous of becoming an eye-witness of a fact 
which many doubt^, I ordered a piece of the flesh to be broiled, 

brought to the quarter-deck, where one of the cannibals ate 
it with surprising avi^ty. This had such an efifcct on some of our 
people as to make them sick* Oodidee, the native who had 
embarked with us some time before, was so aJTected with the sight 
as to become perfectly motionless, and seemed as if metamor- 
phos^ into a statue of horror, It Is utterly impossible fbr art to 
describe that passion with half the force that it appeaned in hts 
countenance, 

When roused from this state by some of us, he burst into tears, 
continued to weep and scold by turns, told them they were vile 
men and that he neither was nor would be any longer their friend* 
He even would not suffer them to touch him* He used the same 
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languj^ to one of the gmtlennen who cut off the ficsb, and 
refused to accept or even touch die knife ^ith which It was done. 
Such was Oedidee's indignation against this vile custom; and 
worthy of imitation by every ration^ being. 

At four o'eiock In the morning of the 24th November, we 
unmoored with an intent to put to sea; but the wind being at 
north and north-east without^ and blowing strong puffs into the 
covcp made it necessary for us to lie fast. While we were unmoor- 
ingj some of Our old friends came aboard to take their leave of us, 
and afterwards left the cove with all their effects; but those who 
had been out on the late expedition remained; and some of the 
gentlemen having visited them found the heart stUl sticking on 
the canoe, and the intestines lying on the beach; but the liver 
and lungs were now wanting. Probably they had eaten them 
after the carcass was all gone. 

It would seem from this particular extract that Cook and his 
officers had got on to relatively easy terms wth the * gentlemen \ 
as he so oddly refers to them, who gave these dcmonstratioiis of 
what was for them a normal practice. But it not alw^ays 
such an easy relationship. Elsewhere in his Journals he recounts 
episodes where they were in very real danger. Danger, 
incidentally, of two kinds | neither of them pleasant to 
contemplate. . . . 

In this siEuadon we were not above tw^o cables^ length ftom the 
rofdts, and here we remained in the strength of the udCj from a 
little after seven till near midnight. The sea broke in dreadful 
surf upon the rocks. Our danger was immincm and our escape 
crided in the highest degree; from the situation of these rocks, so 
well adapted to catch unwary strangers, 1 call them 'The Traps". 

There was not a man aboard EndeoMfur who. In the event of the 
ship's breaking up, would not have prefciT«i to drown rather 
than be left to the mercy of the Maoris* For as Ei^deowitr slowly 
circled the North Island, those few words spoken by the Maori 
boys—^**Do not put us ashore there; it is inhabited by our 
enemies who wUl kilt and cat us”—^be^n to grow into a hideous 
reality. Yet even as fresh evidence came to light that these 
people were indeed cannibalSp the ship'^s company still refused to 
believe the truth their eyes told them. 

Tupia inquired If it was their praedee to eai meUp to which they 
answered iu the affirmative; but said that they ate only their 
enemies who were slain in batde. We now began scrioudy m 
believe that th^ hooid custom prevailed amongst them, for what 
the boys had said we had eonddered as a mere hyperbolical 
expression of their fear. But some days later some of our people 
foxmd in the skirts of the wocxl, near a hole, or oven, three human 
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hip-bones, which they brought qn board: a further proof that 
these people eat human flesh- 

Not long afterwards. Cook and his men ^vere witnesses of the 
gni^ome sight of human beings gnawing human bones with 
an absolute lust* their bands and faceSj as he said, smeared with 
blood while they picked fragments of human gristle from 
betw cen their sharply filed teeth. 

At this sight (he writes] we were struck with horror, though it was 
only cdnfirmaiioii of what we had heard many times since we 
arrived upon the coast. As we could have no doubt but that die 
bones were human, neither could we have any doubt but that 
the flesh w^hich covered them had been eaten. They were found 
in a provision-basket: the flesh that remained appeared mani- 
fcstly to have been dre^ed hy Are; and In the gristles at the end 
were the marks of the teeth which had gnawed them. 

Captain Cook was something more than a flue and 
courageous sailor and navigator: he was an observer with a 
sdentifle turn of mind. Soj too* were some of his officers^ men 
such as Banks and Solander, for Instance^ Sinking their own 
personal feelings, they availed themselves of every opportunity 
for studying the natives and their customs, and the result^ as 
shown in Cook's carefuDy kepi youTTusls^ is a fine piece of report¬ 
age. The aceount of what they saw, in its detail and accuracy, 
has hardly been surpa^cd even by the anthropologists and 
others who came much later on the scene, here and elsewhere. 

This (Cook condnues) was but a small Maori family, not more 
than a do^eu at mo^t. Vet, upon inquiry who the man was 
whose bones we had found, they told us that about five days be¬ 
fore^ a boat belonging to their enemies came into the bay, with 
many persons on boards and that this man was one of the 
whom they had killed- 

Since only a basketful of bones was left by the time Cook and 
his officers came on the scene, less than a week later, the family 
had disposed of one whole carcass at least between them every 
day. Banks, apparently, risked a challenge: were they really 
cannibals;, or were these just remnants of some bodies that had 
been disposed of otherwise? Cook adds, dispassionately: 

One of the cannibals thereupon bit and gnaw^ed the human 
arm which Banks had picked up^ drawing it through his mouth 
and showing by signs that the flesh to him was a dainty bit. 
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Tupia carried on the conversation: *\Vherc are the hcadis?* be 
asked. ‘ Do you eat tbem, too?^ ' Of the head$/ answered an 
old maBj ^we eat only the brains/ Later he brought on 
board EndiODimr four of the heads of the seven victims. The 
hair and flesh were cntirCj but we perceived that the brains had 
been extracted. The flesh was soft, but had by some method 
been preserved floin putrefaedon^ for it had no disagreeable 
smcIL” Cook adds that, after a great deal of haggling as to 
price, the Maori were induced by Banks to sell them one of the 
heads; but they would part with no more than one. 

Later^ having had more than ample opportunity to investi¬ 
gate and draw his conclusions about the cannibalistic practices 
of the Maori, with whom his own relations were so unusual, 
Cook makes statement: 

This custom of eadcig their euemies siain in battle (for I firmly 
believe they eat the flesh of no others) has iindoubtedly been 
handed dowii to them from earliest times; and we know it is not an 
easy matter to w^m a nation from their ancient customs^ let them 
be ever so infiiiTfian and savage; especially if that nation has no 
manner of conucciioa or commerce with strangers. For it is by 
this that the greatest part of the human rage has been civilised; 
an advantage which the New Zealanders, from their situation, 
never had. 

One of the argumenis they made use of to Tupia^ who fre¬ 
quently expostulated with them against this custom, was that 
there could be no harm in killing and eating the man who would 
do the same by them if it was in his power. For, said they, Can 
there be any harm in eating our eneinies, whom we have tilled in 
battle? Would not those very caemics have done the same to 
us?” 1 have often seen them listen to Tupia with great attention, 
but I never found his argumejits have any weight with them. 
When Oedidee and several of our people showed their abhorrence 
of it, they only laughed at them. 

Captain Cook was writing in the *7o's of the eighteenth 
century. Dr Fdix Maynard, wTitmg not much more then a 
hundr^ years ago, reports the case of Touai, a New Zealand 
chief who was brought to London in 1818 and resided there for 
a long time, becoming‘"‘almost civilised**; but^— 

He confessed in his moments of nostalgia that what he most re¬ 
gretted in the country finom which he H'as absent was the feast of 
human flesh, die feast of victory. He was weary of eating 
English beef; he claimed that there was a great analogy between 
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the flcsk of tht pig aitd tkat of man. This last dcclaratiDn he 

made before a sumptuously served table. The f!cah of women 
and children w'as to him and his rellowH[X)U£itFyTnen the most 
delicious, while certain Maoris prefer that of a man of fifty, and 
that of a black rather than that of a white. His eountrymen, 
Touai said, never ate the flesh raw^ and pre^rved the fat of the 
rump for the purpose of dressing their sweet potatoes. 

Maynard adds a piece of gratuitous inform ation* Some 
missionaries had expressed their feax of being eaten. A New 
Zealand chief £0 whom they were speaking sought to put their 
minds at rest. Maoris, he told them^ if they were wanting a 
taste of human flesh wuuld be far more likely to seek it among 
their foes in neighbouring tribes because black men bad a far 
more agreeable flavour than white men, when cooked. This, 
he said, was due to the fact that the whites seem to take a lot 
of salt with the fcjod they cat, while Maoris take practically 
none at all. 

There is not a bay, not a cove* in New Zealand (Maynard 
reported) which has not witnessed horrible dramas, aod woe to 
the white man who falls into the New Zealanders' hands. When 
the victor cats his foe after the combat, he believes he eats not only 
his body but also hk soul. It k an outrage to eat the body* and 
it b an advantage to eat the waidjoua—^the soul of the vanquished— 
because thk k then assimilated with oneb own. This superstidon 
b all-powerflil in wartime. Usually, after a fight they commence 
by devouring the bodies of the oldest and most courageous war¬ 
riors, those most completely tattocKcd, leaving the corpses of the 
younger men mide^ those that were novices in wa^are, even 
though their flesh might be more appetising. Thus, before ail, 
the victon value the assimilafion, the appropriation, of the life 
and courage of the most celebrated warriors, however tUrt md 
Jieshless may he, 

Maynard adds a brief comment here; one wWch we have 
already seen made by other investigators: " Considered from 
this point of \dcw, cannibaikiti is almost excusable among 
barbarous peoples.*^ He then goes on to describe the details of 
the feasts: 

New Zealanders particularly esteem the brain, and reject the 
remainder of the Head^ but an Eaglkh missionary has reported 
that Poinare, a chief of the Ifey of Islands, ate six entire h^ds. 
Chiefs heads are usually dried and perfectly preserved by an 
mgenious process. When a tribe wishes to make peace, it offers 
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the vanquished tribe, as proof of in good Intentions, the heads of 
the chiefe the others have lose These heads are also ardoLes of 
commerce in the neighbourhood of the Bay of Islands. 

The bones of chiers are very carefully gathered up;, and fiom 
them they construct knives, hsh-hooks^ artow-pomts, and pomts 
for lances and javelins, as well as ornaments for the toilet. 1 
possess some fish-hooks pointed with very sharp fragments of 
human bone. Sometimes they detach the hand and the fbecann 
and dry them at a fire of aromatic herbs. The muscles and 
tendons of the fingers contract so that the whole forms a hook, 
which they place in thdr huts for the suspension of baskets and 
weapons. I have seen several of these used as dothes-pegs. 
They utilise the remnants of the coipse in this manner in order lo 
cause the family of the chief who is no more to fed that^ tvtzn after 
death, he is still the slave of the victor. Before the feast of victory^ 
each warrior drinks the blood of the enemy he has killed with hu 
own hand. The the god of the conquered, then bcscomea 
subject to the akrm of the victors. In the neighbourhood of 
Hokianga, Hongi ate the left eye of a great chief. According to 
their belief, the left eye becomes a star in the firmament, and Hongi 
considered that henceforth his star would be much the more 
brilliant, and the strength of his sight would be augmented by all 
that which was possessed by the defunct. 

Maynard goes on to say that he believes the action of cuttiDg 
off an enemy*s head, raising it by the hair above one’s mouth in 
order to drink the warm blood running from the arteries, 
swallowing the left eye and chewing the muscles is all done in 
order to inherit a star and a soul. There were always, so far as 
he could ascertain, human sacrifices following the death of a 
chief. Tradition and, for want of a better word:^ *religioii", 
he says* demanded that the bodies of slaves should be placed 
upon that of a chief, but very often the sacrificers chose to cat 
them instead. 

Though the New Zealanders do not conceal their c^mibaiism (he 
ends), their ebiefi sometunes endeavour to excuse themselves for 
it. ^*The fish of the sea eat one another,*' they say; **the large 
fish eat the small ones, the small ones eat insects; do^ eat men 
and men cat dogs, while do^ eat one another; the birth of the air 
also prey upon one another; finally^ the gods devour other gods. 
Why, among enemies, should we not eat one another?” 

There is usually a suspetision of fighting after the death of the 
first chief to fall in combat. The party which has not lost that 
leader claims the body of the defunct. If the others are indml^ 
dated, they yield it at once, and in addition, the chieTs wife, who 
is immediately put to death ; she even voluntarily yidds herself 
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up, if sJie loved her husband. The priests cm up the eorpso, 
divide them into fragments, and eat some; offering the greater 
number to their idob, while consultiDg the gods upon the issue of 
the present war. 

Maynard’s observations were the result of mvestigation in 
the early part of the nineteenth century. Three-quarters of a 
century later, Edward Tregear did some investigating for the 
purpose of writing a book he subsequently called quite simply 
Tht Maori Race. His researches were widespread and compre¬ 
hensive, and the results were to show, among other things, 
that the Maori could not be said to have changed much in the 

generations that had passed. 

After battle (Tregear writes) con^ the terrible and revolting 
epistle of the cannibal feasL It is unfortunately impossible to 
pass it over without notice, for Maori hisloiy' is too full of allusion 
and incident connected with the practice for us to avoid mention 
and description of some of its horrors. 

Prisoners taken in the fight were slain m cold blood, except 
those rcser^ for slavery—a mark of sdlL greater contempt than 
being killed for food. Sometimes after the battle a few of the 
defeated were thrust aiiot into large food-baskets and thus de¬ 
graded for ever. As a genera] rule, however, they w'crc slain for 
the oven. 

In days near our own it is recorded that a chief named 
^Vherowhero ordered ^50 prisoners of the Taranaki peopJe to be 
brought to biTfi for slaughter. He sat on the ground and the 
prisoners were brought to him one by one to receive the blow of 
the cHcTs mtti—a weapon till lately in the possession of his son, 
the late Maori "King*. After he bad killed the greater number 
of them he said* ** 1 am tired* Let the rest live^*' So the re¬ 
mainder passed into sJavt^* 

How numerous somelimes these war captives were may be 
judged by the fact that when Hongi returned from hb raid on the 
southern tribes he brought back 2,000 prisoners to the Bay of 
Islands* One of the Latest canmbkl feasts of consequence w^as 
held at Ohariu, neat Wellington, when 150 of the Muaupoko 
tribe w’ent into the ovens. When the Maoris overcame the gentle 
Moriorb of the Chatham Islands, not only did they keep the 
captives penned up like live-stock waiting to be killed and eaten, 
but one of the leading clueff of the invaders ordered a meal of six 
children at once to be cooked to regale his Mends* 

1 was shown a part of a beach on the Chatham Islands on which 
the bcKdics of eighty Moriori women were Imd ride by side, each 
with an impaling stake driven into the abdomen* It is diJhcult 
for one not accustomed to savage warfare to note how shockingly 
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callous and heartless this desecradon of the human body made the 
actors in these terrible scenes- 

Tregear then gives a specific instance of this almost unbeliev¬ 
able callousness which struck him so forcibly- Indeed^ it is 
hard to parallel the behaviour recorded here, except perhaps 
in Fiji and in some parts of Nevir Guinea, 

A Maori relating an account of an expedition said,, incidenialfy: 
" On the way I was speaking to a red-haired girl who had just 
been caught out in the Open* We were then on the eastern side 
of Maunga Whau, Auckland. My companions remained with 
the girl svlulst 1 went to see the man of Waikato who had been 
kihed- As wc came back, 1 saw the head of the red-haired girl 
lying in the ferns by the side of the track. Further on, we over¬ 
took one of the Waihou men carrying a back-bad of the fleshy 
which he was taking to our camp to cook for food* The arms of 
the girl were round his neck, whilst die lK>dy was on his back.** 
If one can mentally picture the :scenc, with the man striding 
along, carrying the headless, disembowelled trunk of the naked 
girl, enough of tliis kind of homor will have been evoked. 

Tregear mentions one odd point: odd because it is exactly 
the reverse of a practice we have already noted among the 
sorcerers of Papua who, Seligmaun reported, made a practice 
of eadng corpses for the purposes of their sorcery^ Certain 
families, notably those of die Fapahurihia, a tribe of wizards, 
refused ever to touch human flesh because, they maintained, 
such food w^ould entirely destroy thdr magical powers. 

WTien the bodies could not all be eaten {Tregear eontinues}p 
some of the flesh was stripped from the bones and dried in the sun, 
being hung on stages for that purpose. The flesh was then 
gathered into baskets and oil w^as pomed over it, the oil being 
rendered-down from the bodies; this viM done to preveut it 
spoiling from damp. Sometunes the flesh was potted into cala¬ 
bashes, as birds were potted. The bones were broken up and 
burnt in the fire. The body of a chief might be flayed* and the 
skin dried for covering hoops or boxes. The heads of the mferior 
chiefs were smashed and burnt, hut those of the great were pre¬ 
served by smoking. Sometimes the bones were broken and 
knocked like nails into the posts of the storehouses—a great 
indignity. 

Bones were also taken aw'ay to be made into fish-hooks^ or as 
barbs for bird or eel spears. The bands were dried with the 
fingers bent towards the palm, and the wrists were tied to a pole 
which was stuck into the ground^ and baskets containing the 
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remains of a meal were hung upon the lingera. Some of the Nga* 
pwhi trilK were treated this way early tMs century. The hands 
Avere fastened lo the wails of a house^ with the wriats upwards and 
fingers turned up as hooks^ The Handa had been roasted until 
the outer fttein had come off. The palms were quite white insidcp 

It is curious how small^ macabre details iike these bring home 
the full sigtLificance and horror of such practices even more 
forcibly than descriptions of wholesale massacre and feasting. 
The image of a basket of human flesh hanging from the rigid 
fingers of a human hand severed at the wrist and festened to a 
pole in the hut is surely the apotheosis of the macabre. 

If the deceased had been a great chief (Tregear continues)^ care 
was taken to degrade every part of the skeleton. The thigh¬ 
bones were made into flutes^ or cut into sections that could be 
worked into rin^ for the legs of captive parrots. From other 
bones would be made pins for holding the dress-mats togecherj^ or 
needles for sewing dogskin mats. The skull might even be used as 
a water-vcssd for carrying water in,, for wetting the oA^ens. But 
chieifl^ heads were carried back to be erected on pHasts so that they 
might be taunted, or fixed on the comer sticks of a loom to ht 
mocked by a woman as she sat weaving. In fact, no method of 
showing contempt, especially of defiling the remains of the defeated 
by associatiiig them with food^ was spared. 

Sometimes the heart of the vanquished was roasted for cere¬ 
monial purpose!. When the Kaiapoi stronghold was attacked by 
the forces of Rauparaha, the heart of a chief of the defending party 
was cut out and roasted in a fire, while all the attacking warriois 
stood round it in a ring. The priests chanted and the warriors 
stretched out their arms towards the heart while it w^ cooking. 
When the priests ended their chant, the warriofa took up the song, 
while the chief priest tore off a portion of the heart and threw it 
among the enemy to weaken th^. 

The heart of a victim of sacrifice was not always eaten for war 
purposes. Sometimes it was for other reasons. Thus Uenuku 
ate the heart of his wife, who had committed adnltery^ The heart 
of the human sacrifice was eaten at a house-building ceremony, 
and also at the tattooing of the lips of a chiePs daughter and at the 
felling of a tree to be us^ for a great chief^a canoe. 

This last point gives a hint of contact between the Maori and 
the Fijian Islanders^ among whom this practice has already 
been noted. The anthropologist A, P* Rice records this alsOj 
and adds that the custom of devouring a human heart might be 
found also in the course of the ceremoEiy of mourning the passing 
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of a chicfj when the tribe was at the same time honouring his 
widow. 

Rice goes on to comment on the element of heredity in regard 
to cannibalism, and quotes an anonymons French mrssionary^ 
one of whose converts was a young Maori of, imisEed the 
missionary, “ a pardcuJarly gentle and lovable disposition, very 
shy—even timid, and extremely popular with everyone at the 
mission where he was employed/" . . , 

One day (said the missionary) he happened to meet a young girl 
who had run away for some reason from her home in a neighbour^ 
ing village. The young Maori suddenly became possessed of an 
unaccustomed demon. He seized the young girh took her to tm 
hut, killed her in cold bloody cut up her fowy in the traditional 
manner, and then invited his friends to partake with him in a 
meal, the chief and most favoured dish of which consisted of this 
young Maori girl. 

In his observations about canciiballsm, particularly in regard 
to the practice in New Zealandj Rice makes one very unex- 
pec ted and interesting point; 

There is—though it sounds macabre—one redeeming feature in 
this matter of camubalism: it makes those who participate in it 
well acquainted with the anatomy of the human frame. That is 
why a Maori is so frequently a master of surgery—surgery that 
may be rude, but is nevertheless octremely effective. He is 
fairly adept in the matter of dislocated joints and fractured bones, 
though of course owing to their lack of proper instruments—not 
to mention anaesthetics—any patient undergoing the amputation 
of, say^ an arm or leg roust evince an indifference to pain in order 
that the amateur surgeon may not be made nervous as he 
operates. 

Riccis observation is reasonable ■ the comment that concludes 
it comes a little unexpectedly from an anthropologist ! 

It is, of course, the eye-witne^ account that remains longest 
in the memory, and our last reference to the cannibalism of the 
Maori shall ht taken from the reports of white traders and 
others who came, wittingly or othcr^vise, to be involved in such 
mddents. 

The first concerns the Master of the tradiug-brig 
one Captain Stew an, who allowed himself to be persuaded by 
a Maori chief to smuggle him and a party of his tribesmen 
atxsard the ship so that they might arrive unexpectedly at the 
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shores of an island where their cnernies lived. Te Rauparaha 
must have been a pci^o of some plausibility^ for Captain 
Stewart allowed a handred and more natives to secrete them¬ 
selves in part of his holds before he set salt for their mutual 
objective: the one to pick up a cargo of fl ax^ the other with a 
very different end in view* 

Between one and two in the mommgj the Eti^aietA dropped 
anchor off shore. At daylight, Stewart found canoes coming 
out to visit the ship, and one by one, the crew's were allowed to 
come aboard* and were then batiened dowm below hatches. 
As soon as sufBcient canoes were available* the tribesmen from 
the other hold came up on dcck^ boarded the canoes* and 
paddled across the bay* to fight the depleted community and 
ultimately return with canoedoads of victimSj, who wxre then 
thrown down into the holds where already their fellow-tribes¬ 
men were battened down* 

None of those taken prisoner were killed, nor were any of those 
kUled on shore cooked on board* nor in the cooking-vessel belong¬ 
ing to the ship (says the report). All the bodies were cooked on 
shore in the primitive Alaori fashion of the day. They dig a hole 
in the earth two feet deep* m which they make a quantity of round 
stones red-hot with dry wood* after wWdi they take out all the 
stones except a few at the bottom^, over which they lay sc\Tral 
alternate tiers of leavra and flesh* until there is as much above the 
ground as below. They then throw about two or three quarts of 
water over aU* and confine the steam with old mats and earth so 
completely that in so minutes the flesh is cooked; It is in this way 
that they cook and cure all their provi^ons. 

The prisoners* the dead and alive flesh* were brought ashore 
and seated in rows on the beach* the presented flesh being 
carried off in baskets to the place appointed for the cannibal 
feast. It was estimated that about one hundred baskets of 
flesh were landed* and that each basket contained the equiv¬ 
alent of one human body. Then commenced a dance which 
was described by an eye-witness: 

The wamon* enlifcly naked* their long black hair* although 
matted with human gore* yet flowing pardaily in the wind* in 
the left hand a human head and in t^ right hand a bayonetted 
mu^ct held by the middle of the barrel. Thus, with a song* the 
tonble expression of which can only be imagined by being heard* 
did they dance round their wretched victims, every now and then 
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apprcachkig them with gaturcs, threatening death under its mest 
horrible form^ of lingcriiig torture. 

The captive, ydth the cxcepdon of one old man and a boy who 
were ^ntenced to deaths were apportioned amongst the conquer* 
ing warriors as slaves. The tables were laid. About a hundred 
baskets of prataioes^ a large supply of green vegetabJeSj and equa] 
quantitifs of w'halc-blubber and human fleah^ constituted the awful 
menu. The old maiit from whcjse neck suspended the head of 
his son, while the body formed part of the cannibal feast, was 
brought forth and subjected to torture from the women before the 
last scene of ah. 

The banquet went on to a finish, and^ though it proved none the 
less actrajcdve to the participants^ was rendered all the more 
hideous to the onlookers by the fact that the midsummer season 
when it took place^ added to the hasty and incomplete manner in 
which die human flesh had been prejjarTcd in the ovens, caused 
the human-—yet imhuman—food to become putrid in a most 
revolting form before it was spread out for the banqueU Officers 
of the boat witnesed this frightfiil orgy^ and some ot them brought 
to Hobart Town mementoes of the scene^ dissected from the bo^es 
as they lay out for the repast. 

The second report is from one of a group of white traderSi^ 
and comes in the form of a letter from Daniel Henry Sheridan. 
The group of traders had become involved in a vendetta 
between two tribes, the Waika;to and the Taranaki; but this 
time it would seem that they had not allowed themselves, as 
Captain Stewart did, to play some part io the proceedings. They 
were unwilling and borrifled witnesses—w^hich was bad enough; 

The principal part of the prisoners that day were cripples^ women 
and children ; the remainder making their escapes as well as their 
weak state would allow them (they had been besieged for a con¬ 
siderable time)* A party of the enemy w^e employed in des¬ 
patching as many as would be sufficient for the evening's meal; their 
slaves getting the ovens ready, and die remainder went in search 
of more prey, which they found to the number of hundred. 

On the 23 rd, they commenced the slaughter of the prisoners 
that were ^en alive. They were crammed Lnlo huts, well 
guarded, the prindpal chief executioner, with a sharp tomahawk 
in his hand, ready to receive them. They were then called out 
one by one. Those that had well carved or tattooed heads had 
their heads cut off on a block, the body quartered! and hung upon 
fenco that were erected for the purpose. Those with indifferent 
heads received one blow, and were then dragged to a hole to 
bleed. The young chilcireti, and grown-up lads^ w*ere cut down 
the belly and then roasted on sticks before the fires. 
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1 havej since this bloody deed was cominitted, paid a visit to the 
fata] spot to view the remains of this horrid carnage^ Within 
several ndJes in all directions^ are placed Ui the ground pieces of 
wood, painted red, as a memorial oi the spot where those that 
left behind had some friend or relative slain^ On advancing 
ticarer;^ is a heap of bonesj since burned^ as near as I can imagine 
of about goo persons. Thence to about a quarter of a mile are 
skeletons^ not burned, strewed about the place where the enemy 
had formed their settlements,^ and the ovens still remaining where 
they had been cooked. 

I believe they did not eat any flesh inside the place where they 
butchered them, as I could not see any bones in it; it had not been 
disturbed since the savages left it to pay tis a visit. The block 
they struck the fatal blow^ on waa still remaimng, the blood and 
the notches firom the aite were still quite ftesh. The trees were 
stripped of their leaves^ and the branches thereof supplied, instead, 
with dead bodies^ cleaned and ready for cooking. 

On taking a general view of the place, I observed that the 
enemy had form^ three diFTcrent settlements^ and in each of them 
waj a heap of bones similar to the first 1 had seen, and also to each, 
a rack, placed along the spot where they eat their victuals; on it 
they place the heads of their unfortunate victims, that they may 
contmualiy keep the objects of their revenge in their sight and 
mind, which is the continued bloodthirsty practice of this dis¬ 
graceful race, whose constant study is meditating the death of 
their fdlow-coimtrymca, . . . 

Sheridan gives a number ofdescriptiQm of scenes that he has 
been obliged to witness, each more horrible than the last: 
episodes wherein, for example, a quarrel between two women 
in a tribe leads to mass-slaughter, with heads falling left and 
right, and the inevitable feasting and ^curing" of the heads as 
trophies and mementoes. The tribesmen took, he says, a 
perverse delight in casting the entraih of some of their rictims 
into the only stream in the neighbourhixid supplying water fit 
for white men to drink. This, he says, according to their 
superstition made the water sacred, so that be and his com¬ 
panions dared not drink from it from fear of something worse 
than the mere fact of possibly being poisoned by the pollution. 
He then gives one more incident which, as he says, “with 
horror I behdd^^: 

To the guA T was stationed at, they dragged a man slightly 
wounded in the leg, and tied him hand and foot until the battle 
Was over. Then they loosed him and put some questions to him, 
which he could noi answerj nor give them any satisfaction thereof^ 
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as he knew hk doom. They then took the fatal tomahawk and put 
it between his teeth, whde another pierced Ms throat for a thief to 
drink hb blood. Others at the same time were cutting his arms 
and legs off. They then cut off his head, quartered him and sent 
his heart to a chief, it being a dclicioiis morsd and they being 
generally favoured with such rarities after an engagement. 

In die meantime, a fellow that had proved a traitor wished to 
come and see his wife and children. They seized him and serv^cd 
him in like manner. Oh, what a scetie for a man of Christian 
feeling, to bdiold de.ad b^ies slrewcd about the setdement in 
every direction, and hung up at every native's door, their entraib 
taken out and thrown aside and the women prepanng ovens to 
cook them! By great persuasion, we prevailed on the savages 
not to cook any inside the fence:, or to come Into our houses during 
the tunc they were regaling themselves on what they termed 
sumptuous food—far sweeter, they said, than pork- 

On our side, there were eight men killed, three children^ and 
two women, during the siege. They got sbeteen bodies* brides a 
great number that were half roasted, and dug several up out of the 
graves, half decayed, which they also ate. Another instance of 
their depravity was to make a musket ramrod red hot, enter it in 
the lotvcr part of the victim's bdly and let it run upwards* and 
then make a slight incision in a vein to let his blood run gradually* 
for them to drink. . . * 

Sheridan ends his letter, in which he has recounted such 
hideous Incidents wTth such a wealth of detail: I must here 
conclude, being very scanty of paper; for which reason, 
columns of the disgraceful conduct of these cannibals remain 
tmpenned 

hy 

Daniel Henry Sheridan/* 

At their worsts—indeed, at their average level^—the canni¬ 
balistic practices of the Maori were hardly surpassed even 
among the tribes occupying territories on the Equator- but it 
must be borne in mind that in recent years these aborigines of 
New Zealand have revealed an extraordinary capacity for 
absorbing much of w^hat is best in so-called civilisation. Today, 
though die number of pure Maori is steadily decreasing as a 
result of inter-mamage with other inhabitants of the islands, 
some thousands of them yet remain: men and women of fine 
potentialities. It is in this respect that they differ so funda¬ 
mentally from the Blackfellow of Australia with whom, by 
unthinking people, they are all too often confused. 



POSTSCRIPT 

CANNIBALISM TODAY 

Oannibalisu, IN the sense in which it has been discussed in 
the past chapters^ can hardly be said to exist in the world of 
today. There may be isolated pockets of survival in the heart 
of New Gtunca and among some of the tribes in the remotest 
comers of South American or African jungles; but they will be 
no more than the rarest of phenomena. 

To hnd examples other than these it would be necessary to 
investigate the reports of survivoiB of shipwreck in such areas as 
the Indian Ocean, where rafts have been known to float for 
days and even weeks, with their occupants dying one by one of 
thirst and sunstroke till only one was left—one who in despair 
overcame the innate repugnance of contemporary man to 
touch human flesh, and drove himself to taste blood, to swallow 
a morsel of flesh in order to survive another hour or day and 
thus increase his chances of eventual rescue. There arc such 
tales; but to quote from them in such a context as this seems 
hardly justiflabic. 

The Second World War is not yet so far behind us that the 
names Belsen, Buchenwald and Auschwitz mean nothing to us 
today. In concentration camps such as those, the ultimate in 
degradation was reached; and the uldmate in degradation, as 
we have seen, implies a complete disregard for the sanctity of 
the human being. The endless volumes of reports on the 
Proceedings at the so-called Nuremberg Trials afford evidence 
of praede® which, even in cold print, carry the odour of the 
cbamel-house. 

In his revelatory book, Tfe S^urgt e/ Swasli/ca, Lord 
Russell of Liverpool wrote uitb the support not only of a wide 
range of official sources of information, but with the authority 
behind him of Antony Somerhough. formerly Head of 
the British War Crimes Group in Germany, 

There were no gas chambers in Bdsen (Russell writes), but thou¬ 
sands were nevertheless extermmaced by disease and starvation. 

iSe 
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Diiring the last few tuonihs of the campus existence the shortage of 
food was so acute that the prisoners (the camp staff were still well 
fed) resorted to cannibalism, and one former British internee gave 
evidence at the trial of the Commandant and some of his staff that 
when engaged in clearing away dead bodies, as many as one in 
ten had a piece cut from the thigh or other part of the bcxly, 
which had been taken and eaten, and that he had seen people in 
the act of doing this* To such Lengths had they been brought by 
the pangs of hun^r* 

This witn«s said: " I noticed on many occasions a very strange 
wound at the back of the thigh of many of the dead. First of all I 
dismissed it as a gunshot wound at close quarters, but after seeing 
a few more 1 asked a fiicnd and he told me that many of the 
prisoners were cutting chunks out of the bodies to cat. On' my 
very next visit to the mortuary I actually saw a prisoner whip nut 
a knife^ cut a portion out of the of a dead body and put It 
quickly into his mouth, naturally iHghtencd of being seen in the 
act of doing so. 1 leave it to your imaginadon to realise to what 
state the prisoners were reduced,, for men to risk eating bits of 
Besh Cut corpses.” 

Incident such as th^ ean, of course, be multiplied almost 
indefinitely. Whether the word ^cannibalUm" can fairly be 
applied to them is a different matter. Meanings as it originally 
did, ^man^eatingv of course the word is just; but over the 
passage of timer the word has acquired others and subtler, 
cofmotationi. 

The distinguished Swedish cdminologist, Soderman, w^bo 
died rccendy after the greater part of a Lifetime devoted to 
police vi-ork in many European countries* towards the end of 
which he revived the famous Intematjonal Police Commission, 
has one strange talc—and a true taJe at that—to teU of Germany 
in the present century* It is not the Germany of the concentra- 
rion camps but that of the betwecn-thc^wars period when 
food was scarce. . , . 

In the early twenties there was a hot-dog vendor plying his trade 
at one of the railroad stations in Berlin- His name was Gross- 
mann and he had once been a butcher. Cro^smaiin was about 
fifty years old, a thin, tnslgniBcant little man vidth. a haggard face 
and a sloping moustache. About twice a month he used to spend 
a day on the platform where long-di^tancei slow trains with cheap 
fourth-cla^ carriages stopped^ If he saw getting out of one of 
these carriages a girl who looked as if she were coming to the dty 
to hunt for a job as a housemaid, he would approach her (pro¬ 
vided she was fat enoi^h)i politely lift hU cap and inquire 
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whether he could be of any ajsdstance. During the cotivcrsatiori 
he would drop a remark that he was in need of a housekeeper for 
his bachelor household atwl that she could have the job if she 
wanted* He paid well, he used to say^ and there was not much 
work* OAcn a girl accepted, and any who did would not be 
seen again. 

Grossmann kept each of these girls for a couple of then 
murdered her. He cut up the bodies with a butcher's skill, kept 
the flesh and disposed of the balance in some sewer. Then he 
pickled the meat, ground it and put it into his sausages, which he 
later sold at the ^way station. This constant stream of girls 
into his flat Anally alerted some neighbours, who put the police 
on his track. Bundles of female dothes were dbcovered in the 
closets^ and Anally Qrosamann confessed* 

Sodeiman has other stones of the same kind to tell^ culled 
from his case-book, but there is tittle point in dupAcating any¬ 
thing at once so macabre and so near our own times. 

The nearest we come to catmibalkm tn the sense m which it 
has been treated throughout these chaptei^—closely associated 
withj or occasionally divorced from ceremoniaJ and sacrifice— 
is in connection with the activities of the Man Mau. It is very 
clear from such books as L. S, B* Leakey's Mmi Mtm md the 
Kihiyti that cannibalism io the East African areas where these 
trihKnieTi operate either never w'holly diedj, or has been 
secretly revived in order to give strength and urgency to an 
illicit movement* There is no doubt that some form of 
cannibalism is practised m connection with the inidadon 
ceremonies that take place* 

The oigani^don generally referred to as ‘Mau Mau^ is 
considered to be merely a new name for the old Kenya Central 
AssociadoDi which was an organisadon devoted to the obstruc¬ 
tion of the white man's aedvides in monopolising more and 
more of the territories looked upon as belonging to the native. 
It became necessary to enlist all the support available, and such 
support as w^as enlisted had to be established as utterly and 
An^ly loyalj against no matter what temptation to ddault. 
Thus the oaths binding the members of the organisation had 
to be made as rigid and unbreakable as possible* And just as^ 
where cannibalisin was associated with religici^miagical cere¬ 
mony, each successive generation of tribaJ priest or chief 
strengthened and elaborated the ritual, so among the Man Man 
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each successive oath-takiog ceremony became more and more 
violent in its control over the participants. 

Writing in 1954, lone Leigh stated that there were then dght 
degrees of oath-taking, each with a dlfTereat ritual. . . . 

The Rrst oath;^ which is the mildest^ is taken in a darkened room 
where an arch of sugar-caiLe or banana-leaves has been erected# 
In an atmosphere of gloom^ the candidate divests himseir of ail 
European articles such as watches^ shoes and clothing, Eings of 
Igoka grass are then placed over his head and wrists, and standing 
naked before the arch he takes the oath. Seven apples are 
included in the ritual to biing misfortune to him if he breaks the 
oath; the eyes of a slaughtered sheep, pierced with mugai thonUj 
also denote the fate of those who break their vows# 

A ^ banana-bell \ which has been hoUowed out and hlled with a 
mixture of blood and earth, is rotated seven times round hb head, 
after which a stick of wild hibiscus is dipped into the blood and 
put to his lifB. He Heks the blood, and bites the chest of the 
daughtered sheep seven times. Blood is then drawn from his 
arm and mixed with the sheep^s blocwi, which aJj initiates must 
drink. ITiis forms the * blood-brotherhood '# Live cats and dogs 
and certain parts of human bodies are sometimes nailed to Mau 
Mau altars, 

Leigh writes that the oaths and rituals increase in bestiality. 
Among the pledges that the initiate must give is one stating 
that whenever he kills a European he will cut off the head* 
extract the eyeballs* and then drink the liquid from them. 

For the fourth oath [Leigh continues), w^hich is usually taken 
before an African becomes a Captain in the Mau Mau army, a 
dead body has to be provided. At the ceremony the fingers of the 
dead man arc bent seven times, and his eyes pricked seven limes. 
A Major takes the fiilh oath. He is required to bite the brain of 
a dead African seven times. For a Brigadier, the brain of a 
white man has to be provided. The candidate proceeds to eat 
seven pieces of it. A General^ who takes the seventh oath, is 
rtquir^ to eat* besides the brain, the wrist-bones of a white man, 
broken up and mixed with his excrement and blood. 

For the last oath, a man and a child must first be killed. The 
heart of the child is cut from its body, and pricked seven times 
with a nail; the brains and blood of the dead man are then mixed 
with the blood of the oath-takers, and all member arc required to 
drink ihe draughU 

In order to intensify the ‘atmosphere* of these oath-taking 
cerernonies, they were usually accompanied by sexual orgies 
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and perversions involving many animab—rams^ dogs, sheep 
and so on, ITiese orgies are so disgusting that the authend- 
cated reports on them are not available for general study. 
They may be consulted on the premises of the Colonial or 
Commonwealth Relations OSkc Library, and in one or two 
of the major libraries; to turn the pages of these documents is 
a more brutalising experience than any resulting from a perusal 
of the reports of travellers and misionaries m the camubal 
territorit^ of the South Sea Islands, Central South America, 
Equatorial Africa, or the North Island of New Zealand* 

The final word on cannibalism may perhaps be left to A. L 
Hopkins, whose comments on the customs of the Solomon 
Islanders have already been quoted. Writing in more 
general terms, he has this to say; 

It is noticeable how people who have never been cannibals despise 
the horrible thing ■ and how quicldy it disappears when a cannibal 
tribe comes into contact with a wider world than that merely of 
their own bush villages, Dircxtly daylight Mb on the habit, it 
withers away* This is remarkable when we ranember the 
sanctity of it in primitive man's eyes. The cannibal is n&l 
necessarily a hopelcsly degraded brute, but a man who has not 
yet lived out of the dark obscurity of bush tribalism, and so has 
b^diy followed a ptaedee deep-rooted in the sacriitcial ideas 
common to man the world over ftom his earliest days* 
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